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il 
II INTRODUCTION 
I 
I There has, in recent years been a significant change in 
I 
!social work practice brought about by a trend toward a more 
I 
1· family oriented approach to treataent. This growing recognition 
lor the importance or the dynaaic interaction of the family bas 
II I served to broaden the scope of social work practice. As a result:; 
!
there has been a shift in focus from the individual client as a 
separate entity to a perception of the client as an individual 
'whose behavior is inf luencecl both by his intra-psychic conflicts !i 
~ . 
need encompass not onl' 
'I 
the dynamics of the individual's behavior but must also include Jl 
Ia conceptualization of the client as a member of his environment~ 
I !I i ; !Man's most important environment is his family. The nature aod 
I
I quality of the interrelationships in this environment becomes anJ: 
11
J
1 
important determinant in the foraula tion of diagnostic under- i! 
ll 
I standing, techniques of treatment and goals. Treatment affects i! /1 tl [and is affected by these influences and forces in the client's 
I l 
jen vi roJllloD t, Who D cb ange take a place ia the attitudes or roles of!' 
'one aeaber of a faaily, the attitudes and roles of the other ii 
I! 
H j! aeabers are affected and new adjustments in the interrelation-
ships aus t be a de. 
l! ii h ii 
II 
il 
li 
:I 
'I li The recognition that psychotherapeutic treatment of one 
~~individual can influence and is influenced b;r others in the 
llclient 's environment serves to eaphasize the need for a re- ~: 
jevaluation of the validity and the effectiveness of current theo~ 
l!retical concepts and techniques of treataent. Exploratory and 
jjevalua tive research can provide this examination. The hypothesis:: 
ilthat are and will continue to evolve out of experience and study: 
I Jserve to provide guides in this new diaension of social work 
I 
!practice. Further stud:r and docuaentation is necessar:r to provid. 
!a frame of reference for improved diagnostic evaluation of and 
I . 
!purposeful eaployment of those dynaaic forces within the client'f 
1environaent. 
i 
\ A dichotoaous examination of changes in the client 1 s atti- " 
I tudes and behavior as well as consideration of the concomaitent ii 
laffecta of tbeae change• upon otbar aoabers of his environaent 
would seea to be one iaportant measure of the effectiveness of 
li 
'I 
II 
current casework practice. 
Purpose of the Study 
The general purpose of this study vas to explore the change~ 
h 
•' II 
IJin the aggregate relationships of six mothers and six fathers, !! 
lall of whom were in casework treatment in a child guidance clini!; 
I and to determine whether parent a perceive ttnY significant incor-1( I I! 
! poration of treatment gains into relationship areas other than !i 
j 1! 
those specifically encoapassed in the therapeutic goals. In J! 
addition atteapts were made to explore the attitudes of these 
parents toward treataent in order to deteraine wbether these 
:1 
il 
li 
II 
il ~ 1 
li 
il 
r 
! 
attitudes seeaed to be a factor in the nature of the par•nts 
involveaent in treataent and the extent of their therapeutic 
I cains. 
II The general areas that were explored ia interTievs with 
these parents were: 1) What changes, if any, did these parents 
perceive in their relationships during the course of treataent; 
12) Were these parents disappointed by the lack of changes in the 
lceneral area of relationships during the course of treataent; 
Is> Did parents feel that any changes or aodifications in their 
Jrelatioasbipa ware attributable to treataent; 4) Were there any 
!significant differences between aothers and fathers in their 
1 ~ 
perception of change in relationships; and 5) What were the attit 
li 
I 
/ 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
!' 
I 
I 
II 
II 
II 
II 
!I 
I! 
I 
tudes of these parents toward treataent? 
The questions posed by this study are: 
1. Do parents feel that treataent has, in any way, 
affected or changed their aari tal relationship? 
2. Do parents perceive any changes in their relation-
ships with other children in their faaily as a 
result of treataent? 
3. Do parents perceive changes in their relationship 
with or view of their own parents as a result of 
treatment? 
4. Do parents perceive any change in their relation-
ships with other significant people as a result 
of treataent? 
s. Do aothers and fathers differ significantly in 
these perceptions and in their purposeful use of 
treataeat gains? 
~ i q 
The Agency Setting 11 
,; 
II 
The Child Paychiatr1 Unit of the Massachusetts Mental Healt~ 
H 
Center is a state aapported institution established for the 
-3-
I 
ii 
;: 
!purpose of diagnosis and treataent of children with emotional 
!disorders. Children between the ages of five and fifteen years 
who are ~esidenta of the Coaaoawealth of Massachusetts are 
i· 
accepted for diagnosis, consultation for and treataent of emotio·-
al probleas. Those children whose problems are causae solely by 
i•ental retardation, organic or neurological disorders are not 
i' 
i accepted .for treatment. I . 
l1 This agency offers both in-patient and out-patient service. II 
IThe aajority of children accepted for treatment are seen weekly 
on the out-patient service. A ten bed in-patient ward, establishtd 
"l 
in 1955, is •p.loyed aainly for extensive diagnosis and research 
I purposes. 
The professional staff of the Child Psychiatry Unit is coa-
posed of seven part-tiae staff psychiatrists, five child psychi· 
jatry fellows, two clinical psycbolocists, three full-time social 
I 
!workers and two half-time social workers. Several senior psychi· 
atrists serve in a supervisory capacity. As a 
the Unit is teaching, training facilities are 
aajor function of ~ 
available for thirf 
I• 
1 and I fourth year medical students, student clinical psychologists ii ,, 
jand four second year student social workers. 
jj Approximately fifty percent of the referrals to the Child 
IIPsychiatry Unit come directly f roa parents. Other referrals are 
!derived from CO\lrts, schools, doctors and other agencies. Refer-11 
i 
I· I 
II 
If 
ral from a professional person or agency is generally aade by II 
;! letter after a preliainary telephone call. Intake interviews are ii 
ii 
li 
conducted by telephone when the referrin& person is the parent ·~ 
other non-professional person. Identifying data and iaforaation II 
I 
I 
I 
.!relevant to the child's problea are presented to an intake coa-
'1 
laittee. All decisions relative to the disposition of application~ 
ii 
are made by this committee. If it is decide4 that the case is 
,. 
•ppropriate to the 1 ervice of the lait, the child' a name is 
placed oa a vaitiag list for •iagnostio study. Families aot 
!accepted for further study are notified of the decision and vher·-
i 
ever posaible an alternative resource is offered. 
The diagnostic evaluation consists of a aeries of interview~ 
;I 
'-
i th the mother and the child and at least one interview with tb. 
d 
i 
father. The purpose of these interviews is to d etine the problem~ 
; ~ 
the parent a underatandi ng of the problem, gain an impression of 
11 d 
the relationships within the family and to obtain developaental \i 
i history. A diagnostic conference is held following the coapletio. 
' ~ 
of this series of interviews where diagnostic findings and treat~ 
!I 
ment plans are discus sed. The clinic recommendations are then !: 
t; 
!presented to the parents at a familJ conference. If treatment is ii I ! 
lrecoaaeaded and accepted by the parents, the child's name is agaJ:n 
placed on a waiting list until arrang.ements can be made for a !i 
treatment teaa to initiate therapy. 
Selection of the Saaple 
The cases selected for this study were obtained through an 
examination of active treatment cases that met the following 
criteria: 
1. Treatment was being offered on the out-patient 
service. 
2. The patient had been in treatment a miniaua of one 
year and a maxiaua of three years. 
-5-
li ,. 
ii 
I 
II 3. The patient was living with both parents. 
4. The patients aother and father were in ~asework 
treataent. 
5. The patients aother and father were being seen by 
individual caaeworkers. 
1: 
There were five cases that met the above ·criteria. In order tp 
increase the s aaple one case was added where treataent had re-
I cently been terminated. 
,, 
I Method of Data Collection 
I The case records were used to obtain background data such 
o~cupation of family members. I•• age, education, religion aad 
1The case re~ords also provided diagnostic iapression of the chil~ 
I II ia trea taent and the parents. : 
!; 
Ea~h parent was contacted by telephone and asked to partic-i! 
I ll 
I ipate in a research project. It was originally intended to inter~ 
l1view parents in their hoae in order to disassociate the study ;j 
:,1 
lfroa focus on the child in treataent. This was not possible, howt 
'ever. One aother refused to be interviewed at hoae although 
willing to cooperate by coaing into the clinic. Three fathers 
i 
.. 
I indicated a preference for an interview at the clinic. Therefore~ 
! jfive aothers and three fathers were interviewed at their hoae; ~ 
" lone aother and three fathers were interviewed at the clinic. ~ 
1 The interview w•s structured only in regard to the areas to!! 
I be discussed with the parents. An interview schedule will be i; 
found in the appendix to the study. 
Liaitationa 
Because of the size of the aaaple, the criteria for 
-6-
!i 
" 
,. 
•i 
'i 
I ~ 
ii 
;! I( 
i! il 
I• 
'I 
selecti·n 
lland the aethod of data collection, it will not be possible to 
jaake any broad generalizations concerning the significance of the 
data. The conclusions will be considered to be speculative and 
land 
it;he 
I 
indicative of areas for further research. Any verification of 
~ ~ 
ij 
conclusions of this study aust await other studies of largeri1 
I. 
I and ii aore controlled samples. 
I The saaple used in this study consists of only six families~ 
i 
\The criteria for the selection of casee were not sufficient to 
!rule out aany sigiificant variables aaong the families. Data was 
I . 
1 collected by 1nterviews. There are aany variable a influencing 
I lthe interview situation that liait the objectivity of the data I· :1 
!obtained. The rapport established between the interviewer and 
I ., 
lthe subject, the aabiguities of language, the interpretation of 
laeaning and the interpretation of affect are soae of the sub-
'jective factors inherent in the interview situation. 
II II jl 
:j II 
I' II 
I 
I 
! 
II 
II il 
II 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER. II 
THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Changing Faaily Balance as a Factor in Treataent I! 
There has been, in recent years, an increasing emphasis in 
lthe psychiatric literature on the dynaaic interaction of the 
jfamily. This trend has been reflected in casework practice where~ 
I 
I there is a growing recognition of the importance of family n inter'!! ;j 
,• ,, 
action. Faaily orientation in casework has brought about a shift l: 
in focus from the individual client as a separate entity to a 'i 
l.•oncept ualha ti on of the client as an individual who •• behavior :: 
is influenced both by the intra-psychic conflicts of his person-
ality and by his enYironaent. It is recognized that man's most 
important enyironment is his faaily. It haa been suggested that 
this broadening of diagnostic understanding of the client froa 
emphasis on the psychodynamics of indiYidual behavior reflects 
a return to early casework theories proposed by Mary Richmond. 
She stated, as one basic principle of social casework, 
that the faaily is the unit of 'social diagnosis and 
treataeat'. Moreover, the caseworker influences and 
is helped by or hindered by the ylient's family group, 
many of whoa she has neYer seen. 
11 
The importance of an understanding of the structure, purpos. 
!! 
land faaction of the faaily is to provide a fraae of reference 
I 
hat w~ll serYe. to impose methods for helping the individual 
lient achieye maximua adjustment without disrupting the equilib~ 
I •' 
ium of the faaily group. H i ~ \: 
ii 
li 
• Max poria, "Family Centered Casework in a Psychiatric Ji 
Social Casework, vol. 37 (April 1956), p. 167. li 
! 
-8-
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I 
A psychology of the family will not replace individual 
psychodynamics but will enrich it and the combination 
will provide a frame of reference for new approaches 
to the treataent of emotional and social problems.2 
Friend describes a trichotoay of faaily function. These 
I !functions involve the socialization of the child, satisfaction 
I ; 
Jof sexual needs and biological maintenance and the priaary force~ 
jin the preservation of the culture of our society. 3 
l 
j The family is the crucible for individual personality 
i growth and development; it is the 'culture carrier' and 
1 ••••• by which values, sanctions and taboos of culture, 
1 internalized ~Y parents, are coaaunicated to the grow-
l 
ing child.4 
•
1 
·.This social unit of the faaily described as the "anthropo-
1 
!logical ego"5 provides an added dimension to the understanding 
I 
1 of individual behavior and personality. Much as the ego strength, 
•I 
perceived in the individual are eaployed therapeutically in trelt-
i; 
l•ent, so aay 
I appropriated 
the strengths in the individuals environment be 
for aore effective casework. The diagnostic under-
standing is enhanced when the treataent plan includes not only 
,I 
!the psychodynaaic underst.nding of the individual client's be- ~ 
I ~ \ 
lhavior but also the strengths and conflicts within this unit of d 
I 
j client's environment. In this way the strengths of the other 
!•embers of the clients environment are employed to reinforce one!! 
i ~ : 2. Sanford Sherman, Frances Beataan & Nathan Ackerman, ·· ii 
"Concepts of Family Striving and Faaily Distress," Social Case- 1, 
work, vol. 37 (July 1958), p. 391. ~ 
- 3. Maurice Friend, "Family Diagnosis & Treatment: Points ofi! 
j Reference for Analysis of Family Processes," Casework Papers ~ 
1 19 57 • p • 2 3 • 11 
Sanford Sherman, Frances Beatman & Nathan Ackerman, "Con- ii 
cepts of Faaily Striving & Family Distress," Social Casework, vo~. 
37 (July 1~58) P• 391. I' 
5 • .!.2!!•, p. 385. 1! 
I 
-9-
!another and as a result strengthen the whole unit. The neurosis , 
I 
and conflict within a family unit is not always to be consideredi 
a destructive force. 
In some instances neurotic conflict destroys the aar-
riage; in others it seems to save the marriage. It is 
coaaon knowledge that the neurosis of one marital part-
ner often compleaents that of the other. Sometimes the 
traits of one partner reinforce in the other healthy 
defenses against neurotic conflict, so ~hat its de-
structive effects are highly mitigated. 
The importance of the conflicts and complementarity within 
the family as an influence upon the treatment of any member of 
I that group cannot be minimized. 
If one member of a family enters individual therapy, 
any changes in the patients attitudes and behaviors 
alters the reciprocal behavior of other members and, 
in turh, the change in their behavior affects the 
experience of the primary patient.7 
I. 
II 
I Gomberg in his study of family-oriented casework emphasizes I; :I 
II 
the therapeutic importance of assessing family interaction in th. 
;; 
!diagnostic formulation. 
1 Emperically it has become evident that when we were I working with several key individuals in the family 
II drama, and when treatment resulted in tne mobili-
1
, zation of the entire family in its own behalf, re-
sults were far more effective.a 
II II An important deterlllinant in the success of treatment is the li 
!l"nature and quality of the interactions between significant mea-!: 
lib• rs of the family." 9 The sa iac 1 ude the dynamic in te ra c ti o ns i, 
I
I i: 
• a an Ackerman, "Diagnosis of Hari tal Interact ion," 1i 
Social Casework, vol. 35 (April 1954), p. 141. > 
• Nat han Ackeraan, Ps,chodynamics of Family Life. p. 11. !I 
8. M. Robert Gomberg ,Trends Toward Family-Oriented Treat• I! 
aent in Social Casework," Jewish Social Service Quarterly, ·i 
vol. 30 (1954) P• 258. I! 
9. Sher11an, Beatman &: Ackerman, .2.2• £..!!., p. 888. II 
-10-
within the marital relationship, between parents and children 
and other significant people within the environment. Successful 
treataent, therefore, involves the understanding and purposeful 
use of the family interaction. In order that the casework rela· 
tionship be used effectively, it is essential that the worker 
be aware of and understand what is happening in the course of 
treataent within the client's enviDonaent. 
No family member is an island unto himself ••• what 
happens to him, good or bad, affects his place and 
operations in his family and affects the atAitudes 
and the behaviors of other family members. 
Mitchell proposes the use of family sessions in the diag-
nosis and treatment of disturbances as an aid to the therapeutic 
understanding of the family members, their conflicts and their 
strengths. This provides the caseworker with insights that may 
be employed to stimulate "a regenerative process toward the 
deTelopaent of new perceptions or altered self-images and images 
of others.n11 This allows for the incorporation into treatment 
plans consideration of means for the achievement of an improved 
equilibrium within the family unit as well as aethods most suit-
able to the individual. 
The equilibrium of the family aay be improved through the 
stimulation of a reciprocal reinforcement of individual strengths 
by the aembers themselves. Not only is the clients capacity for 
change enhanced but those members of his family as well. 
16. Helen Perlman, "Family Diagnosis: Some Problemr," 
Casework Papers 1958., p. 6. 
11. Celia Mitchell, "Th~ Use of Family Sessions in the 
Diagnosis & Treataent of Disturbances in Children," Social 
Cas!vork, vol. 41 (June 196Q) P• 285. 
-11-
Furtheraore, stimulation is provided for reserves and defenses 
against the threat of disorganization in the face of stress and 
tension. 
This use of auxilary therapists has to a limited extent 
been eaployed for some time in child guidance clinics. Although 
the priaary focus and goal in treataent in a child gqidance clinic 
is the iaprovement of the child's eaotional adjustment and the 
alleviation of his problem, it has long been recognized that 
therapeutic gains can be achieved only when there are concurrent 
changes and modifications in the child's environment. The child's 
most significant environment is, of course, his faaily. 
Traditionally it baa been policy in child guidance work to 
effect a coordinated treatment plan involving aother and child. 
A basis for this is the fact that a child's behavior is viewed 
as a "syaptoaatic" atteapt to adapt to the family conflict in 
some fashion.n 12 In recognition of this, it has been aandatory 
that when a child is accepted for therapy, the mother aust also 
actively participate in treatment. •The mother's role has been 
that of an auxilary therapist because it is through her that the 
child guidance clinic is able to help the child within the home.n13 
The father has frequently been an active participant only during 
the diagnostic evaluation and in periodic faaily conferences. 
There have been and still are aany reality reasons for the 
12. Gordon Hamilton, Theory and Practice of Social Casework • 
. P• 99. -
· 13. Harold Plotaky & Pauline Shereahifsky, "An Isolation 
Pattern in Fathers of Emotionally Disturbed Children," Journal 
of Orthopsychiatry, vol. 30 (October 1960), p. 780. 
-12-
'emphasis on the mother-child relationship in therapy but this in 
no way negates the increased recognition of the importance of 
the dynamic interaction of the total family 1 roup. 
Treatment, though formulated around the child's emotional 
problems, can be expected to result in concOIIIIlitant changes 
affectin~ the total family balance. It is a major premise that 
improvement in the child can only be affected and sustained when 
the environment of the family encourages it. 
To free a child for maximum growth a major shift in 
the family organization and interaction is generally 
necessary. Ideally, such a shift results not only in 
freeing the neurotic child but also in enabling 
members in the family to obtain fuller satisfaction 
and lreater spontaneity in relationships. 
The therapeutic gains in child therapy, therefore are deter• 
'mined to a large extent by the parent • s capacity for involvement 
in treatment that is aimed toward the modification of those atti .... 
'tudes and feelings that adversely affect the child. 
Inasmuch aa these attitudes are the result of the 
parent's own life experience&, the client must be 
helped to aee the relationship between his owy51ife experiences and his feelings about the child. 
In view of the iaportance of parental attitudes as an in• 
fluence on treatment gains for the child, there has recently 
.been muoh interest in the study and docuaentation of evidence in 
this area. In a recent study of determinants in the premature 
discontinuance of treatment, several hypothesis were proposed of 
those factors that aeea to be positively related to parents 
;capacity to continue in treatment. 
~ : 
I 
~~i ----~1~a~.~P~l~o-t~s~k~y & Shereahifakyt ~· ~·• P• 780. 
15. Gordon Hamilton, Palchotherapz in Child Guidance. P• 282. 
'• 
-13-
Re1arding the characteristics of the clients, it vas 
hypothesized that the probability of families• contin-
uance into treataent was positively related to the 
following factors; 1) the degree tow hich the problea 
is perceived by the family rather than by the coamun-
itya 2) the degree to which the parents desire to see 
change in themselves as well as in the child or in 
the spouseJ 3) the degree to which parents accept 
•heir child; 4) the favorableness of the parent's 
attitudes toward the referral source; 5) the faaily's 
socio-economic status; 6) the•gree to which parents 
co-operate with the worker during the application 
iaterview; 7) the degree to which the parents and 
worker agree in seeing the core problea; 8) the extent 
to which the father, as well as the mother, takes part 
in the application process; 9) continuance would be 
negatively associated with the length !{ the waiting 
period that preceded the intake study. 
Two iaportant conclusions evolving froa this st.udy were. that 
there were two especially significant factors that seemed to be 
deterainanta in whether faailies remained in treataeat or with-
drew preaaturely. One was that the parents remaining in treataent 
were those who indicated a real awareness of the child's disturb-
ance and their own contribution to it. Another was that those 
parents who remained in treatment were inclined to view the 
problea as soaething for which the whole faaily was responsible 
and, therefore, recognized the need for their participation in 
ita solutien. 
Through a review of the literature, it was seen that there 
have been several studies directly concerned with parental atti· 
tudes toward and involveaent in treataent. One, a study by 
Herkimer, on the relationship between parent's attitudes toward 
.coaing to a child guidance clinic and the outcoae of treataent. 
16. Martha Lake and George Levinger, "Continuance Beyond 
Application Interviews at a Child Guidance Clinic," Social 
r:Casework, vol.37 (Apr.56) P• 304. 
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Herkiaer concluded that the parent's initial attitude toward the 
referral had no appreciable influence upon the outcome of treat-
ment 17 
- . 
In another study by Hartin on the attitudes of parents to-
_:ward a child guidance clinic, the results indicated a positive 
relationship between the parents attitude and the treatment re-
sults. This author stated, "Treatment results were best when 
the client's original attitude toward the agency was favorable.nlS 
Substantiating Hartin's conclusion was a study conducted by 
Wilson on the relationship between parental attitudes and treat-
aent results. Wilson's study showed that in those cases where 
both the attitude of the child and the parent were unfavorable 
to the clinic, there was little or no improvement during the 
course or treatment.19 
17. Jessie Herkimer, "Relation Between Parent's Attitude 
,toward Coming to a Child Guidance Clinic & Outcome of Treatment." 
:: 18. Ruth Hartin, "Parent's Attitudes toward Child Guidance 
'iT rea tmen t." 
:I 19. Ruthanna Wilson, "Effects of Attitude Toward Child 
.~uidance Clinic on It's Outcome." 
\j 
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CHAPTER III 
DESCRIPTION OF THE CASES STUDIED 
The purpose of this chapter is to give a general descrip-
tion of the six parents included in this study and the child in 
treatment, followed by a summary case presentation. 
The Child 
A brief description of the child in treatment and the pre-
senting problem seems relevant. The parent's attitudes ~ovard 
treataeat and perceptions of changes in their aggregate relation-
ships aay be related to the child, the seriousness of his dis-
.turbance and his presenting symptoms. Five of the children in 
treatment were boys, one vas a girl. The children ranged in age 
froa seven and a half to fifteen years of age. The seven and a 
half year old boy is the old est of two boys; the eight and a 
half year old boy is the third child and second boy in a family 
,of five children; the ten and a half year old boy is the oldest 
of four children; the ten and a half year old girl is the second 
child and first girl in a family of four children; the thirteen 
and a half year old boy is the second child and first boy in a 
family ot two children; and the fifteen year old boy is an only 
child. 
Four of the children are Jewish and two Roaan Catholic. 
There are no aixed marriages in the families of these children. 
Four of the children live with their natural parents. Two of the 
children live with their adoptave parents; one family has three 
~ot~er ·~~pte~ children ~nd the other family has one own child 
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eight years older than the child in treatment. The two adopted 
children were placed with their fester parents in early infancy. 
It would seem possible that whether a child is natural or adopted 
,may have some bearing on the parents capacity for self-involvement 
in treatment. 
Each of these children presented serious eaotional disturb-
ances at the tiae application was aade. Four of the six children 
were admitted te the ward for aore extensive diagnosis than is 
possible on an out-patient basis. These four children remained 
on the ward fer periods ranging froa one year three months to 
one year and nine months. One of these four children has continued 
on the day program since discharge from the ward. 
The presenting problems at the time of application were 
·aanifold in each of the six cases. The symptoms presented in-
eluded bizzare behavior, withdrawal, hallucinations, enuresis, 
;destructive behavior, hyperactivity, defiance, pre-occupation 
~ith death, phobias, poor peer relationships, and learning 
:problems. 
The length of treatment for these children has ranged from 
one year and six months to two years and eight months. One child 
~as terminated in September 1960 and one other will be terminated 
in June of 1961. 
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TABLE 1. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF CHILD IN TREATMENT 
I ' \ 
I A. B. c. ~. E. IF • 
,Age s-t lOi lSi ~ot 7"! 15 
';Sex K F' H ~. M M 
.:Ordinal Position 3 2 1 fl. 1 1 
Relig1on R.C. J. J. ~- ·J. R.C. 
:Natural or Ado}!tive N. A. A. --tf. N. N. 
12.8yrs. i2 • 6 yr s • 2 • 3 yr • • Length of Treataent 1.6yrs. 2 .6yrs. 2 yrs. 
The Mothers 
The aothers ranged in age froa thirty-one years to forty-
nine years. One aother was thirty-one years of age; one mother 
was thirty-eight years of ageJ two aothers were thirty-bine years 
of age; one aother was forty-four years of age; and one mother 
.was fort1-nine years of age. Two of the aothers worked outside 
;the hoae, while four reported their occupation as housewife. 
One of the working aothers found involveaent in the business 
world to be eaotionally beneficial to her. The other working 
,,aother felt it necessary that she work at least part tiae to 
contribute to faaily finances. 
Five of the six aothers are high school graduates; the other 
mother coapleted three years of high school. Two aothers had soae 
business school training beyond high school, one aother coapleted 
two years of college and one aother graduated froa college. 
Four of the mothers are Jewish; two of the mothers are 
Roman Catholic. None of the aothers bad aade an inter-faith aar-
iriage. None of the aothers had had any previous aarriages. The 
~ I 
.icase records showed no aarital separations. The length of the 
d 1~arriage of these six aothers ranged froa eleven to twenty-three 
" 
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As attitudes toward treataent would seem to be related to 
the manner in which referral vas aade, the case records were ex-
. aained for sources of referral. In all six faailies studied, the 
telephone application vas aade by the aotber. Three aothers indi-
cated that the suggestion that they seek treatment for their 
children came from the school. Three aothers were referred by 
other Child Guidance Clinics that did not have in-patient facil-
_ities. On the basis of information received from the referring 
clinics, one mother was well aotivated, one mother shoved soae 
resistance and the third vas very resistent and withholding. 
I 
TABLE 2. ------------=-=:::..::::..:=-__;;;:...;:_ __________________ _ 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MOTHERS 
-
lA. 
I f I 
:B. c. D. E. F. 
.A2e 139 ! 49 44 31 ~~~----· -- 39 
'Religion jR.C. 'J. J. J. J. :R7 c .--"--.._._ 
·Education i2yrs 14yrs R.S. & H.S. R.S. &: 3yrs 
lcol !COl Bus Co Bus Col H.S. 
.C.urrently Ea»loyed !No :No Yes No Yes No 
:;ten2tb of Marria2e i18yrs '23yrs 22yrs 11 rs -- t'::-::::.-----·- r::-=-------!i' ..l.!:~---. ~-!-~rs ________ 
---
~----------Natural or Adoptive ! i I Parent iN. rA. A. N. N.; N. 
;Length of Treataent i2.8yrsjl.6yrs 2.6yrs 2.6yrs 2.3yrs 2yrs __ ,___ ___ 
'fhe Fathers 
The fathers ranged in ace froa thirty-six years to fifty-
:four~years. One father was thirty-six years of age; one father 
was thirty-nine years of age; one father was forty-one years of 
'age; one father was forty-seven years of age; one father was 
i!fifty-one years of age; and one father was fifty-four years of 
;!age. 
,, 
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The level of education for these six fathers ranged froa 
high school graduates to graduate work beyond college. One 
father's education stopped with graduation from high school. One 
father had one year of businets college following high school 
graduation. Three fathers graduated from four-•ear colleges. One 
father coaple ted law school following graduation from college. 
As there is a scatter in the educational background of these 
fathers it will be interesting to determine whether this seems 
to be a factor in their attitude toward and involvement in treat-
ment. 
As it has been noted in many previous studies that there is 
a correlation between socio-economic status and involvement, an 
':effort was aade to categorize these six fathers. The case records 
'had little information froa which to determine socio-economic 
status so the classifications will be Dade solely on the basis 
of occupation. Two of the fathers are engaged in professional 
occupations, two fathers are in business for themselves and two 
fathers are engaged in white-collar work. The one father not 
:currently employed was a white collar worker. 
Four of the fathers are Jewish and two are Roman Catholic. 
None had made an inter-faith marriage. None of the fathers had 
had any previous marriages nor have there been any marital 
;Separations. 
An attempt was made to ascertain fathers attitudes toward 
:treatment at the tiae of application but the case records had 
(f 
I !!little information from which to draw any conclusions. 
l ~ 
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11 
The length of treatment for fathers has in all cases been 
less than the mothers; the frequency of interviews has also been 
less than for the mothers. All six mothers becaae involved in 
treatment on a weekly basis at the time therapy was started for 
.·the children. The length of treatment for mothers has, therefore, 
ranged from one year and six aonths to two years and eight aonths. 
All six aothers were scheduled for weekly interviews with a 
·social worker and all maintained regularity in their contacts • 
. The length of treatment for fathers has ranged from one year and 
,one month to two years and four months. jlthough five fathers 
, were scheduled for weekly interviews and one father was scheduled 
every other week, these men were less consistent in maintaining 
regular contact than were their wives. Initially all six fathers 
were interviewed by a social worker. This year one of the six 
:: 
fathers has been assigned to a doctor. 
TABLE 3. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE FATHERS 
'A :B lc l» IE~,-----
, -----------+-·-----+ • t--~--~--t~-~ • 
. M_~---------------------~--\-t!__ __ 2_1_ __ 47 i 36 ---~_!___ ___ -~3=-~9=------
::Religion . ..i.~! 'J. --~-------~-J-~--- J;[_. _ .... ~!_c_!_ ________ _ 
Education 1 4yrs :Beyond H .S .& I 4yrs 1 H .s. 4yrs 
:Occupation 
Classification 
,Natural -or Adoptive 
· Parent 
r------~·--------~-----~ '~ength of Treatment 
i 
•j 1~ 
; ~ 
i Col. 1 Col. IUs Sch ! Col I Col ___ _ 
lprofes- semi- i semi-j. profes-
: skilled is iona 1 _ ~illed J.~l~!! -~ki}!~~- -~~!!~! _____ _ 
: ' I I 
' ; l 
:N. A. A. ;N. :N. N. 
:2.4yrs l.lyrs 2.4yrs\l.iyrs\i.9_y_r_s~l~.~3-y-r--s---
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Description of Cases 
In this section a brief description and summary of the six 
cases will be presented in order to describe the family as seen 
by the clinic at the time of the diagnostic. 
Case A: The A. family was referred by a Child Guidance Clinic 
in their home community for extensive diagnostic study and pos-
.. sible in-patient treatment for their son. Donald, then five and 
a half years of age, was the third child and second boy in a 
family of five children. His parents had been increasingly con-
'cerned about his bizarre behavior. ·He had been showing increas-
ing withdrawal in the area of relationships and there had been a 
sudden onset of what appeared to be hallucinations. Diagnostic · 
impression indicated that this boy was pre-occupied with thoughts 
.of death and mutilation. At times he seemed lost in his own 
'autistic pre-occupation but he did not seem to permanently ex-
'clude his environment. Donald was admitted to the ward where he 
. reaained in treataent for one year, nine months. He has since 
been on a part-tiae day program. Mrs. A. is a thirty-nine year 
old Roman Catholic mother who completed two years of college. 
At the time of diagnostic she was felt to be functioning far 
.: below the level of her capacity. She was seen as an extremely 
masochistic woman with insatiable dependency needs. Her great 
feelings of inadequacy and guilt contributed to her difficulty 
in separating rnlity from phantasy. Her fear of her own aggres-
sion precluded her ability to exert realistic controls on her 
children as limits were synonomous with hostility and rejection • 
. It was felt, however, that this mother was well motivated to 
help for her son and for herself. 
Mr. A. is a fort;r-~n~ ;rear old Jtoman Catholic aan who com-
pleted four ;rears of college. He is emplo;red in the advertising 
field. He was described in the diagnostic suaaar:r as a serious, 
concerned aan well aotivated to participate in treatment for his 
son. He was viewed as a basically compulsive and guilt ridden 
personality who was excessively controlled. Arrangaaents were 
'aade for Mr. A. to be seen weekly by a social worker at the 
·clinic beginning four months after his son's admission to the 
;.ward. · 
,Case B: The B. family was self-referred at the suggestion of 
:;the school. Lucy, then eight and a half years of age, was the 
':second of four adopted children. The concern of the school and 
her parents was aroused by Lucy's increasingly withdrawn behavior • 
. On occasion in school, she seemed to be almost in a catatonic 
:state. Other syaptoms expressed by the parents were that Lucy 
had difficulty learning, seeaed excessively fearful and angry 
and was enuretic. Lucy was admitted to the v ard for further 
diagnostic observation and treataent. She remained on the ward 
f~l" --~~n•- year and four JllOnth_s. Si~ce discharge she has been seen .. 
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weekly on an out-patient basis. 
Mrs. B. is a forty-nine year old Jewish woman who has four 
adopted children. She is a college graduate who underwent analysis 
early in her marriage during which her phobic reactions were mod-
ified. Diagnostic iapressions were that there was much pathology 
in this woman. She was seen as a aasochistic, anxious and guilt 
ridden woaan who aakes extensive use of the mechanisa of denial 
and intellectualization. She revealed a strong identification 
with the badness and inadequacies she saw in Lucy. 
Mr. lB·. is a fifty-one year old Jewish aan who graduated 
froa college and law school. He is engaged in the practice of 
law. Thera was a quality of sado-aasochisa in the relationship 
between Kr. B. and his wife. Mr. B. has been described as a very 
intelligent person with considerable unfalfilled potential. He 
has a compelling need to allay himself with the underdog and has 
as a result jeopardized his career through involvement in highly 
1controversial issues. He makes extensive use of the mechaniaas 
of denial and intellectualization to allay his inner anxiety • 
. Case C: Mrs. c. applied to the clinic following recommendation 
~by her pediatrician and the school. Steven, then eleven and a 
half years of age, was the youngest child and only son in a 
·faaily of two children. His sister, eight years his senior, is 
a natural child. Steven was adopted in early infancy. The chief 
coaplaints were that Steven was a behavior problem, pre-occupied 
with thoughts of death and was experiencing learning difficulties. 
Diagnostic iapression was that Steven was an obsessional person-
ality who showed a great pre-occt~pation vi th death phantasies .• 
He appeared overly identified with his aother especially in her 
hypochondriacal and somatic coaplaints. Steven vas accepted for 
therapy on an out-patient basis and treatment has continued for 
a period of two years and six aonths. 
Mrs. c. is a forty-four year old Jewish aother. Mrs. c. 
had aoae ausic and business training following graduation froa 
high school. Mrs. c. was seen during diagnostic as a cultured, 
intellectual woaan pre-occupied with her illness and physical 
ailaents. She was considered to be a rather domineering, hostile, 
parson who used her soaatic coaplaints for secondary gain. Disa~­
~·pointed in her husband, she has saeaed to re-activate her early 
artistic ambitions aod has atteapted to fulfill them vicariously 
through her sen. Mra. c. has been aeen weekly by a social worker 
since her son began therapy. 
Mr. c. is a forty-seven year old Jewish father ~ho coapleted 
one year of business college following graduation froa high 
school. He has a saall trucking business and works on consignaeat 
for one of the local newspapers. Mr. c. was described in the 
diagnostic auaaary aa being a quiet, passive and ineffectual aan 
who rationalized, denied and avoided recognition of any problem 
ia Steven's behavior. Be prop_osed ~!te philosophy that if you do , 
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not let things bother you, they have a way of workin? out from 
the best. There was a quality of passive, feminine orientation i 
Mr. C's personality and it seemed as though he had been relegatec 
to the duties of the household by his wife. Mr. C. has been seen 
by a social worker at the clinic for a period of two years and 
four months. 
Case D: The D. family was referred by the Thom Child Guidance 
Cl1nic as it was felt that admission to the ward was indicated 
for the purposes of observation and diagnosis in view of the 
resistent and withholding attitude of the mother. The referral 
process was stimulated by the school's concern. Chief complaints 
at the time of application were scholastic and behavior problems 
II 
in school and constant defiance at home. • 
Jimmy was seven and a half years qf age at the time of 11 
application. He was the oldest of four children. Clinical diag-
nosis described Jimmy as suffering from a neurosis with obsessiv -
compulsive features. His weak ego was easily overwhelmed by his 
instinctual impulses and he showed character,logically symptoms 1 
of an adult depression. He showed strong oral and anal fixations 
~ith many primitive.phantasies. Jimmy was admitted to the ward 
~here he remained for a period of one year and eight months. He 
has subsequently been seen on an out-patient basis for the past 
nine months. I 
II Mrs. D. is a thirty-one year old Jewish mother of four 
~hildren. She is a high school graduate. Diagnostic impressions I 
were that this was a narcissistic woman lacking in maternal 1 
warmth. She viewed Jimmy as a potentially destructive personalit 
who was uncontrolled and uncontrollable. The primary mechanisms 
of defense noted in this mother were denial and projection. 
Mr. D. is a thirty-six year old Jewish father. He is a 
college graduate whose occupation is that of a retail merchant. 
A year and a half ago he went into business for himself. Mr. D. 
presented himself during the diagnostic study as being less 
denying of the emotional disturbances in his son than his wife. 
He was seen as an anxious, guilty man with a great deal of un-
~xpressed hostility. He seemed, however, to be less hostile 
toward authority figures than his wife. Mr. D. was seen weekly 
py a social worker at the clinic for one year and niae months. 
~uring the past five months he has been seen by a male therapist 
~t the clinic. 
~ase E: Initially Mrs. E. sought treatment at the Children's 
~enter but as Louis was over their age limit, she was referred 
~o the Massachusetts Mental Health Center. Louis, then six years 
of age, was the oldest of two boys. Chief complaints were that 
LOUis seemed to be hyperactive, destructive and fearful. Clinical 
impressions were that Louis had erected obsessive-compulsive 
defenses that were inadequate to cope with his inner anxiety. 
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II 
II 
'I A sado-masochistic relationship had seemin~ly developed between I· 
Louis and his mother as a result of his regression from the oed- 1
1 
ipal conflict to an identification with a masochistic and chron-
ically ill father. A lack of adult controls in this child's 
environment had precluded his establishment of inner controls. i 
Louis was admitted to the ward for one year and three months. II 
For the past year he has been in treatment on an out-patient 
basis. I! 
Mrs. E. is a thirty-eight year old Jewish mother. She com-
pleted one year of business college following graduation from 
high school. She is described as a very anxious, verbose woman, 
•be iaedai to marry a chronically ill man sixteen years her 
senior. 
II 
II 
II 
II II 
Mr. E. is a fifty-four year old Jewish father who is a high! 
school graduate. He was formerly employed in a sales capacity in• 
a large department store. He has been unemployed for the past te 
months. Mr. ~. is described as a dependent man whose ability to 1 
relate to his children as a father figure has been hindered by II 
his chronic illness, frequent absences from the home during ! 
hospitalizations and the competitive situation set up as he ~~ 
receives the attnetion desired by his son. He has been in treat-,1
1 
ment with a social worker for the past year and ten months. ! 
Case F: The F. family was self-referred followi~g a recommend- ~~~ 
at1on from the school that they seek treatment for their son. , 
Joseph, then eleven years of age, was an only child. The present 
ing problem was learning difficulties in school, withdrawn be- 11 
havioD and poor peer relationships. The diagnostic impression 1 
was that Joe was a boy of average intelligence though functionin~ 
well below his potential. He appeared to have some difficulty in: 
forming a picture of himself as functioning in a male role. j 
Mother's destructive phantasies impaired his developing a mascu-: 
line identification and matu~ing in a masculine way. This confli~t 
was further reflected in Joe's learning problem--an area valued 
by his parents. Joe was in therapy for a period of two years , 
befor:r:~r;~n::i:nt::r:::::::•:e::s:~d Roman Catholic mother.! I 
She completed three years of high school. Diagnostic summary 
describes this mother as having a deep seated hysterical char-
acter disorder with some evidences of conversion symptoms. Her Ill 
destructive phantasies toward Joe are related to a post-partum 
infection that incapacitated her for eighteen months, following j' 
his birth. Jhere have been many subsequent operations related i 
to this infection. She was seen as overcompensating for her 
hostile, rejec t.ing attitude toward her son. Although Mrs. F. was 
in treatment for two years, frequent illnesses and accidents 
interrupted the regularity of her contacts with the clinic. 
Mr. F. is a thirty-nine year old Roman Catholic father. He 
is a college graduate and is employed in an executive sales 
osition. The dia nostic im ression of this father was h t he 
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jauffered from a character neuroais that was primarily of an 
1obaessional kind. However, this functioned well for him in his 
isituation in life so there was little subjective anxiwty. Mr. F. 
iseeaed to relate to Joe in an emotionally distant but somewhat 
:sadistic aanner that served to set up failures for his son. Mr. 
IF. was in treataent with a social worker at the clinic for one 
!rear. His contacts were irregular and his involvement very 
iainiaal. , 
Suaaary. 
This chapter has contained a general description of the aix 
aothers, the six fathers and the six children in treatment. Thia 
'was followed by a aore detailed diagnostic summary of the caae 
I 
:!situation at the tiae of the diagnostic study. 
! 
The saaple consista of five boys and one girl who are or 
!who have been in treatment at a child guidance clinic. They 
I 
I 
' 
!range in age froa seven and a half to fifteen years. Two were 
'I 
!the oldest child in the family, two were the second child in the 
~ 
!family, one vas the third child ia the family and one was an only 
i 
ichild. Two were adopted children and four were natural children. 
:Four were Jewish and two were Roaan Catholic. 
The presenting ayaptoas at the tiae of diagnostic included 
!enuresis, learning problems, poor peer relationships, destructive 
,behavior, defiance, withdrawal, hyperactivity, excessive fears, 
1
pre-occupation with thoughts of death aad hallucinations. 
Five of the six children included in this study were clia-
lically evaluated as being severely diaturbed emotionally. Four 
!I 
'lof the children were admitted to the ward for periods ranging 
! 
i~roa one year three months to one year nine months. One of these, 
H 
'I ;~our has been continued on a part-tiae day program at the clinic 
'! 
:I 
;!since he vas discharged a year ago. 
d 
' 
,, 
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The six mothers included ia this studJ range in age froa 
:Jthirty-one to forty-aiDe years. Two of the mothers. are eaployed 
iloutside the hoae on a part tiae basis. Five of the six mothers 
,, 
" 
!have coapleted high school. The sixth aother left school at the 
lend of her third year of high school. Two mothers had aoae ape-
'I 
icialized traiaiDg lteyond high a chool, one aother coapleted two 
!years of college aDd one aother graduated from college. 
Four of the mothers are JewishJ two aothers are Roman 
Catholic. There have been no previous aarriages and the length 
of their marriage has ranged froa eleven to twenty-three years. 
The telephone applications were aade by the aothers in all 
iaix cases. Three aothers followed up suggestions made by the 
,f 
school and three aothers were referred by other agencies. 
The six fathers included in this study range in age froa 
,thirty-six to fifty-four years. All six fathers completed high 
!school. Five of the six fathers had additional education and 
'training. One father had one year of business school, two grad-
iuated froa college and one graduated fro• college and law school. 
Two of the fathers were in occupations that could be clas-
sified as pro~essions, two were in busineas for themselves and 
two were employed in white collar occupations. 
Two of the fathers are Roaan Catholic and four of the fath-
' 
:lers are Jewish. None has been previously aarried. None of the 
I 
I 
jsix fathers initiated the application for treatment. All six 
)jfathers have been actively involved ia treataent for periods 
\!ranging froa one year and one aonth to two years and four aontha. 
·• 
·I 
' 
fl 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION & ANALYSIS OF DATE 
DERIVED FROM INTERVIEWS WITH MOTHERS 
Introduction 
I In this chapter the six aotheri~ intervie1ted will be com-
!pared with respect to the changes they perceived in their aggre-
; 
:sate relationships during the course of treataent and their pur-
l 
lposeful application of the treataent gains into relationship 
!areas other than those specifically encoapassed in the therapeutic 
! 
rsoals of treataent. The areas to be explored are: 1) Mother's 
Jperception of changes in their marital relationships; 2) Mother's 
'i . 
!perceptions of changes in relations hips vi th other children in 
I 
~he faaily; 3) Mother's perception of changes in relationship 
Mith their parents; 4) Mother's perception of change in other 
' 
!significant relationships; 5) Mother's perception as to the cause 
iof changes noted; 6) Mother's attitude toward trea taent. 
Mother's Perception of Changes in Marital Relationship 
~resentation of Case Material 
I 
icaseAA: Mrs. A. stated that during the course of treataent 
ithere had been a complete re-organization of her family that had 
~esulted in aany positive changes in the interaction between 
!herself and her husband. Most iaportant vas the f act that she 
~nd her husband had learned to better understand themselves and 
'ione another. As a result there were fever attempts to affect 
~hange in the other partner. Rather each was trying to aodify 
!that behavior in themselves that had contributed to their aarital 
~ .. ~iasatisfaction and to their son's emotional difficulties. It 
' as not been easy to fac• the part they played in their son's 
'illness nor to accept the illness itself. It did serve, however, 
to draw her and Mr. A. together as it was a problea they could 
i ot ignore. 
I 
.1 Asked if she could be more specific, Mrs. A. explained that 
~~·-~ h':lsband is i~patient and stubborn. Formerly hew as very quic~ 
I 
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., 
·i 
ii 
'ito criticize her. She tends to be iapu.lsive and quick-tempered. 
,r:' lso she is a pretty disorganized homemaker. She would start a 
!doz~n tasks and sel~oa finish any. Her uncertainty an? ~·~lings 
:of 1nadequacy ware 1ncreased by her husband's open cr1t1c1sas. 
!~he vas hurt and responded quickly and not always too wisely in , 
;Ianger. Frequently she would attempt to strike back at her hus-
ilband by belittling him in front of the children. She is aware 
!now that this solved nothing but served only to create aore 
~tension and to hurt the children • 
. i 
'I The improveaents in their aari tal relationship have been 
:lgradual and the result of the autual effort of herself and her 
!hultband. They have spent auch tiae talking together about their 
!growing avarenes s of themselves, one another and the effect 
!their behavior had on their children. She stated that although 
1lthe coaaunication between herself and her husband had not 
!changed in quantity, there had been a change in the quality of 
i~he coaaunication. There is aore understanding and sharing of :~eelings between thea and they are more likely to reach agreeaent. 
I , 
i Mrs. A. feels that her husband has exerted real effort to 
ijbe aore patient and less quick to criticize her. He does not 
!lseea to her to be as stubbern and dogmatic in his ideas but 
1rather is more willing to listen to and consider her views. She 
:lalso thinks that her husband is trying to "build her ago" by 
:lrraquently praising her. Some times he is quite obvious in offer-
iling coapliaents and she calls hia on it but nonetheless is grat-
l1lified by his efforts. At the same time, Mr. A. is freer to show 
i,his feelings of anger, disappointaent, affection, etc. than he 
i~~· previously. This Mrs. A. believes to be good for her husband 
ilbut confessed that she is still a little frightenad by this as 
ilhe vas always her "Rock of Gibraltar.¥ c 
I 
·I 
I Mrs. A. feels that she has made progress in her capacity 
!to organize so that her behavior is less impulsive. She nov 
:~ccepts her husband as he is and isn't trying to change him. She 
llhas curbed her habit of belittling her husband in front of the 
children and reserves the discussion of their differences to a 
htiae when they are alone. As she deliberately assumed a respect-
'~ul attitude toward her husband, he has seemed to assume a aora 
'jactive and influential· role in the family. 
i 
j~ase B•s~Mrs. B. initially stated that there had been no changes 
; ... lin the marital interaction between herself and her husband during 
! the course of treataent. She then qualified this by saying that 
!rona had taken placd that wouldn't have happened anyway. 
: Mrs. ~'s attitude vas primarily one of ambivalence. She 
!eaphatically denied that there had been any change in her behav-
jior toward her husband. She expressed irritation with the clinic, 
!in that there had been no noticeable change in her pattern of 
!behavior. She then immediately expressed an awareness of her j sJ~9~1!J !'tt.S~~stenctt to chaJ:1_ge and s~id ~hat she may well have 
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ilclosed her e••• to any attempts to help her change. Mrs. B. is 
;:very aware of and guilty about the fact that she is ext•ely 
'volatile and quick.teapered with her faaily. She expresses her 
recognition of a need to modify the~e traits but at the saae 
tiae verbalizes bar resistance toward change. 
i1 The day of the !_nt~rview, Mrs. B. had decided that her 
!husband's attitude toward the children was noticeably more 
:patient and kindly. She reacted to this with aixed feelings. She 
·approves of her husband's increased patience with the children 
!
1
but resents the fact that this iaplies his shifting onto her the 
i1"grubby day-to-day responsibilities• for the children. 
I 
l 
1 Initially Mrs. B. stated that there had been no changes in 
lithe areas of coa111Ulication, sharing and joint activities. She 
'I !!later stated that there had been a decrease in the amount of 
'ispontaneity in their relationship. She said that she and her 
:jhusband always had talked freely with one another about their 
!thoughts and feeliAgs. During early aonths of treataent they 
;shared freely their individual experiences and reactions. The 
:ipurpose of this sharing vas, however, directed pri aarily toward 
'iaaking fun of the techniques of the caseworkers. After several 
:iaonths of t.reataent, Mr. B. suggested that they di a continue it 
i!and Mrs. B. found herself to be strangely reluctant. She stopped 
!\sharing with her husband her experiences at the clinic "out of 
i!loyal ty to the cliaic," for fear he would aake use of something 
:lshe had told hia to depreciate the clinic in front of their 
!friends and for fear he would again suggest that they wi thdrav 
'ifroa treataent. She now shares with hi• only on those infrequent 
10ccasions when there is something of a positive nature to report. 
'!Case C: Mrs. c. reported that during the course of treataent 
tthere had been changes in her own and in her husband 1 s pattern 
iof behavior and outlook on life that had affected po•1i tive 
:!changes in their aarital relationship. She aade it clear, however, 
'lthat these changes could not in anyway be attributed to their 
!involvement in treataent. During this period of time Mrs. C 's 
!health has iaproYei greatly and she has t4ken on a part-tiae job 
jthat bas been very satisfying to her aaotionally. 
I 
: 
, A basic change in Mrs. C's philosophy toward life has been 
:jthe aost aeaningful change that has reaul ted fro• her iaproved 
'!health. She is aore alive, optoaistic and accepting of her life 
!than when treataent began. She is aore able to see things in 
:~heir_proper perspective, and aarital tensions between herself 
'land her husband have been eased. As she is less frequently de-
;pressed and.yerbally dissatisfied, there has been.aore sharing 
:·in the aarr1age. She aakes aore of an effort to 11 stan to her 
jbusband and to consider his ideas, rather than to negate his 
1suggestions before he has even coapleted voicing thea. Coaauni• 
!cation has increased because of this. She added th•t the clinic 
ihas served to increase coamunication in the sense that this is a 
Jjco~·t:t~_.tt!t»•!"if»nC~ that pJ"OVid.,s -~- _c;_~~JI!.9n topic flor conYersation.:, 
I -so • 
. j 
! 
I 
lt 
. Mrs. c. described her husband as being basically an opto-
:mistic, easy-going person easy to get along with. The only crit-
lioiam she ever had about her husband was his lack of assertion. 
,IH• always gave in to her rather than a tanding up for his con• 
jVictions. As a result of treatment Mrs. c. feels that her husband 
ihas been able to show more assertion, and, as she approves of 
lthis, she is making a conscious effort to encourage a furtheranc• 
!of this quality in him. 
I . Case D: Mrs. D. stated that the strains involved for her in 
ICOn nuing in treatment had adversely affected her marital rela• 
:itionship. She and her hue band have grown further apart under the 
jstrain. Although she thought that she had gained a better under-
jstanding of her husband and his nonqverbalized feelings, she 
!"couldn't care less." She admittedly has made no use of this 
!understanding in her marriage. Actually she feels that in some 
~aya this increased underatanding.of her husband*s personality 
jhas contributed to her indifference in that she seems more aware 
!of her husband•s faults than she vas previously. i . . 
I I Mrs. D. pointed out that although her husband had the bene• 
!fit of more formal education than she did, he does not show any 
!interest in reading or thinking deeply as she does. Her husband 
!has never been able to express himself well and this has pre• 
!eluded their establishing any real coaaunication in their rela• 
ltionship. Mr. D's inability to verbalize clearly has been the 
!cause of many arguments between them. He will never tell her 
~hat went into a specific action or decision. She had hoped that 
~hrouFh contacts at the clinic he would learn to express himself. 
I 
. Mrs. D. and her husband spend less time together than they 
idid earlier due to the fact that Mr. D's business requires his 
~orking many evenings. There has been no signif~cant change in 
ithe kind of a ctiYities they engage in but Mrs. D. stated that 
I I& he receives tess enjoyment from them. I . 
I 
iCase Es Mrs. E. indicated that changes of both positive and 
I inegative nature had occurred between herself and her husband 
1during the course of treatment. The aost meaningful change is 
~he fact that Mr. E. seems to be leas dependent upon his aother 
!than peeviously. ~r. E. used to call his mother every day for 
!advice and suggestions. His mother used to spend every week end 
~ith the family but bas not recently. Mr. E. has not encouraged 
iher to do this. 
I 
! 
1 Mrs. E. feels that she and her husband are closer in respect 
~o the children. Mr. E. has become more assertive in the area of 
lelia cipline, and Mrs. .E. has tried to encourage his effort a. Even 
~~hough there are many occasions when she does not agree with her 
, usband's action she will back him, as she wants to do nothing 
o undermine hie efforts. 
I 
:J 
! 
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Coaauaication is an area Mrs. E. feels has changed soaevhat • 
. :She feels that her husband baa been trying to e xpresa hiaself 
aore freely. She feels that he has become aore able to talk with 
iher about things that do not concern hia personally, but there 
[is still a reluctance to discuss things that affect hia persoa-
~~lly. Mrs. &. believes she is aore uaderstanding of the diffi-
iculty her husband experiences and is leas iapatient with .hia. 
ishe realizes that Mr. E. is very sensitive about his poor health 
!land long period of uneaployaent. She knows that she tends to nag 
i!but tries to avoid this. 
Although Mrs. E. tries to iahibit her anxiety about her 
!husband's uneaployaent, this has brought aany tensions in their 
!relationship. Mr. E. has been out of work for the past ten aonthl, 
:and Mrs. E. feels that he could have found work had he not been 
!so selective. They are both eabarrassed about his uneaployaeat 
!and avoid discussing the aatter. When the subject coaea ~p Mrs. 1. 
ican' t seea to help nagging. In order to "get soae air between 
ithea" and to curb her iapatience at having her husband hoae all 
lthe tiae, Mrs. E. has obtained part-tiae eaployaent. Although 
jthis gave thea a breather, it also added to her husband's sense 
lof failure in that she vas earning aoney and he was not. 
i 
~ase F: Mrs. F. 1tated tbat during the cou rae of treataent the 
, arital interaction between her1elf and her husband grew into a 
~ature and aore spontaneous one. There is now auch coaaunication, 
jshariag and enjoyaent of one another. Mrs. F. felt that the 
!changes in behavior were priaarily hers but indicated that she, 
lrathef~~b.an b.et.l!ausband, was th,,.one aost ia need. 
' . : .. .. . 
i Mrs. F. described herself as haviag been very sensitive, 
liadecisive and vacillating at the tiae treataent began. She vas 
!so unsure of herself that if anroae questioned a stateaent ·Of 
!hers she would iaaediatelr bact down. She aade aountains out of 
[1
1
aolehills and vas continueusly in a state of anxiety and discoa-
: fort •.. She was very dependent upon her husband and placed full 
!responsibility for decisions on hia yet irrationally felt as 
jthough aany deaands ••re being placed upon her. She feels that 
'!She had a very narrow perspective oa aarriage. She thought that 
ilove could conquer all. She blindly accepted her perception of 
:lher parents• aarria1e as the onlr way. The husband's role was to !~rovide financially. The wife's role was to keep house and bear 
!children. 
, Through treataeat, Mrs. r. learned to look at herself and 
:ito understand what was oonstantlr d.iscolllforting her. Learning 
!Ito understand herself allowed her to apply the a aae kind of 
,thinking to gain a better understanding of others about her. She 
:.·.,~·caae to know for the fir!t tiae what kind o~ a person ber husband 
' as, his interests and h1s aooda, ao that she w a a better able to 
!adjust to hia. 
i 
I 
1 
i 
·I 
I 
I 
' 
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Mrs. r. said that as she is now aore aware of herself and 
her feelings, she is better able to express herself to her hus-
'band. He has responded to this aad has shown an interest in her 
.iideas. Be is aore inclined to eonsi der her opinion in any pend-
ring decision. 
iDiscussion 
' : 
.I Five of the six aotbers interviewed felt that there had been 
Jsoae significant changes in their relationships with their hus-
;bands during the course of treataent. One, Mrs. D., felt the 
rchanges to haYe been negative ia that she felt that the quality 
•of the aarital interaction had deteriorated. Four aothers, Mrs. 
~., Mrs. c., Mrs. E., and Mrs. F., described the changes in the 
:aarital relationship as having been essentially positive ones. 
~ne, Mrs. B., felt that there had been no change in the relation-
lship between herself and her husband. 
! 
! 
TABLE 4. 
PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS 
~ssentially positive 
i 
~rs. A., c., B., F. 
AS PRESENTED BY MOTHERS 
Essentially negatiYe 
Mrs. D. 
No change 
Mrs. B. 
It is interesting to note soae of the contributing factors 
! 
~entioned by the five mothers who felt that there had been a 
! 
!significant change in their marital relationship. Mrs. A., Mrs. D., 
Mrs. E. and Mrs. r. all stated that there had been a furtherance 
,, 
;lor their self-understanding and a better understanding of their 
! 
:~us bands • lira • A. , lira • I!. and llr a • F. all iDdi c:ated that fac ill I 
1and working through the causes for their behavior helped thea to 
I 
:laee aore objecti_yely the behavior ia their husbazu:ts that they ha• 
-a a--
' 
I 
I 
d " 
jrouttd to be irri tatittg. This freed thea from a completely eao-
1 
~I tiona! reaction and allowed their intellectual understanding to 
!J doainate their reaction. Each felt this to have been a aajor 
!\factor in lessening the tension and anger in their relationship 
!lwith their husbands. Although Mrs. D. believed that she had coae 
il to uader • t a ad her own and her bus ba11d 1 a behavior and found it 
,, interesting to consider the causes, she had had no interest in 
;! trying to apply this to their clay-to-day relationship. 
'I 
'I 
'1 Mrs. A., Hrs. c., Hrs. E. spoke of their coaing to a better 
,j 
I 
i :~acceptance of their husband as he is aad expending their energies 
,.1 
!toward trying to bring out the beat in their husbands rather than 
I 
! 
litrying to change thea. Mrs. F. iaplied that acceptance of her 
'I 
!husband was already pr•sent at the tiae treataent began. However, 
I 
I 
!she becaae during the course of treataent, aore aware of what 
,j 
d 
1iher husband was really like and what she was accepting. Mrs. D. !I 
i 
;jbecame less accepting of her husband as she grew in understanding 
:j 
'land as she becaae aore aware of his faults and weaknesses. 
,, 
\ Mrs. A., Mrs. c., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F. all stated that there 
' i 
:i had been an increase in coalllunication between the•selves and 
itheir husbands. Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. c. viewed this as an 
I 
;1 effort shared with their husbands. Mrs. F. a ade the primary 
:I 
jeffort to develop better co-unication with her husband. Mrs. B. 
1
1 indicated that coaaunication with her husband has becoae aore 
'guarded on her part. Hrs. D. has given up atteapts to share 
verbally with her husband blcause of his inability to share and 
express his feelings clearly. 
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i Mrs. A., Mrs. C., Mrs. 1. and Mrs. r. feel that there bas 
been an increase in sharing between themselves ant their husbands. 
Mrs. A. and Mrs. F. ~eel this sharing has permeated their whole 
relationship with their husbands and includes other significant 
areas in their lives. They note aore sharing of feelings, ideas, 
planning, disciplining of the dhildren, expectations for their 
children and their own future goals. Mrs. E. sees progeess in 
her husband's ability to share responsibility for the children 
\:and attempts on his part to share his feelings with her. Mrs. c. 
aotes an increased sharing between herself and her husband in 
;re1~rd to their clinic contacts and in the area of disciplining 
the children. Mrs. D. negates as being very sporadic her husband's 
attempts to share soae of the responsibility for the children 
and disaisses the one recent incident in which her husband 
offered an explanation for his conclusion before she became 
angry. Mrs. B. indicates that her husband's increased patience 
with the children has resulted ia her having to assuae more of 
the responsibility for their discipline. 
Mrs. A., Mrs. c., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F. all noted specific 
behavior in theaselves that they have attempted to control in 
their relationship with their husbands. All indicate that they 
have made progress in this endeavor. Mrs. A. has attempted to 
becoae better organized, less impulsive in her behavior and 
better able to control her temper. Mrs. c. has become less of a 
worrier, attained a brighter outlook on life in general and 
. . . 
aakes a concerted effort to listen to what her husband says. 
Mrs. E. has curbed her tendencr to nag at her husband for his 
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llack of initiative in finding work. Mrs. F. has learned to be 
' 
,!aore decisive and to express herself clearly to her husband. 
,I 
:Mrs. B. expresses a great deal of guilt about her quick temper 
I 
: ibut does not feel that she has made any real attempt to modify 
i 
her behavior. Mrs. D. has given up trying and projects responsi• 
bility for the poor aarital relationship onto her husband. 
These areas of change as perceived by the six aothers inter-
'viewed will be sumaarized in the following table. 
TABLE 5. 
AREAS OF CHANGE IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIP AS NOTED BY MOTHERS 
Mrs.A Mrs_ILB Mrs~c Mrs.D Mrs.E Krs.F Tot. 
:Positive Changes 
i Increased under-
! standing of self 
, & ••ouse X X X X 4 
1
1 
Increased accept-
ance of spouse X X X 3 
i Increased coaauni-
1 cation I I X X 
' Increased sharing X X X I 
Better control of 
I own behavior X X X X 4 ;---~~~~~~~-----~--~~--4-----~~:--+-----+--~--r--=~+-~---Lesaeninl of tension X X X 3 
'iTotal positive· changes 6 0 4 1 6 5 22 
!Negativ• or No Change 
' Leas underatandin2 
Leas ~cQeptance of 
avouse .... 
~ Leal COmaUnication 
1 Leas sharing 
Own behavior unchan1ed 
1
' ~No lessening of 
'L tension 
!Total negative or no 
f·L change 
!I 
'I 
X 
X 
X 
X 
0 0 
X X 2 
X 2 
X 2 
X 2 
5 0 1 10 
~ j Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. ~. indicated that the effort to 
il 
:1 effect change in the marital relationship had been essentially 
I 
:I 
li 
I 
I i! 
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'Ia shared one. Mrs. A. stated that this was something she and her 
i 
ihusband were in together, and they were both working very hard 
'I 
!Ito aodify their behavior and to suppGrt one another's efforts. 
:I 
!Mrs. E. saw the changes in the aarital relationship as being 
,, 
ilshared in the sense that she supported her husband's efforts and 
:jcurbed her own iapatience in order to do so. Mrs. c. presented 
i jthe changes as having been caused priaari l:y by her husband's 
!increasing assertion and her aore positive philosophy toward life. 
I 
I Mrs. F. feels that the aajor effort was made by her and her 
!!husband responded to these changes in her. She did not feel that' 
I 
I 
ithere was need for her husband to aake the same effort as she 
I 
I 
idid toward aodification of his behavior. 
I 
'I 
'I Mrs. D. indicates that the increasingly poor aarital rela-
'ltionship between herself and her husband has been a shared 
,i 
'!responsibility. Her husband has made no real effort and she has 
I 
:Jgiven up trying. Mrs. B. states that there has really been no 
q ' 
i!Change in the relationship between herself and her husband, nor 
I 
:I 
!!does she feel there has been any effort toward change by either 
'I 
,'!;herself or her husban~. 
· As will be seen 1n Table 6, one mother felt that the major 
!effort toward change was hers, four mothers felt that the effort 
I !toward change in the marital interaction was shared and one 
I !•other felt there was no change. 
! 
TABLE 6 
MAJOR EFFORT TOWARD CHANGE 
Father 
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Mother's Perception of Changes 
in Relationships with Other Children 
Presentation of Case Material 
Case Az Mrs. A. feels that as a result of her example of show-
. ng respect toward her husband, curbing,her tendency to belittle 
!Mr. A. in front of the children and encouraging her husband's 
!disciplinary efforts, theirs has becoae a united family. This baa 
11served to give the children a greater sense of security as they 
:lno longer need to take aides with one parent or the other. Mrs. A. 
'isaid that the 'hildren were really too close to her before and 
:ihave now become "tess dependent upon her and closer to their 
~!father. 
I 
i 
I Not only are the children shoving aore respect toward their 1 ~ather but also toward their mother. She feels that this resulted 
:
1
froa her learning to discipline the children effectively and to 
:1assert her own rights. Discipline was a difficult area for Mrs. A. 
,land she feels that atur tendedr:y to avoid it as auch as possible 
;land find other sources to discipline her children for her. She 
isent thea to parochial school for this reason. The result is that 
'.lher three oldest children learned to obey through fear. For the 
;past two years she has been trying to exert soae consistent , 
jdiscipline. It was only with considerable support froa the case-
worker that Mrs. A. was able to assert her own rights but the 
:children have responded well. She can now leave her things about 
ijthe house and know that the children will not take them without 
!her peraission. ,, 
'I 
'I 
d Mrs. A. said that through learning to understand herself she 
became aore aware of feelings. She is now more inclined to talk 
vi th her children on a feeling le'f'el when they are upset •. For-
merly when one would say that they were afraid of something she 
would merely tell them to forget it. 
I 
'! Mrs. A. feels that Donald's illness and treatment have been 
!hard for her other children. Now that they understand that 
iJIDonald has problems they are not as disgusted with his behavior 
!,as they formerly were but are still embarrassed about bringing 
!!friends home for fear Donald will act up. There have been occa-
!lsional expressions of resentaent of the tiae and attention 
iDonald receives from Mr. and Mrs. A. Despite this, however, Mrs. 
!!A. feels that the other children in the family try to be helpfuL 
iand as understanding of Donald as they can and are always please~ 
:to note any improvement in his behavior. 
:
1
1case B: Mrs. B. indica ted that there had been some shifts in 
er relationships with her other children during the course of 
1 !treatment. She felt changes had resulted from the maturity of , I her children and the passage of time. Mrs. B. usej the clinic as: 
I· 1 
II 
il 
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1a disciplinary tool threatening the other children that if they 
ido not behave she will start "tretting them to the clinic." 
! 
: Mrs. B. is very critical of herself as a mother and very 
!guilty about her tendency to yell at the children excessively 9 
!Mrs. B. states that .she both expected. and wanted chan~e through 
jtreataent but this has not happened. She adds that she has 
!probably resisted strongly any change in her behavior. Although 
lher behavior remains unchanged, she said that she feels less 
!guilty and less a bad aother as she realizes that all mothers feel 
1angry with their children. Soaetiaea she is stopped momentarily 
ifroa yelling at the children by the thought of her worker and 
!the knowledge that if she lets go she will probably tell the 
!worker about it. This doesn't really change her behavior but 
!gives her aomentary thought before she goes ahead and expresses 
jber anger. 
I 
i 
' Mrs. B. said that she and her fifteen-year-old son have 
ibecoae much closer during the past year. They talk together more 
Joften and in a very spontaneous aanner. John generally initiates 
ithese talks and she very auch enjoys listening to him discuss 
Ibis school, friends, and experiences. The spontaneity of these 
!talks is spoiled when Hr. B. j9iD~ thea. Her husband feels badly 
/because he does not enjoy a good relationship vi th John but 
!tries too hard and tends to seraonise rather than listen to John. 
1 
Mrs. B's relationship with her nine-year-old son, Bobby, 
!has deteriorated during the past two years. Mrs. B. stated that 
!she really does not like this child and he knows this. He will 
\often tell her that she hates hia and she can't deny it. The 
!anger she used to direct aainly toward the child in treataen t 
!is now shared with Bobb~ She harps at him but also finds that 
jshe likes being involved in his activities. When he is practic-
!ing his ausic lesson, Mrs. B. cannot help but go in to listen 
\and ods up participating in his practice. As her relationship 
iwith Bobby has worsened, Mrs. B. feels that her husband's rela-
itionship with hia has iaproved noticeably. 
i 
, Mrs. D's relationship with her five-year-old daughter has 
!reaained essentially unchanged. This is her baby and she has 
!always enjoyed her auch as a gr-ndaother enjoys her granddaughter. 
!Mr. B. is not especially close to this child, but Mrs. B. attri-
ibutea this to Aay' s age. 
c: 
!Case C: Mrs. c. and her twenty•year-old daughter have been 
:!through a trying period. Frances seemed to grow away froa her 
jparent s and became engaged to a boy Mrs. C. disapproved of, for 
!her. Although she did not approve of her daughter's engagement, 
; .. !'she recognized that Frances was old enouglltto take responsibility 
ifor her own life. She told Frances how she felt but did not try , 
ito force her daughter to give up the boy. She was very gratified 
!!when Frances decided on her own to break her engageaent. Since 
! the_ e~g.a~.ge.m~nt w~s broken, Mrs. ~. feels there has been a return, 
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I 
H 
of the foraerly held close relationship between herself and 
1Frances. 
I 
,i Recently Frances has indicated some resentment of the tiae 
,[her parents devote to Steven. Mrs. c. believes this feeling is 
'jdue to Frances' increased sensitivity resulting froa her broken 
,
1
,·engageaent, rather than to any real resentaent of Steven and the 
,tiae devoted to his treataent. 
! 
:JCase D: Mrs. D. stated that she has becoae aore understanding 
'1and accepting of the behavior of her other three children during 
.ithe period Jiaay has been ia treataent. She sees such things as 
!water pl~y, exploration and taking things apart as a normal part 
!of growing up rather than soaething she has to inhibit in her 
!children. She spoke of recently going into the kitchen and find-
ing her year-old daughter had pulled all the p•ts and pans out 
of the cupboard. She "didn't bat an eye." If Jiaay had done that 
at the aaae age she would have been wild and would have punished 
hia seve-.y. 
When Jiaay was a baby she tried to aake hia perfect. Be was 
;an active, bright and curious baby who fought her attempts to 
iforce hia to confora. She kaows now that aany of the things she 
ipunished hia for were aerely his way of learning about his 
1environaent. 
' I 
Mrs. D. has made no attempt to help her other children 
I !better understand Ji-y and why ha acts as he does because she 
!really doesn't know herself. She doesn • t feel the other chit dren 
,'resent the time devoted to Jiamy aDd his treatment. She does 
:!reel that the other children are aware of her negative feelings 
'ifor Ji-y and tend te view hia the same way. 
' ' 
: Mrs. D. has found her other children aore satisfying thaa 
'!IJiaay, and her relationship with thea has always been enjoyable. 
'iHer tendency to be strict was DOt a problem with Nancy, eight 
iyeara old, as Nancy tended to be a aore placid child than Jiaay. 
!Mrs. D has recently been concerned. that Nancy is too withdrawn • 
. ;Mrs. D. feels that she and .Nancy have always been close and that 
,!Nancy has a good, though not close, relationship with her father. 
li 
Mrs. D. sees her four-year-old aon as being less placid 
·fthaa Nancy and 1 ess active than Ji-y. Be has benefited froa her 
Jiaore relaxed and accepting attitude. She haa been able to allow 
11
1
'him aore freedoa to explore than she was able to allow Jiaay. 
i1As a result she has been able to enjoy this child aore than she 
ildid Jiaay. Although she feels that her relationship with this 
ichild is good, she believes that lae is actually closer to her 
:I bus ban4. 
il Mrs. D. bas observed no difference ia her husban4 • s behavior 
!toward the children or in their behavior toward hia. Mr. D. spends 
!lli:tt1e iiae vi th the childreD and e .Yen .when he is hoae "he is no~ 
i 
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' 
•l 
i 
really with the children." Be wants to read the paper or watch T.v. and tends to becoae iapatient with the children's deaands 
on hia. 
Case E: Mrs. E. stated that her five-year-old son, Allan, has 
dur1ng the past year becoae less of a baby and less overtly 
affectionate toward her. He began school and has shown more 
interest ia his new friends and interests outside the hoae. 
Mrs. E. views Allan as being very different froa his broth-
er. He ainds well, is better natured and less aggressive. Mrs. E. 
feels that she has becoae aore aware of Allan as an individual 
and is better able to handle hia in accordance with his needs. 
Allan is too good natured and often allows his brother to domin-
ate hia. Mrs. E. tries to encourage Allan to be aore aggressive 
and to fight back rather than to give in. She feels that a 
coa.ination of her efforts and his ~riences in school have 
helped hia to be aere assertive of his own rights. 
i Mrs. 1. has becoae aore strict with her children than she 
iwas and sees this as affecting Allan as well as his brother. 
jthe fact that Allan is basica117 a good child has aeant that he 
:1is less affected by her aore fira discipline than is his brother. 
:! Mrs.· E. feels that her husband' a aore assertive relationship 
!with his sons has been very good for thea. She believes that boys 
.jaee4 g11idance and discipline froa their father. She is, there-
,fore, pleased with her husband's atteapts to take over soae of 
'!
1tbe di~cipline and backs hia even though she does not agree with 
.her husband's action. 
I 
i 
lease Fs Mrs. F. has no children other than the oae in treataent. 
lshe spoke ia teras of the changes in the relationship between 
:!herself and Joe. These she feels to have been quite dramatic. 
·;She is less protective and aore. accepting of hia as an individual. 
'i She foraerly played into bis dependence by interfering in argu-
:laents he had with peers. She realizes now that this interfered 
'with Joe's ability to relate to his peers. Mow she aakes a point 
iot staying out of bis peer relationships and has found that Joe 
.lis better able to handle ibis aspect of his life. 
·I 
:j 
Mrs. F. blindly accepted her pareats' way as being the only 
1 way to bring up children. Her hasband did not asree and as a 
: reault.,tbey did not present a united froat. Joe was very adept 
1at playing oae parent against the other. Mow abe and her husband 
.l back one another and if they disagree will take it up with one 
! another at a later tiae. Joe is better for this as he knows 
;\•here he stands and what the liaits are. 
'I Mrs. F 1 s increased confidence in herself and ability to 
~~·think about a problea objectively and reach a decision has pro• 
(vided a auch aore secure relationship tor Joe. She no longer 
lj 
i 
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'i 
:I 
vacillates and worries about a decision so be is more sure of 
• what is expected of bia and what decisions he can aake for 
I hiaself. 
I 
\»iscussioa 
! 
Mrs. F. bas no children other.than the one in treataent. 
Mrs. F's views on the chances in her attitude and feeling toward 
this child are reviewed in the above section but will not be 
'included in the analysis of the data as this section is concerned 
priaarily with aothers' perceptions of changes in their relation-
ships with other children in the faaily. 
Mrs. A., Mrs. c., Mrs. D. and Mrs. E. all indicated that 
there had been changes in the over-all parent-child relation-
1ships in their faailies, which they felt to be of an essentially 
ipositive nature. Although Mrs. B. initially stated that there 
.I 
;had been no changes in this area she did later indicate changes 
of both a positive and a negative nature. 
TABLE 7. 
1 MOTHEI' S. PERCEPTION OF CHANGES IN THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIP 
•\ 
' i!Esaentially Positive Positive & Negative Essentially Negative 
~ t 
'iMra • A., C., D.,. E • Mrs. B. 
~n discussiog specifically the~r own relationship with other 
ichildf'D ia their faailies, Mrs!' A., Mra. c., Mrs. E.· and Mrs. D 
; 
ilnoted that there had been change a of a positive nature. Mrs. B. 
,! 
:!noted changes of a positive nature vi th one of her other childreD, 
ichanges of a negative nature with another child and easentially 
I 
:Jno change in her relationship with another child in the family. 
'! 
' ; 
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TABLE 8. 
MOTHER'S PERCEPTIONS OF CHANGES 
IN HER RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CHILDREN 
!Essentially positive Positive & Negative Essentially Negative 
!Mrs. A., C., D., E. Mrs. B. 
Mrs. A. and Mrs. D. believe the changes noted to have been 
brought about priaarily by changes in their behavior toward the 
childrea. Mrs. A. was helped to insist upon her rights and to 
discipline the children effectively. The improveaent in the 
relationship was brought about bJ the children's reaction to 
1their mother's changing attitude. Mrs. D. contributed to the 
good relationship she has established with her other children by 
,, 
~ ~ 
iher increased underatanding and acceptance of exploratory beha-
jvior as normal in young children. 
I Mrs. E. bas been categorized as seeing essentially positive· 
!change in her relationship with her other son, although she 
I 
Jperceives very minimal change. He haa become a little less de-
: 
~endent upon her due to his age and the experience of school. Sh• 
i 
1 has becoae aore strict as a result of her problea in this area 
~ith the child in treatment. It will, therefore, be stated that 
' ! 
~ny change in Mrs. E'a relationship with Allan has been brought 
,~bout primarily by both a change in her behavior toward hia and 
! 
~ia increased maturity. 
! 
:i 
Mrs. c. states that the change in her relationship with her 
~.~aughter has been brought about primarily hr a change in her 
~aughter's behavior toward her. 
lj 
I 
I 
I 
il 
,; 
·; 
Mrs. B. seems to view the positive ehanges in her relation-
:!ship with her older son and the negative changes in her relation-
ship with her younger son to have been brought about primarily 
chaages in their behavior toward her. 
,I 
'l 
I 
.'I qMother 
:I 
TABLE 9. 
MAJOR EFFORT TOWARD CHANGE AS PERCEIVED BY MOTHERS 
Child. 
Mrs. B., c. 
Shared 
Mrs. E. 
In referring baek to Table 4 it is interesting to note that 
there seems to be soae correlation between mother's perceptions 
,lor changes and their causes in the aarital relationship and in 
ikheir relationship with other children in the faaily. Mrs. A., 
1: 
II !~rs. c. and Mrs. E. see the changes in both areas as being 
i 
., 
1~ssentially positive ones. Mrs. D. views the aarital changes as 
i 
~eing negative but the parent-child relationship changes as 
I 
!lbeilll positive. Mrs. B. sees no chance in the marital relation-
,lship but both positive and negative changes in her relationship 
'I ~~ith her children. 
:I 
I 
:) 
iJ 
Mrs. A., Mrs. D. and Mrs. E. state that they have becoae 
l~ore understaading of their children and aore aware of their 
ikeelings. Mrs. B. and Mrs. c. are aware of no increased under-
il 
!•tanding of their other children. 
I 
!I 
Mrs. A. and Mrs. E. cite as contributing factors in their 
;!changing relationship with their other ehildren their iaproved 
il 
I ability to exert firm and e tfect i ve discipline. Mrs. )) • iaplies 
i 
!that she has becoae soaewhat less severe and demanding in the I ··- . ...~-
' ~ 
; 
I 
i 
i 
;I 
'jarea of discipline as she has coae to view active, exploring 
q 
i 
,,actiYi tr as noraal in young children. Mrs. B. states that as a 
ijresu.l t of her husband' 1 attempts to becoae closer to his chil drell, 
:I 
•I• he has had to assuae more responsibility for their discipline. 
I 
:! 
., 
! Mrs. A. feels that her increased awareness of her children's 
I i~eelings has aided coamunication between thea. Mrs. D. and Mrs. I. 
n il 
~~eel that there has always been good coaau.nication between thea 
:land their children. Mrs. c. indicated that good coa•unication 
I 
:!had been re-established between herself and her daughter because 
'I 
'i 
iiof her daughter's desire for this. Mrs. 1. feels that the recent1-
., 
i 
1ly established coaaunication between her and her older son was 
.I 
., 
ijinitiatecl by his desire to share with her rather than by special:.· 
'I 
ileffort on her part. Her younge'r son bas been able to verbalize 
ljhis feelings to her quite freely but abe has not been able to 
ilrespond. Mrs. B. has aade an atteapt to express leas anger to-
,1 
I 
!~ard the child in treataent. That anger not expressed toward 
:1Lucy is nov directed toward her younger son, but when he verbal-
., 
11 
'I 
!lizes his feelings of rejection she can neither admit her dislike 
ijof hia nor can she deny it. Being faced vi th recognition of her 
:!rejection increases her guilt and her feelings of inadequacy as 
li 
lla aother. 
·! 
! 
'j 
' I 
In Table 18, the areas of change noted by mothers in their 
:I 
:!behavior 
:I 
" 
! 
i 
l 
il 
I 
and attitude toward other children will be described. 
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TABLE 16. 
AREAS OF CHANGE NOTED BY MOTHERS 
IN THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CHILDREN 
Mrs .A. Mrs.B4 Mrs.c. Mrs.D. Mrs.E. Totals 
!!Positive Chan&•• 
Increased under-
I stan dine of self il 
;[ & child X X X 3 
'I Increased accept-:j 1,( 
:I ance of children X I 2 ! 
il Increased coamun-ication X X 2 I 
Increased awareness 
of child's feelings X X X 3 
I Lessening of child's 
dependence X X 2 
Better control of 
self X X X 3 
Lessening of tension X X X 3 
Total Positive Change 7 0 2 5 4 18 
!No Change or Aabivalent Response 
i ~ncreased under-! 
' standing of self 
,I 
_& cb_ild X X 2 
' Increased accept-
' ance of child X X 2 
!. Increased co-uni-il cation X X X 3 i 
:l Increased awareness of child's feelings X X 2 
il Lessening of child's 
-- r--
dependence X X X 3 
--Better control of I self I X 2 
'I Lessening of tension I X 2 
{ot•l No Change or 
Aabivalent Responses 0 7 5 2 2 16 
I 
As shown in Table 11, four aothers noted changes of an 
essentially positive nature between their husbands and the other 
children in their families. Mrs. D. felt there had been no change 
in the relationship between her husband tnd the other children 
in the faaily. 
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TABLE 11. 
i 
I jMOTHER' S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES IN THE FATHER•CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
.I 
'!Essentially PositiYe No Change Essentially Negative 
j 
!Mrs. A., B., c., E .• Mrs. D. 
;.... ·--------------------·~------~----
1 
I 
j 
As seen in Table 12, two aotbers felt that the aajor effort 
! 
itoward the improved father-child relationship was made by the 
I 
I Jf&ther. Two aothers felt that the effort vas shared bf the father 
·i 
l jand the aotber. One aother saw no change nor did she indicate 
I 
:lany effort aade in the direction of change. 
:t 
i 
'I 
TABLE 12. 
MAJOR EFFORT TOWARD CHANGE IN FATHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIP 
' AS VIEWED BY MOTHERS J---------------=-==--..:-=.=-:.:.-=.:::........=:..::....-=.;:::..=..:==-----------
q 
~Father Father &: Mother None 
I 
·
1
Mrs • B., C. Mrs. A., E. Mrs. D. 
l 
Mrs. A. states that her husband has become closer to his 
children as he has assuaed a aore actiYe role in their discipline, 
'learned to understand thea, becoae aore aware of their feelings, 
aade efforts to establish better coaaunication with his children 
and aade a point of spending aore tiae with thea. Mrs. A. has 
encouraged this by curbing her tendency to devalue her husband 
iin the presence of the children. Mrs. E. notes her husband's 
!increased assertion in the area of discipline but also feels 
! 
that her husband is spending aore tiae with the children. She 
has supported and encouraged her hus.and's efforts. Mrs. B. has 
recently noted that her husband is kinder toward and aore patieat 
:with the children. He seems to be enjoying his children aore and 
iis spending more tiae with thea. There has been a very positive 
!change in his relationship with their younger son, and although 
l 
t!Mr. B. is aaking many overture a to their older son, he bas not 
) 
i 
!been successful. Mrs. c. states that her husband has asserted 
ihimself aore in the area of discipline • 
. , 
·' 
TABLE 1.3. 
AREAS OF CHANGE IN FATHER'S RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN 
~S NOTED BY MOTHERS 
Krs .A. Mrs.B. Mrs.c. Mrs.D. Mrs.E. Totals 
!Father's increased 
1 understanding of 
I X X J 1 child 
!Father's increased 
1 acceptance of child X X I 
!Increased communication X • X 2 
Increased sharing X 
* 
X 2 
'!Change in father's I behavior X X I I X 4 
•Lessenina: of tension I X 
* 
I ! 2 
:Total Positive Changes ! 6 3 1 i 0 3 14 
' * Mrs. B. noted positive change between her husband and one 
child and negative change between her husband and another child 
in the faaily. 
Mrs. A •' Mrs. c. and Mrs. E. feel that their other children 
have benefited from the changes in the parent-child relationship 
Mrs. D. believes that her children have benefited from.her in-
creased understanding of and acceptance of them but has seen no 
improvement in her husband's relationship with their children. 
Mrs. B. is ambivalent. Her older son has responded positively 
to their more spontaneous relationship but she has soae anxiety • 
as to whether this is a really healthy direction for their rela-
tionsh~p. Her husband's efforts to improve his relationship with 
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s. 
:i 
!this son have been ineffective. Mrs. B. believes that her younger 
i 
i json has gained greatly from the more enjoyable relationship that 
!has developed between hia and his father. He has, at the same I 
.itime, suffered froa a deterioration in the relationship he has 
'~ith his aother. 
; 
I 
I 
!Mother's Perception of Changes in Relationship with Her Parents 
~ i 
!Presentation of Case Material 
ii 
•1iCase A: Mrs. A. has always been close to her aother and d escrib• 
:.ed the relationship as having been a hostile dependent one. Her 
'!mother vas outspoken and free to offer suggestions,. Mrs. A. vas 
(very anxious to please her aother and vas influenced in her 
'ibehavior by her mother's opinions. She sometimes resented her 
:lmother' s unsolicited opinions but vas never able to tell her for 
·1fear she would anger or hurt her aother. 
I 
:! In order to be closer to the clinic, the A. family moved 
'!nearer to Boston and for the first time Mrs. A. felt that she 
!vas her own boss. She clQ-.s not feel she could have achieved this 
'iindependence had she continued to live near her mother. 
, The change in her feelings for hermaotber have been positive 
1iones. The distance between them has brought them more freedom 
;jfrom one another. The hostility and resentment she felt toward 
'iher aother has lessened. She has been able to gain a better under-
lstanding of her mother and is better able to accept the fact that 
;her mother will always criticize. She no longer feels compelled 
:to follow her mother's suggestions unless she feels them to be 
!applicable. · 
:! 
Mrs. A's father is deceased and she did not fe~l that her 
!perception of him had changed. 
! 
:case B: Mrs. B. ~tated f~atly that there had been no change in 
!her relationship vi th her parents. Her husband and her mother do-
inot get along~and as a result they see one another as seldom as 
!possible. This Shft f.e;l.t ~o be for th~/.bes.t. Mrs. B's father is 
':not living and she indicat ed that there had been no change in 
!her perception of him. 
:1 
•i 
ilCase C: Mrs. c. saw no change in her relationship with her 
!parents or in her view of them. Her mother has lived with her 
11since her father died six years ago and has adjusted very well 
to their home. Her mother is an active woman who works and has 
:many outside interests and activities. 
H H 
'l ; ~ 
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') 
!Case D: Mrs. D. felt there had been no change in her relation-
!sh1p w1th her parents. She claiaed to have always respected her 
parents. Early in her marriage she depended upon her mother more 
jfor advice than she did in aore recent years but even then did 
1not accept her mother's advice blindly. Unless she was coafort-
jable doing as her aother suggested, abe would not try. She re-
qcalled that her mother used to tell her that she was too hard 
ion Jimay but she was so deterained that he not be a "spoiled 
jbrat• that she could not accept the advice that she be aore 
iperaissiTe with hia. 
I 
! 
'I Although Mrs. D. expressed no recogai tion of this, it did 
'.;seea that early in her aarriage she expressed a rebellious atti-
1tide toward her mother. She said that she neTer witnessed any 
!arguments in her family and voices were neTer raised. After 
IJiaay's birth she becaae friendly with a n~ighbor who was very 
:\harsh with her children and was always yelling at thea. Mrs. D. 
iiaitated this woaan aore in her relationship with Jiaay in his 
:iearly years than abe did her aother. She said that only recently 
!has she seen that her adairation for this woaan beclouded her 
.jability to see her objectiTely. 
i 
\Case E: Mrs. E'a ,arents live in another state and they see one 
, 11 ~nother infrequently. She did feel that abe was more understa~d-1ng of her parents than she was before. Her mother caae to tb1s 
1country as a young girl and had little education. Her father bad 
'iaore education but little business ability. After her father 
'!experienced a financial failure her mother became aore active in 
it he business. She was aa only child a ad was very lonely for her 
!•other's companionship. She aow caa see ways in which her parents 
.!showed that they ltved her that she was not able to see when she 
'jwas young. She t hinka that had she been aware of the love she 
1aight aot have aarried her husband. Her driving desire for some-
lone interested in her caused her to overlook other aspects of 
\Hr. E's personality that were equally iaportant. In aaay ways 
jshe feels that she has repeated her parents' marital situation. 
1Her husband has been chronically ill for aany years aad as a 
.'
1
result has not fully aasuaed financial responsibility for his 
ifamily. 
i 
.'j
1
8a•e Fe Mrs. F's P.arents live out of state so .they see one 
:;another infreque!ltly. She feels, however, that her perception of 
!them has c-ange4 ia that ahe.h•s become aore understanding. Al• 
!though abe still considers her relationship with her parents to 
l
'be close, she no longer feels boua4 to thea and she does not 
worry about thea as she used to. 
I Mrs. F'a pareats were iaaigr~Qt$ and brought up their family 
,
1
1
accorcling to the way they l)ad been brought up. Mrs. F. resented ·1 
:the restrictions when she was growing up but was unable to rebel: 
'against thea. She aissed a lot of fun, as this was considered to 
. be sinfu).. She worked part tiae .fr9a the age of twelve years and. 
also h~!P,~~ out at home,. so there wa~ ao tiae for friends and .. 
-so-
'f " 
1social activities. She was not allowed to date until she was 
itwenty-one. Despite her resentaent she left home for marriage 
)thinking that this was the only way to bring up children. She 
1l'feela that she ~ust blindly accepted her parents' way of life 
.and until she took a good look at herself was not able to view 
lthe negative aspects of this. She has now sorted out the things ,her parents did that she approves of and has disregarded the 
,!things she really does not accept. In the process she feels that 
:jshe has really become aore accepting of her parents and aore 
! under•tandiag of the fact that they followed blindly what their 
lparenta had taught thea just aa she was doing before treataent. 
I 
JDiacussion 
' I Mrs. B., Mrs. c. and Mrs. D. stated that there had been no 
·l 
!change in th•ir relationship with their own f aaily or in their 
! 
!perception of their parents. Mrs. B. said that the relationship 
I 
I !between her and her parent a was never especially close. As her 
ll 
~ I ;[husband. and her aother do not get along, they see one another 
:i 
1iinf requently and abe feels it is be at this way. Mrs. C. and 
1 
iMrs. D. both state that their relationships with their parents 
!vera close and good. There seemed in both these cases to be cause 
i 
jfor accepting their evaluation of the relationship with some 
I 
!reservation. Mrs. c. seeaed to be overly positive in her coaaenta 
i 
I iOn the relationship. Mrs. D's adaptation to a mother role she 
;describes as being diametrically opposite of that played by her 
!aother, would connote that there aust have been aoae real hostil• 
/ity in the relationship. 
I 
Mrs. A. indicated a lessening in the intensity of a hostile, 
:!dependent relationship with bar aother brought about by geograph· 
:lical distance and by her application of her increased underatand• 
,ling of huaan behavior to her parents and her perception of them. 
ijMrs. E. describes aore understanding of her parents and less 
., 
ianger toward thea for what seemed to her as a child to be neglec~ 
'l ---~ ' -
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:l 
I 
I land lack of interest on their part. Mrs. F. indicates a lessening 
'! 
:i 
lof a bo•tile dependent relationship through distance and her in-
lcreased insight into patterns of behavior. 
:: ! Table 14, shows that three aothers perceived changes in 
: 
'I 
:jtheir rela tiona hip with their own parents that they considered 
:Ito be positive or iapro"Yed. Thee• aothers indicated that there 
I !had been no change in their perception of their parents during 
i 
' I 
:the course of treataent. 
! 
TABLE 14. 
MOTHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN IELATIONSHIP WITH OWN PARENTS 
Iapro"Yed Unchanged 
,, 
l 
l 
Mrs. A., E., F. Mrs. B., C., D. 
I' 
i 
1 In Table 11, the areas of change noted by these aotbers in 
I 
I 
/their rela tioaship with their own parents will be pre•en ted. 
i 
TABLE 15. 
i 
AREAS OF CHANGE PERCEIVED BY MOTHERS 
IN THEIR. .RELATIONSHIPS WITH OWN PARENTS 
I !Krs.A. Mrs.B. Mra.c. Mrs.D. Mra.E. Mrs. F. ! 
.!Increased under• 
I standing of self ! 
"i It parent X X X d 
!Increased accept-
i ance of varenta X ,, X _X il 
!Decreased depend,;,. 
I ence UDOn Darents X X X 
I No Change X X X 
Tot 
3 
3 
3 
3 
.J Reference to Tables 4, 7 and 10 will show that three of the. 
il 
iiaix aothers interviewed haTe consistently indicated change of a 
;posit~~--· nature h their •a.t"ita1 r.el.ationahip, relationship with:, 
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l; 
itheir other children and in their relationship with their own 
I 
I 
jparents. In each area these three aothera have attributed the 
! 
:I change in large part to their increased self-understanding that 
:jhaa brought about a better understanding of their spouse, their 
!other children and their parents. Of the other three mothers, only 
' : 
i !Hra. D. has indicated that there has been an increased understand-
! 
jing of self during the course of treatment. Mrs. D. expressed a 
I 
llack of interest in applfing this understanding to her relation-,, 
i 
!•hips with anyone other than her children. This mother noted a 
~!deterioration in her relationship ri tb her husband, an iaproved 
:iii 
:lrelationsbi" vi tb her other children and no change in her per-
i 
I !Caption of her parents. Of the other two aotbers, neither felt 
! 
,that there bad been any iacreased understanding of self during 
:j 
!the course of treataent. One, Mrs. c., noted positive change in 
I 
1 
:i 
1iher aarital relationship and in her relationship with other 
I 
:1 
!children but feels there baa been no change in her relationship 
1 ~ith her pare~ta. The chaages that have occurred she attributes 
11to outside factors, i.e., her health, her business venture, 
I 
I 
'jefforta aade bf her husband and daughter. Mrs. C. is being •er• 
'I 
'i 
,~inated, which may explain in part her emphasis on external 
I 
' :~actors. One aother, Mrs. B., feels that there have been ao 
:~hanges in her aarital relatioaabip, both positive and negative 
ichanges in her relationships with herother children and no 
I 
! 
'~bange in her perception of her parents. This would seea to 
i 
I 
1 ~ndicate that although treataent in each case is focused on one 
~~isturbed child in the faaily, those aothers able to involve 
beaselves in treataent are aore likely to see gaias ia other 
. ~ 
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I 
'i 
itaaily relationships during the course of treatment. 
i !Mother's Perception ti6 Change in Ot .. r Significant Relationships 
i 
! 
i!Preaentation of Case Material 
, ~ 
'Case A: Mrs. A. explained that she and her husband aoved to I their co-unity two 1ears ago priaarily to be closer to the 
!clinic. She brings Donald into the clinic each day and has little 
iopportunity for social activities. She added that although 
.!»onalcl' s behavior has iaproved she is aot. y,a~. confident e nougb 
11to v ant neighbors to drop in en her. Therefore, she has made no 
jovertures. 
I 
iCase B: Mrs. B. bas during the past year given up aany coaaunity 
'lact1v1ties. She felt she h~d little in coaaon with aany of .. the 
lwoaen she met. Their interests seemed shallow. Those women with 
ivhom she bas maintained contact are those who are primarily 
'!interested in their hoaes and children. 
I 
.I Mrs. B. has found a growing interest .in. her hoae and her 
!children. She really enjoys bet: children aore than she did and 
lis spending aore tiae vi th them. She is not sure this is good, 
\explaining that this is a narrow kind of existence and she 
i)wonders if it is good for her or for her children. She thinks 
'jshe may be living vicariously through her children. 
:lease C:. Mrs. c. has always been a gregarious person who enjoyed 
:!people. A few years ago while undergoing a series ef operations 
I she lost her enthusiasm for living and for people. During the 
lpast three years she has been able to regain her interest in 
!people and in the business world. Although it is not financially 
!necessary for her to work, she finds it very rewarding and im-
\portant for her. Eve~ ~ ~rief aeeting with a stranger on the 
:subway is an iaportant aoaent to her, and she gets a great deal 
lof pleasure when people she has known for brief periods in the 
!business world remember her and greet her warmly. 
,j 
:i Mrs. C • shares freely vi th. people and is interested in their 
;I views and opinions. She has shared freely her treataent exper-
iiences with her friends. She feels that they have a different 
!view of her and her family than the caseworker does and can give: 
!advice based on a aore personal relationship and view of the 
!family. 
! 
'!case D: Mrs. D. has aever been active in tbe coaaunitv and there IF~~- " !has been no change in recent years. 
,, jl 
II During Jiamy' s infancy abe vas very close to one woaan in the neighberhood. She admired and iaitated this voaan to the 
detriaent of her own faaily. It vas a result of her admiration 
that she copied unwisely this woaan•s attitude toward her 
If 
)children. Mrs. D. feels that this contributed to her constant 
':yelling at Jiaay and contributed to the current problem in the 
irelationship between herself and this child. She thinks abe 
jwould now be better able to evaluate another'~-~ehavior but 
!hesitates to test this out, so cloes not encourage too auch 
il neighborliness. 
'\ 
:j ~~ Mrs. D. has a small circle of friends, but she only visits 
/thea when she has a sitter. She refuses to take Jiaay even to 
.!relatives' homes because he is still very destrustive and she is 
!unable to control him. It was because of Jiaay's behavior that 
:\she was forced to drop aany of her social activities. She was 
ieabarrassed to take hia anywhere and aany friends and relative• 
.!were frank to tell her not to bring hia to t.heir hoaes. His 
i\behavior has not changed sufficiently so that she wants to take 
:!him out with her. 
,Case E: Mrs. E. would like to extend her social contacts in her 
:!neighborhood but is unable to do so because of her own and her 
\husband's embarrassment about Mr. E'a long period of uneaploy-
l•ent. Friends in the neighborhood are liable to drop in during 
:\the day. This would upset her as abe knows it would embarrass 
iher husband. 
Mrs. E. eaid that her husband hae withdrawn more and aore 
:froa their friends and froa any coaaunity contacts. She is a 
jgregarious person who needs friends and interests outside the 
jhoae • so she has tried to provide substitutes for herself 
:: through her work and activity in coaaunity organizations. 
, 1Case F: Mrs. F. has found a great change in her social func-
>itloniag and relationships with people outside her family. She 
,!used to be very aucb afraid when faced with meeting new people 
,1
1
and avoided any such situations. This vas because she was not 
:sure of he raelf and was lookiag for any remark that aight be an 
!implied cri ticisa. She could not express herself well and when 
lit vas necessary for her to talk ehe became very uncomfortable. 
! 
. Mrs. F. is now able to enjoy people and.ev~~ accept well-
i•eant cri t icisa wi tho at being crushed. She feels more at e ase 
jwith strangers and is interested in them rather than being con-
lcerned about ~er behavior. Mrs. F. and her husband have not 
~ideaed their social life as she has had a long seige of illness. 
!But she enjoys aore those activities they have already established. 
!Discussion 
Mrs. c. and Mrs. F. feel that their relationships with people 
outside the faaily have iaproved during the period of treataent. 
For Mrs. c. this was a return to a former interest in and enjoy-
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aent of people that she had lost. For Mrs. F. this vas a aore 
basic change froa a poiht where abe avoided situations in which 
she would have to meet new people to her current enjoyaent of 
contacts with people in general. 
I : Mrs. A., Mrs. D. and Mrs. E. feel that their relationships 
i 
!lvith individuals outside the faailJ have been adversely affected 
I 
!during the course of treataent. Mrs. A's contacts at the clinic 
\ 
ihave consumed auch of the tiae she could spare for sociability. 
! 
I 
,IShe also is not yet sufficiently confident of her son's behavior 
! 
r ~ 
ito risk friendships in the neighborhood, as this would lead to 
' ! 
ithoae people dropping in on her. Mrs. E. would very auch like to 
:iextend her social contacts but does not feel free to respond to 
,iher neighbors' overtures for fear they will drop in on her durin< 
'I 
!the day. Her husband's eabarraasaent about his lengthy unemploy-
! 
laent would cause her to be uncom~ortable. Mrs. E. bas substituted 
i 
!organizational activities and sales eaployaent but views this as 
I 
!only filling in until her husband's situation changes so that 
! 
ishe aight then develop friends in the neighborhood. Mrs. D. 
i 
i 
;states that she seldom sees her friends nov because abe couldn't 
I 
:!visit their hoaes with her son due to his destructive behavior 
I 
I land her inabili tv to control hia. I " 
! 
! 
! 
Mrs. B. described her relationships in the comaunity to have 
,!undergone a change but she was uncertain as to whether this vas 
I 
!i 
'iposi tive or negative. She has, in becoaing more interested in 
I 
:lher hoae and more involved vi th her children, dropped out of aany 
1iorganizations that she foraerly belonged to. She suggests that 
II jjthis makes her life a rather narrow one and she is not certain , 
!, 
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it is good for her childrea to have her so involved in their 
jlives. 
; 
TABLE 16. 
MOTHER'S EVALUATION OF CHANGES 
IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE 
i Jiaproved .Deteriorated Merely Changed 
; 
i 
'Mrs. C., F. 
i 
Mrs. A., D., E • Mrs. B. 
TABLE 17, 
MOTHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES 
.I 
i IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE 
i 
! Mrs.A. Mrs.B. Hra.c. Mra.D. Mrs.E. Mrs.F. L 
1 Re-establishe4 
1 
former good 
X ; relationship 
iincreased 
! enjoyaent X 
!Withdrawal froa 
I social contacts X X X X 
!Substitute 
I 
a_et i Yi_t ies i X X 
I Totals 2 1 J 1 2 
-
i 
' 
Mother s Percept1on As To Cause of Change Noted 
Presentation of Case Material 
X 
1 
Tot 
1 
2 
4 
2 
9 
Case A: Mrs. A. stated that through treataent she and her hua• 
band had been helped to coapletely reorganize their lives. They 
bad been doing everything backward, were coapletely ignorant of 
faaily relationships, exerted no discipline and were unaware of 
the problema of childhood. She feels that she and her husband 
both have invested a lot in treataent but could never have aade 
half as aucb progress without the caseworker's support. 
Mrs. A. noted that until two years ago her husband's job 
jtept hia away froa hoae during the week. Now he is hoae every 
'night and this, along with the reorganization of their life, has. 
helped thea becoae aore of a faaily. She did not place great ia• 
portance on this, explaining that without treataent her hus~and's 
be~~~ .hoa,e nigh~ly wou.ld h~_ve brc.~.ght a great deal of added 
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I 
il 
II 
i 
i 
I 
!tension to their faaily. He would have had more opportunity to 
i1be critical of her. 
II case B& Mrs. B. stated that the changes that have occur•ed have' 
ibeen the result of her efforts and the passage of time. The 
!children are more grown-up and aore verbal so that she is better 
!able to enjoy their company. Mrs. B. does not believe that the I clinic offered her any help. One of the things she hoped to get 
!from the clinic was help in being a better mother, but nothing 
1 tangible was ever offered that ahe could not have read herself 
i in a book. 
I Mrs. B. noted that her husband after a period of resistance 
!does seen to be feeling more positive toward the clinic. She has 
1not iced his kinder and more. patient attitude toward the ~ hildren; 
;land she feels that the clin1c aay have contributed to th1s chang:e. 
i Case 0: Mrs. c. feels that the fact that she is in greatly ia-
!provea-health has contributed the aost to phanges she has noted. 
;~Three years ago, following a serious operation, she was very: · 
!I depressed.. As her health iaproved her whole philosophy of life 
changed and she is now aore accepting of life. She feels now tha;t 
! there was soae reason for her living after her operation and 
:hopes someday to know what that reason is. 
il Further change was precipitated by her entering the busines• 
liworld. After her recovery she took a business course and has subj~ 
1lsequently worked periodically. This is good for her as she gets 1 
!Ia real lift aeeting and dealing with people. 
\i II 
jcase D: Mrs. D. believes the most important factors in the 
!Changes she has noted have been h~r own maturity and the passage 
!of tiae. She has lived longer, experienced more and learned both 
ifrom her observations and her experienees. 
I 
:j Mrs. D. felt another contributing factor to be th~ business 
~~difficult~es suffer~d by her b':'sband. A year ag~ be changed jobs 
1and vent 1nto a bus1ness in vh1ch be would be h1s own boss. This 
:
1 
involved, however, his taking a cut in pay and has involved 
1
1longer working hours. This has placed considerable strain upon 
:1 the marriage, as Jthe was. not in favor of the change be made and · 
!jthey have little tiae together. 
I 
'i • 
il . Mrs. D. has found her interviews to be quite thought pro-
lvoking. She has not been given much in the way of advice or ex-
! planation, but the interviews have served to st.im.ulate Mrs. D's 
!own thinking. In some ways this had made her less sure of ber-
il self, as she is in conflict between what she has thought through; 
'and what she is coafortable doing. 1 
Catte .. E: Mrs. E. stated that through her contacts with the clinijc 
she had been helped not only to understand her son and his pro-
bleJils but to under.st{lnd l)e..r.~elf and tter husband. It helps just tj~ 
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ltalk to someone about the things that are disturbing, and it 
ihe~ps give her a better perspective. By pointing out to ~er 
;j·th1ngs she does not see clearly herself, the worker, ass1sts 
:greatly this process of gaining a better perspective. 
! 
., 
d 
:' Although Mrs. E. is disturbed by her husband' a lengthy un-
employment, she .~as. been helped to understand what.i~ involved 
in this for her husband so that she is better able to accept 
,this and refrain froa nagging hia. It has not been easy but she 
'jean now understand that by keeping her anxiety from her husband 1she will avoid adding to his feelings of failure. 
:1 For her husband, Mrs. E. feels that the clinic contacts 
!have been a substitute for the therapy he did not receive but 
.!should have had when he underwent an operation for the removal 
iof a lung several years ago. 
I 
lease F: Mrs. F. stated that the clinic helped her to understand 
•!herself. She was helped to sort out what things bothered and 
:,worried her and to face thea. This examination of self helped 
fl . • 1iher to gain in conf1dence. She was better able to evaluate her 
jlattributes rather than to see just her faults. She learned how 
tlto consider a ~iven problem so that she was }>,e.tter able to work 
iout a solution, rather than becoaing overwhelemed by the whole 
!lpaneraaa of problems • 
. ! 
! The confidence gained through treatment stimulated Mrs. F. 
:jto further efforts for self -iaprovement. She enrolled at a 
1lmodeling school. This has furthered her confidence in herself as· 
\she is faced with the fact that she does know a lot about the 
jsocial graces and the art of homemaking. 
tl»iscussion 
Mrs. A., Mrs. E., and Mrs. F. attributed the changes in 
I 
/their relationship to the help received thro"ugh treataent at the 
I • !clin1c. Mrs. A. felt this to be the only significant cause for 
I 
!the improvements she has noted. Mrs. E. indicated that were it 
I 
i 
jnot for the tensions arising fro• her husband's unemployment, 
! 
ithe benefits derived froa treatment might have been greater. 
I 
i 
!Mrs. F. credits the treatment abe received through the clinic 
lror h~lping her to gain more self-confidence and also for atim-
lulating her to take other means of iaproving herself. 
I 
i 
i 
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' Mrs. B. indicated that the passage of tiae, her own efforts 
:1 and the children's increasing verbosity had contributed greatly 
q 
1.1 
!!to the changes she has seen. She felt that herhusband's changing 
rl 
!I 
[!attitude toward the children aight well be attributed to his 
·1 treataent at the clinic. 
I 
I Mrs. c. and Mrs. D. attributed the changes noted to exter-
!nal factors. Mrs. c. cited her iaproved health and her interest 
.I 
;I 
!in the business world as having an iaportant bearing on family 
:I 
'j relationships. Mrs. D. felt that there had been aany causei for 
jthe changes noted by her. She aentioned first her own aaturity 
·I 
rland the passage of tiae. Although clillic contacts had stiaulated 
:I her thinking, this was soaething she was more inclined to do on 
·I 
':!her own rathe_r thaa vi th the caseworker 1 s help. She also noted 
ilas an iaportant factor in her aarital relationship the recent 
I 
:!business difficulties her husband has experienced. 
I 
:i 
'I 
il TABLE 18. 
i 
REASONS OFFERED BY MOTHERS FOil CHANGES NOTED IN RELATIONSHIPS 
.I 
i 
.!Mrs. 
:I 
Clinic 
A •, E •' F 
-
Parent &: Clinic External 
Mrs. B. Mrs. 
Suaaary of Changes Noted bf Mothers 
in their Relationships with Others 
Factor 
c., D. 
By referring to Tables 4, 8, and 14, it will be seen that 
three aothers have consistently noted positive changes in their 
,aggregate relationships. 
six aothers inter• bi~v_!:~ a::~::.::~::: ::·:~:_:;:~::"~ ;o;:. t:: will be noted that,: 
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i ~~he greatest preponderance of positive change as perceived by 
'I 
!1these fi.Others is seen in their relationship with other children 
in the family. Four of the aothers cited positive change in rela• 
;tionship with other children in the family, one aother was ambi-
~~al•at noting both positive and negative changes and one mother 
li l!has no children other than the one in treataent. This would seea 
i 
!to indicate that treataent focused on one child in the family is 
,\ ~~oat likely to benefit ather children in the family. 
,I Four mothers stated that they felt that there had been 
! 
~lchaages of an essentially positive nature ia their aari tal rela-
1 
ltionship, one aother felt that there had been no change in the 
!marital interaction between herself and her husband, one aother 
d ~~elt that there had been a deterioration in the aarital relation• 
il 
[!ship. This would seem to indicate that treatment focused on one 
iichild in the family does directly affect the aari tal relationship. 
I 
:! Three aothers perceived change of a positive nature in their 
:relationship with their own parents and three aothers felt that 
I 
\there had been no change in their relationship with their own 
I 
! 
~parents during the course of treataent. The concomaitant effects 
I 
'jof treataent seea to diminish as one aoves away from the primary; 
lfaaily group • 
. I 
:I : Two mothers felt that there had been an improveaent in their 
:relatioaship with other significant people in their lives, one 
i 
I 
!~other was unable to evaluate the changes she noted in this area 
i 
!and three aothers felt that there bad been a deterioration in 
I 
!their relationships with other significant people. In this group 
il ao.f_~";'~~c~~~~s there ae!~· to be a ~!o~~c~,!ve correlation between 
[, 
i! 
I' .I 
ii :I 
! 
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'i 
J 
I 
t;~"C;';~.c=;;;~:,;;-;;,;""';~-';;';i~e~ t;:~:~;t"'"~ositive changes in their 
'I 
,lintra-family relationships, and their perception of changes in 
cl 
"I 
iltheir relationships with other significant people. Four mothers 
'I 
Jjwho cite a total of ten positive changes in their aarital rela-
:ltionship, relationship with other children and perception of 
·1 their own parents, noted only two changes of a positive nature 
., 
·' 
;lin their relationships with other significant people. 
I ., 
TABLE 19. 
AREAS IN WHICH MOTHERS NOTED CHANGE IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS 
'L 
!! ,, 
Mra.A. Mrs.B. Mrs.c. Krs.D. Mrs.E. Mrs .F. Tot I I 
:!Positive Chanse 
·' Marital I X I X X 4 
'I Other children X I X X 
" :! Parents X X X 3 
Others X X 2 
iiTotal Positive Changt 3 0 3 1 3 3 13 
·I 
'i 
!No Change or Aabivaleat 
I Kar1tal X 1 
:! Other children X 1 :l 
Parents X X X 3 
' Others X _1 
1Total No Change or 
1
! Aabi-alent 0 4 1 1 0 0 6 
:Nelative Chanse 
l ari tal X 1 
i Other children 0 I 
; Parents 0 
:1 Others X X I 3 
',Total Negative 
i1 Chan~• 1 0 0 2 1 0 4 
' 
The six aothers interviewed noted a variety of areas of change 
[in their aggres,te relationships that will be suaaarized ia 
' 
!Table 20. 
I 
i II 
J! 
:! 
H 
il 
i 
'I 
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TABLE 20. 
1AREAS OF CHANGE NOTED BY MOTHERS IN THEil AGGREGATE RELATIONSHI~S I 
I [ I i ~thers i Marital Other rarents jTot 
:I Children 
:1Posi ti•• Chanses 
i1 Increased under-
'/ standing of self 
& others A.D.E.F. A.D.E. A.E.F. F. 11 
;I Increased accept-
: ance of others A.C.E.F. A.D. A.E.F. F. 10 
I 
Increased coaauni- I cation A.C.E.F. A.J.C. ., 
!i Increas~d awareness I 
I 
of other's feelings A.E.F. A.D.E. A.E. 8' 
i Iacreaaed shariag A.C.E.F. .e;' 
i Lesseaing of 4epead- I II 
'I ence A.F. A.E. A.E.F. i ., 
I Better coatrol of ' ! i 
i eel£ A.C.E.F. I.A.D.E. I ., 
i Lesseniag of teas ion A.C.E.F. !A.C.D. A.E.F. i 10 •i 
i l IN'•fative Or No Chan1e I i .i ess understanding D. B.C. B.C.D. s: 
:! Less acceptance of J_ ________ _l_ .,, i others D.F. B.C. B.C.D. 
:! 
Lese coaaunication B.D. B.D.I. 
- ~ Less sharing B.D. B.C.D. i 5: 
il Own behavior i 
i I I ullchange4 B.D. iB .C. B.C.D. -t--~ 
! N'o lessening of I 
! tension B.D. !B.B. B.C.D. I 7 
'I 
I Mother's Attitude Toward Treatment 
'!Presentation of Case Material 
,I 
;II Case A: Mrs • A. •• -ccepta cliaic procedure without too much . 
question. She expressed an essentially positiye attitude toward ' 
i the clinic and ~oward _the therapeqt.i~ . changes that had taken 
place during the courae.of tr~ataent. She had had no preconceiv~d 
ideas as to what the procedure wtul-.b• and said that the only 
thing she could wis.b_ to bav.e been different would be that the 
duration of treatment be shortened. 
Case B: Initially Mrs. B. bad anticipated that treatment would 
be s1m1lar to analJais. She underwent analJsis several rears aao 
and had based her expectations on this experie~c~~ She has been · 
disappointed that she has not been brought to terms with aore 
basic issues involved in her behavior toward her children. She 
realizes that she ,r~~~s~~s-~! .. !Jlis __ bl, flo~«!~_ng ~he interviews with h 
~·-·~- ~~· --~~r~=~~'~.,,-.-·•·- . ··• 
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.lractual accounts but is disappointed that her worker lets her 
lget away with this. Occasionally she has felt that the interviewa 
!were lea~ing toward soae basic issue, but the worker never returns 
;j'to the particular issue and she does not as she really is resist• 
: ing change. 
I . 
. , 
l Mrs. B. expressed a great deal of feeling that there had 
'inot been sufficient_ c'-*rification about treatment. procedures and 
'goals. Whenever she asks it soaehow gets turned back to her and 
what she wants froa this. She has finally come to teras with the 
,fact that she cannot find out 3ust what is supposed to be invol-
.ved. She has found it helpful to •cet everything off ay chest" 
!to soaeone who is not competing for the floor. This is sufficient-
-llY satisfying for her so that she keeps her appointments very 
;!!regularly. By discussing happenings with the caseworker she is 
helped to feel less guilty and leaves feeling that she is not 
1such a bad mother after all. 
i 
i!ca~e. C: . Mrs. c. stated that she recognized the need for changes 
!jwhen she undertook treataent. She had always had a great deal of' 
ifaith in psychiatr7 and felt she entered treataent with a recep-
:itive attitude. However, she applied to the clinic for help with 
:steven and was initially shocked when inte~views with the case-
!worker began getting into areas that involved her personally. 
!She said that abe bad preTiously been referred for therapy by 
1her doctor but had not felt ready to undertake this. She may well 
.lneecl help but prefers to work on this herself. She reads psychi· 
Ia try books and bas through this kind ef reading gained a great . 
Ideal of self-understanding. Because of this attitude she vas 
:very resistant of t be caseworker • a attempts to involve her in 
itreataent to an extent that she was not prepared to accept. She 
~!resented th_ e fact that int ervievs did not focus aore on Steven. 
:1 -
•I 
Although Mrs. c. is a gregarious person who generally feels 
.:at ease with peopl~ s'e found it difficult to adjust herself to 
1the professional non-judgaental aanner assumed by social workers. 
!She liket people. aad responds to warmth in thell and this was a 
!real lack for her in the casework relationship. She had a great 
,ideal of respect for her worker and would have liked to haTe felt. 
lthat theirs vas a aore personal relationship. 
1 
! 
1 
Mrs. c. expressed diaappointa~nt that she had not receiTed 
:more in the way of direct advice and suggestion, although she 
irealizea that there are probably aany benefits froa working 
~~things through for herself. 
,' Mrs. C. co ntiaues to have a great deal of faith in psychi-
'atry and said that possibly if sh• ladn't been so resistent 
_about too auch personal involveaent or if the worker had accepte-
!.her liai tat she might haTe olttained aore benefits. There were, · 
lsbe added, iaproveaents in ller son's beh~vior. 
'I 
:l !I 
d ll 
I 
I 
;! 
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b~~ ~;,; ~--;r~.~-~~. ~t~te~-~~~t ah;JI.d-;~t realized how aach she -
·was to be involved 1n treataent and what a large part she played 
in Jiaay's problem. Sometiaes she felt that too auch tiae was 
devoted to discussing things in her background that were inter-
esting to her but irrelevant as far as Jiaay was concerned. At 
times this has alaost become a gaae in that she will deliberately 
• refuse to discuss with the worker areas the worker seeas to be 
!1particularly interested in delving into. Mrs. D. finds it inter-
;lesting to talk about her•elf and this is the part of treatment 
ilthat has been quite thought provokiag for her. The worker has 
:latiaul ated her.c,evn thinking and she is able to work out aany 
!things for her•elf • 
. [ 
I 
I Mrs. D. has been very disappointed in the llack of clear 
!information she and her husband have received about Jimmy's pro-
l11·blem. They s ti 11 have no idea what his problem is or what the 
doctors hope to gain froa further treataent. She feels that the 
'.!.1
1 
clinic has given thea very littl• in the way of concrete advice 
,and suggestion • 
. i She has •een further disappointed in the slowness of change, 
!in Jiaay. She actually lees little iaproveaent. 
·I 
'I 
I Mrs. D. aentioned also that she had been disappointed in 
!the fact that her husband has not been helped noticeably to 
'!express hiaself aore clearly through his contacts at the clinic. 
·! 
:lease 1: Mrs. E. expressed an essentially positive attitude 
1jtoward treataent and vas very accepting of clinic proceddres. 
1She feels that her son has iaproved and is gratified by the help, 
• .. 
1lhe r husband has received in becoaiag aore assertive. Treataen t 
has off,r•d her support through a difficult period and has givea 
I her a;l;)e~t•r.,. pel'fp ectiv~ on her~~~L.a,Dd, her famil~. Th~s has · 
laided her1.uaeasurably 1n coping with difficult s1tuat1ons as 
Jthey arose in her ~aaily. She also sees treatment as a substitut~ 
·!for the therapy she feels her husband should have had and did 
::not when he underwent lung surgery. 
l !Case Fe Mrs. F. expressed very positive feelings toward the 
!cl a c stating that treataent had fulfilled her every expectatio~ 
'and aore. She had been aware of her own involvement in her son's; 
!difficulties and was ready and anxious to work with the case• 
tworker around her own probleas, and in this way enable herself 
!to ~e~ognize and understand Joe's probleas. This was to her very 
;\relevant as her behavior toward her husband, her son and the 
ilworld certainly was an iaportant factor in Joe's difficulties. 
iiThrough treatment she has been helped to understand herself and 
ito sortfout the things that aade her anxious and unable to 
'function effectively. The clinic has aade tbe recoaaendation that 
lshe go into analysis and she has seriously consiaered this but 
:her husband is opposed. He sees no need for this. 
'I 
H 
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jDiscussion 
Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F. expressed quite positive atti-
/tudes toward the clinic and treataent ·as it involved thea and 
:!toward therapeutic changes that had occurred. Mrs. B., Mrs. C. 
I 
land Mrs. D. expressed aore negative attitudes toward the clinic 
i 
:and the extent of their involveaent in treataent. Although 
!Mrs. B. expressed the wish that she had been aore deeply involved 
11 
!!in treataent and brought to teras with basic issues, she verb-
lalized a recognition of her active resistance. 
' 
'I 
Mothers' attitudes toward the clinic will be evaluated on 
\the basis of the frequency of positive and negative comments 
! 
iaade in relation to their trea taent in Table 21. 
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TABLE 21. 
ATTITUDES EXPRESSED BY MOTHERS TOWARD TREATMENT 
I 
AND THE CLINIC EXPERIENCE ~,:..;___:::___,------.,.--·---t-·--
1 ! 
I 
JPositive Attitudes 
Mrs.A. :Mrs.B. ~rs.c. Mrs.D. Mrs.E. IMrs!F. Tot_ 
! 
r Self -inTO 1 veaent j_ very releTant 
! Acceptance of 
policies and 
procedures i 
1 Lacked precon-
i ceiTed expecta-
1 tions 
X 
X 
X 
i X 
I 
X X 
X X 
! Aberaction 
I i helpful X X X X 
I~T-o~t-a~l~P-o-s~it.-i·.,.-e------+-----~-----r----~~----~-----~r-
. Attitudes 
!Neg a tiTe Attitudes 
i Resisted self· 
i involveaent 
Insuff1cient clar-
ification of 
nrocedures 
4 1 
X 
X 
0 0 3 4 
X X 
X X 
2 
3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
3 
' Expectations not 
i aet X 1 --~~~~-----~-------+------+-~--~~-----r------4-------+-------~~~ Questions not 
l answered 
' No advice or mean-
! in2fu.l su.a:JZestionl 
[ Treatment slow X 
!Total Negative 
: :Attitudes 1 
X 
X 
l 
I s 
X X 
X 
X 
3 5 0 0 
It will be seen that three aothers, Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and 
3 
2 
2 
14 
rrs. F. were predominantly positive in their attitude toward the 
:iclinic and the treatment experience. These same mothers have 
i 
jindicated changes of a positive nature in their aarital relation• 
!ships, rel~tionships with other children in the faaily and in 
their perceptions of their parents. This would seem to indicate 
some correlations between mother's ability to establish a high 
degree of parent-wo~ker cooperation in the treatment relationshi' 
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and mother's capacity for change. There would also seem to be in, 
this aample a positive relationship between the mother's desire 
to see change in herself as well as in her child or spouse and 
the treataent gains. 
. .. ~.. . . 
Of the other mothers who were predominantly negative in 
I . 
!their attitude toward the clinic and the treatment experience, 
i 
~ • It 
!only one, Mrs. c., perceived essentially positive changes in her 
iother relationships. She emphasized external factors as having 
i I .• 
!contributed to these changes rather than the clinic experience. 
i 
:~his mother's very negative attitude toward the clinic may in 
\part be attributed to the fact that she was interviewed shortly 
:!after she had been told that treatment will be terminated in the 
;; 
!spring. During the research interview she c~mmented several 
i 
!times on this decision by the clinic and expressed considerable 
i 
! 
,~ostility about this. 
i 
" Two mothert, Mrs. B. and Mrs. D. were predominantly negative 
:~n their expressed attitudes toward the clinic and the treataent 
~xperienc' as,shown in Table 21. These mothers saw positive 
fhange in their relationships as having been very minimal. M~s. B. 
·~tated that there was no change in her marital relationship, ~oth 
i positive and negative change in her relationship with other 
! 
~hildren in the family, no change in her relationship with her 
i 
\~arents and changes she could not evaluate in her relationships 
;[ 
i~ith other significant people. Mrs. D. described a deterioration 
~~n her marital relationship, a positive change in her relationsh$p 
IJ 
tith other children in the family, no change in her perception ot 
t•r pareD\~ aDd a doteripratioD iD her relatioDsbip with oth;; . 
i -68-
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people. The relationships each described with their caseworker 
denotes hostility and resistance as a aajor component. Nor were 
these aother's able to express any real desire for change in 
theaselves as well as in their child or spouse. Although Mrs. B. 
verbalized a desire for self-change, she also recognized that 
she was very resistant to any atteapt to change her pattern of 
behavior. 
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CHAPTER Y 
PRESENTATION & ANALYSIS OF DATA 
DERIVED FROM INTERVIEWS WITH FATHERS 
Introduction 
'I 
[ 
ij 
I 
!with 
d 
In this chapter the six fathers interviewed will be compare~ 
respect to the changes they perceived in their aggregate 
I 
.lrelationahips during the course of treataent; and their purposefal 
I 
!application of the treatment 8ains into relationship areas other: 
I 
:jthan those specifically encompassed in the therapeutic goals of 
I 
!treataent. The areas to be explored are: 1) Father 1 s perception 
:of changes in their marital relationships; 2) Father's perceptio~ 
! 
'iof changes in relationships with other children in the fa11ily; 
'!3) Father's perceptions of changes in relationship with their 
1
parents; 4) Father's perception of change in relationship with 
\other significant people; 5) Father's perception as to the cause' 
I 
'of changes noted; and 6) Father's attitude toward treatment. 
Father's Perception of Changes in Marital Relationship 
'!Presentation of Case Material 
! 
iCase A: Hr. A. stated that during the course of treataent there 
-~had been some very basic changes that he felt had resulted in a 
;auch improved aarit~l rel~'ionship. A rather dramatic stiaulus 
,was provided by their son's illness. This was very difficult to 
icome to teras with but served to bring this couple closer. Mr. A• 
!explained that this served to point out to hia and his wife the 
\need to take stock of theaselves and out of concern for Donald 
-jput everything they had into trying to rectify the home situation 
il so as to help their son. 
!j 
:
1 Mr. A. said that he and his wife saw treataent for Donald 
:as their last resource. Both entered into treataent seeking all 
iinforaation, advice and suggestion that aight be of help. With 
:the caseworker's help he felt he became more aware of his own 
ifaults and bow these contributed not onlz to Donald's il_lness tr-::. ··c-::c::o.c.:·~-"''_-·c:-:.c-: ____ -=""="'c:.=-:·.---c_,-c.c,:::~c:.-:::cc.-:.·:.."c:cc;·:.;:::-.:. •. - • c.c-:;-..::-;.c::-·:.·==-'-·' - -- ---
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ling his own behavior, he was better able to look at his wife more 
/objectively and to better understan4 .. her faults. He now feels 
ithat he is aore patient and syapathetic with his wife and her 
!efforts. 
:I 
I Mr. A. described his wife as a very nervous, anxious woaan 
:'jwho tends to get very upset over little things. She aakes aoun• 
r tains out of aolehills. It used to seea as though shew as always,, 
·!angry and upset about soaething. Nothing ever seemed to get done 
:,and he frankly didn't trust her judgaent. He used to be very 
:[verbal in his criticism of her aanner of handling of the children. 
:jHe just had no confidence in her, woulcla' t listen to her and ia-:· 
Jsisted that he knew what was best for the faaily. 
'! During the cou•ee of treatment, Mr. A. feels that he and 
!his wife h~~e really worked together on soaethiag f_or the first 
itiae in their aarried life. Each is aware that the other is 
,Jreally tryi•g .and has been encouJ;"aged by this to aake further 
[efforts theaselves. He has seen for hiaself evideace that his 
~~ife is making a concerted effort to do a better job and this 
,!has aade his efforts to be aore patient aad sympathetic with her 
!auch easier. His wife has tried to be aore organized and to use 
ithe inforaatioa and suggestions offered by the clinic in her role 
'ias hoaeaaker. It is still hard for Mr. A. to refrain froa quick 
:criticism of his wife and he know• it is just as hard for his 
lwife to bold her temper and to curb her impulsive behavior. He 
!feels that he is now less critical and aore included to talk a 
lproblea over with his wife than before. This is especially true 
lin regard to aatters concerning the children, and he has found 
ion occasion that his wife is right and he is wrong. He added witk 
ja grin that he has always been a very stubborn person, and it is 
!not easy for hia to give in, but as his coafidence in his wife 
,!has grown, be has found that he can pve in. 
; Mr. A. laid that bia wife still gets nervous and upset over 
!little things but there bas been an iaproveaent. He thought the 
liaproveaent to be in the degree of her nervousness and anger. 
jShe doesn't aeea as nervous or to get as angry as quickly as she 
·idid previously. His wife is being helped at the clinic to gain 
:!confidence in herself and be is trying to add to this at home. 
IRe deliberately tries to "build her up" and added that be is 
!still rather obvious about it or so abe tells bia. 
i 
' 
I 
Mr. A. indicated that there has been an increase in the 
extent of.aharing between hiaaelf and his wife. They talk aore 
:!than they clid in regard to the children and faaily planning • 
. ~bey also ahare what they are learning about themselves and about 
!one another at the clinic. A factor in thia is that they now hav• 
iaore tiae together than they foraerly did. Until two years ago 
I
Mr. A's job kept hia away from hoae during the week, and this 
really left the burden of responsibility for the family on his 
~~t.-~'~'~'"c!~-~,-~.~ }!o"·~~~~"'cc~;:;~!!::r '~"'~t:tlct,"~.cJld-.: c=~~- help with household " 
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t:'"""""·;;;:;'-"===~=·cc:_,=:~=·:cc.c."-~~·.=c: .. "===;;_- cc"c~·::.·;c·~· · · · ·-:;:_·~---··-~.--· .. ···~ -···- ........... . asks like putting the children to bed. He feels that formerly ,both he and hiw wife expected an awful lot of the other and 
I 
~.~It heir expectations have lowered and they help one another out. 
He added that they seemed more a "faaily" than before. 
;lease B: Mr. B., after careful thought, said that there had very 
,,definitely been changes in his aarital relationship during the 
.!,period the family has been in t.Teataent. Before developing this 
;further he pointed out that be felt there were many reasons for 
ltbese changes and did not feel that the clinic bad played a vital 
·i role ia this. 
\! ,. 
. Mr. B. said that there had been a very basic ahange in the 
!interaction between himself and his wife. Early ia their aarriag• 
•lithe pattern of interac1:~on was established whereby be was the 
iltyrant and bia wife the slave. He said that his wife is the kind' 
iof person who asks to be dosinated and he is a person who likes 
Ito doainate. He was not really sure how he felt about this and 
ilexpressed considerable aabivalence both about the relationship 
:las it used to be and as be aees it aow. He recognized that be 
!was the kind of person who liked to doainate others, but he 
,jwasn • t very happy when he thought of himself as a tyrant. tJnder-
:lneath he didn't feel that be wanted others to let bia doaiaate 
i thea. He feels that it is a well set pattern for hi a to take an 
.lextreae stand on a particular issue wanting aoaeone to take issue 
:!with this and force him to modify his stand. His wife played 
'. inte this as she is a person who seeas to waat to be dominated. 
!She took bia too literally. When upset be would often tell her · 
·I that be wanted nothing to do with a certain problea. She would 
!take hia at his word and this was not really what he meant at 
iall. His wife acted afraid of him and would not bring the par-
lticular problea up again as though afraid be aight become ao 
I enraged be would s trike her or leave hoae. 
i 
i Now Mr. B. feels that his wife is asserting herself aore in 
:their relationship. She takes issue with bia when be takes an 
'i extreae stand on any aatter and aakes hia explain his position • 
• t By being forced to justify his action be is able to aodify the 
[position. His wife seeas aore sure of herself and is no longer 
'allowing bia to doaiaat;e her. He feels that it is aore healthy 
I for his wife to assert herself and be is relieved of feeling un .... 
: coafortable as he does when be plays into his wife's need to be 
!doainate4. On the other band there are as a result aore disa-
i greeaents between thea. It used to be that they would have one 
ibig blow-up a year. This would be followed in due coarse with a 
Ivery satisfying period of aaking-up. Now.t~e~ ~iaagreeaents are 
laore frequent and less intense. At the •C?••J!.t .he has. aixed 
:1 feelings but stated that possibly in tiae be will come to feel 
iJ that this has been a positive change. 
Mr. B. stated that be and _his wife have always been able 
:, to share verbally with one another; be felt this area had reaain-
:t·~~!:~~='~~:!o~l~~,)l,~~.c~~Jl~,!~:~ ~~,t~!o~<1l b~~.,~n~, ~i..~,.,<!ife coa}>_~iaent ~ 
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lone another in this area as he tends to be more emotional and 
!extreme whereas his wife is aore objective and analytical. He 
-~noted several instances in which his wife's ability to see thing~ 
in a aore objective perspective had been very helpful to him. 
' 
'I' ~ni.:tially Mr. B. and his wife ~!haTed fully their contacts 
iat the clinic and each fortified the other's complaints and dis-1 
:!satisfactions. More rece·ntly they have not been discussing this : 
,'Ia~ auch. He did not. feel, h~w~ver, that . as a. result any spontan•i 
;e1ty had been lost 1n the aar1tal relat1onsh1p. • 
I In soae ways, Mr. B. felt his wife was less tense and upset 
land saw this refl ectad in their relationship. He explained that 
ibis wife seemed to have been helped to feel less guilty about her 
!faults and less inadequate as a aother during the course of 
ltreataent. 
i 
i 
,[Case C: Mr. c. said that he felt that his aarriage had always 
!been a good one basically and still is. He did think that the:t.e:.: 
.Jhad probably been soae changes in the relationship during the 
:1p•riod of time the fuily has been in treatment but felt these ' 
':to be quite unrelated to the clinic experience. Mr. c. said that" 
ithere has been • great improveaent in his wife' a health during 
;I the past three years. For several years his wife was in very 
:\poor health and underwent several operations. The last and most 
'iserious of these was three years ago aad she was not expected. to_ .. 
ipull through. She was a llong tiae regaining her health. She was , 
/Pre-occupied with worry about her health. He vas also worried 
1abou.t her and in his desire to aake things as pleasant and easy 
\for her as possible he gave in to her. because he didn't want to 
ido anything to upset her. Nov he does not feel the saae need to 
igive in to her all the tiae. They are both less concerned about 
lher health and this is no longer a deterainant in their relation-
lship. His wife is easier to get along with now. She is leas 
,\irritable and aeeas to have a happier outlook on life. There is ' 
:!nov auch more the saae kind of shariag that there was during the 
ijearly years of their aarriage. 
i 
i The amount of communication between Mr. c. and his wife has: 
[increased and the kind of coaauni cation has changed in that there 
1 is aore sharing and coaproaise. They aow talk things over and 
!come to a autually agreed upon decision or compromise when they ' 
'lhave different points of view. The clinic experience is soaething 
I they share extensively as this is soaething they have in coamon. 
~hey discuss any suggestions received and decide whether they 
:agree with the advice. This is alaos~ always in regard to their 
'son. He felt the ~nly value gained froa sharing what each had 
jlearned at the clinic was in order to apply the advice should an 
!!occasion arise with their son. He. did not feel that either he or. 
'Ibis wife had found any uaderstand1ng that had been of value othet 
:than in relation to their son. They do also discuss their feel-
l!ings toward the clinic and as this family is being terminated , 
!~hese feelings are quite intense at present. 
lf:c: .. · .... .... .. ·:. ,:-c2::e;;;,:;•,;c.·_·: .. - ._ ... -...... .. ..... 
! 
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!lease D: Mr. D. said that as he became more aware of himself he 
lihas also become more aware of and more critical of his wife and 
liher faults. He indicated that their son • s illness and subsequent 
ljtreatment had actually served to add further strain to an already 
!I tenuous relationship. As he becaae more aware of his own and hi a 
!wife's faults there seemed to be more areas of diaagreement and 
!,dissatisfaction between thea and aore subjects that needed to be 
;:avoided. 
:i 
I i! In addition to being more observant of his wife's faults, 
!jMr. D. is aore likely to take issue with her than he was former-· 
jlJ. As he described this it seems that he now either hints at or. 
:!voices directly soae criticism of his wife. This is ne•er d.ia• 
1cussed for fear they will become in•ol"Ved in a violent arguaent. 
!Mr. D. didn't usedto notice so many things wrong in his wife's 
!up bringing of the children and function as a wife but when he 
ldid he never mentioned it to her. Rather be hoped that she would 
ion her own coae to see how he felt and change her behavior accor•-
lingly. This would aean to him that she cared enough for hi a to 
:lwant to please hia on her own. Now he will mention his cri ticisa: 
!and his wife aerely ignores the coaaent. He does not pursue it 
ibut is content with having at least expressed it. As he consid-
iered this he felt that aay•• one or two of his comments had takea 
!fruit. He has told his wife that he does not approve of her care• 
illess ways in regard. to the children's aeals. Their meals are 
!lnever on tiae and are throw~ together without any thought to 
:!their nutritional value. She ignored lis comaent and there was 
.:no further discussion. He has felt, howeYer, that she does seea .· 
::to be trying a little aore than formerly although she still does 
.inot get up in the moz:ning to feed the children their breakfast. 
!He added that here be is as guilty as she in that he also stays 
:in bed and lets the children get their own breakfast. 
. Mrs. D. is more direct in her criticisas of her husband but 
'\here again there is no discussion. Mr. D. aade a change in his 
.lemplo7Jlent a year ago that he feels his wife disapproved of. He 
1
took a cut in pay and money is very iaportant to his wife and he 
:1doesnft feel she could understand if he tried to explain that 
'1the possibilities for future gain were better in his present 
:
1
1
work. Ria new job also entails longer working hours so he and 
1his wife have less tiae together. Ria wife objects openly that 
;!he does. not discuss his busiaess vi th her but he has fouad in 
'lthe past that this is the best way. His wife finds it very dif-
:ticult to really und~rstand business problems and generally he 
·~eels too tired to try to explain it so that she can grasp the 
!concept. 
!I 
!I There has never been auch coaaunication between this couple 
:and the quantity has diminished during the course of treataent. 
!An issue of disagreement is never talked about but rather each 
lwill at the most coaaent on their feelings about soae fault in 
the other and then avoid any further discussion. low there seeas 
tp""'J?"'=!~~=~~~,~·"'"}~~ ,.~A~~cl,l:,''"~£·-~,t, b..t1'W .. !~ _tll}'JL~nd therefore aore ;, 
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to be avoided and less spontaniety • 
. 
1
' Hr. D. questioned his wife's desire and interest in better-
,ing their marriage. It helps hia personally to express his crit-
ijicisas rather than holding thea inside but he realizes that ther• 
l
is aore needed before any iaproveaent in the marriage is reached. 
!Supporting his question of his wife's interest is the fact that 
llif she thought about it abe would realize that if he spent the 
'saae amount of aoney hiring help at the store that she spends 
ljweekly in si ttera, he would not have to l!ork evenings and ~hey 
:would have auch aore tiae together. He w1ll not tell his w1fe 
:jthis but feels that it is something that would be meaningful 
·!only if she recognized and did something about it on her own 
jinitiative. 
i 
;!case E: Mr. E. was q·uite pre-occupied with his illness and em-
!:ployment problems and kept returning to these throughout our 
,!interview. He felt that both of U1ese had placed strains on the 
•arital relationship that had been difficult for hia and his '~ife. Mr. E. bas been chronically ill .a~d since he underwent lung 
isurgery his ability to work has been liaited. Although he has 
'.
1
1
been seeking work for the past ten aontbs the opportunities dl!e 
,restricted. He feels that his wife has the idea that he is no~. 
!really interested in finding work. He was quite intent upon con-
ivincing ae that he had made real efforts to locate employment. 
:JHis wife is not after hia as auch as she was several months ago 
lbut "the fact she says nothing doesn't aean she isn't thinking." 
'! Mr. E. believes that his aarriage is basically a good one 
::and other than the tension resulting froa his long period of un-
:!eaployment did not feel there had been any sigaificant changes 
~,during the course of treatment. He feels that he and his wife 
1Jhave always shared adequately. 
1: 
;jcase F; • Mr •. F. stated that during the course of treatment the 
:~arital interaction between himself and his wife grew into a · 
: ore aature and meaningful one. There is now auch more communi-
cation, sharing of responsibility and enjoyaent of one another's 
,1coapany. th•n there was earlier in their marriage'· Mr. F. felt jthat the changes in behavior were priaarily the result of his 
:~ife's coaing to know herself, gaining in self-confidence and 
';lincreasiag ability to express herself. He said that he hadn't 
,lchanged in eighteen years and did not during the period of treat. 
••nt. Possibly he is far froa the perfect husband but if he 
:~asn't changed in all that tiae, he isn't going to aow. He is a 
!!"scientist" a ad pretty set in his pattern of be ha vi or. 
[11. Mr. F. described his wife as having been a very indecisive , 
jperson at the tiae treataent Yas.initiated. She had no self- · 
~m~~~~:F~;~;~~~~i:~;r~~~~i:;:~J~~~'~(;gg~~.: :;;::?~h~:::f, 
I ' 
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'I His wife used to be very dependent upon hia. He claimed 
!jthis was not a burden for him as he is capable of handling 1 arge 
llaaounts of responsibility. Even now he aakes aost of the decis- . 
:1ions in the family bu.t. will bow to his wife's wishes in those 
iareas that are her domain. It used to be that she had no capacity 
1for deciding what she did want in those areas so he used to take. 
!those decisions upon himself. He approves of the fact that his 
!wife can now aake up her mind as to what she wants and let her 
!wishes be known. 
In learning to know herself, his wife learned to appreciate 
!the fact that she was a lot aore competent than she thought she 
iwas. She has developed her talents and Mr. F. brought out soae 
loil paintings his wife had done that he seeaed very proud of. 
I 
! Mrs. F. is less a worrier and aore decisive and assertive. 
I iit used to be that the only pla.ce she seemed to feel sure of 
herself and comfortable was when they were visiting either his 
or her families. Now, however, confidence permeates her whole 
existence. She can think about things aore objectively and 
express her ideas more concisely. As a result of his wife's 
ability to think more objectively and to express herself more 
clearly, there has been an increase in the communication between 
thea. Although Mr\' ~. still aakes the majority of the decisions 
!in tbe family, they discuss the issue together before and he is 
'willing to consider his wife's ideas and feelings in the matter. 
!Discuss ion 
I Six of the fathers interviewed felt that there had been 
,l 
·lsoae change in their marital relationships during the period of 
i 
'time they had been in treatment at the clinic. Three fathers, 
I 
I iMr. A., Mr. c. and Mr. F., described the changes in the marital 
... -. 
;interaction as having been essentially positive in nature. One 
:! 
·ifather, Mr. D., felt the changes to have been definitely negative 
I 
I 
:in that he thought the quality of interaction had deteriorated. 
l 
!Mr. E. indicated limited shifts of a negative nature. He felt 
!that there had been added tensions in the marriage as a result 
i 
:or his long period of unemployaent but saw this as having a 
:j 
1~1"~~"•~!~.~-~,~.,c~~~cfe~.~ ~~"~~~ .. ~~,~!"ri~;"~~~,_~ha t ~~~~:~~ be alleviated as 
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,1 
,I 
'I 
i! 
:in the marital relationship between hisself and his wife that he 
i 
ijfound difficult to evaluate. He indicated that they were in a 
:~ransition period and that yery likely after the adjustments were 
i 
:Jaade he would find these changes to be positive ones. 
'] 
TABLE 22. 
PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS 
'! 
AS PRESENTED BY FATHERS 
I 
~ssentially Positive Changed Essentially Negative 
j 
Mr. A •, C. t F • Hr. B. Hr. D., E. 
.; 
It is interesting to note some of the contributing factors 
~entioned by these fathers in relation to the changes in marital 
I • 
~~elationship. Hr. A. stated that there had been a furtherance of 
I 
i 
Jhis understanding of hiaself and of his wife. Hr. F. noted his 
I 
~ife's learniag to know herself as being the primary cause of 
:I 
ltheir iaproved relationship. Mr. c. stated that decreased concer• 
! 
'!about his wife's health had freed hia so that he was able- to be 
'! 
iaore assertiYe and less guarded in the relationship. Each of 
!these fathers felt that there had been a lessening of tension 
I 
:!and anger in their aarital relationship and aore shariag of 
'! 
~eelings and responsibility. Although Mr. D. felt that he bad 
I 
I 
igained in self-understanding during the course of treataent he 
i 
I 
I .~elt that lhis had been a factor in the deterioration of the 
ii 
ilaarital relationship. Through his increased self-awareness, he 
i 
1also became aore aware of his wife. This awareness led hia to see 
! 
rl ~-9~""-'ln.r.l_-l:.,Jl!~"""J:~~!lta,.,~'~'~ ~.~tt}A~:~~~-.bJ~J~l!,l!~c!: •· .· rat be.r t.han to 
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:1 
~ ~ 
.! 
;I 
I 
i 
·I ~ I 
'I 
·:;fc"~~"~·'""·-·":··-"'=:.c:"·""'=·'·""-"":o:,·:-· ... ~ _·.c ... :_:,.;.:...;;;c;.. .. :.:.~;;;;:.;....;. .•• :. :=:;: ::.:."=c-: .... 
!~ecoae aore understanding of her behavior. 
i 
I Mr. A. spoke of his becoaing aore accepting of his wife as 
:I,;~' hheatiaha·-Mers.erF:
8
idndt
0
ic
11
aatkeed approval of the changes aade by his wife 
. 9 9 her aore acceptable to hia. Kr. c. felt 
·that he was always accepting of his wife. Mr. D., as noted above, 
i ecaae aore aware of his wife's faults and less accepting of her. 
!I 
l Hr. A., Mr. c., Hr. E. and Mr. F. all stated that there had 
:! 
I :~een an increase in the coaaunication between theaselves and their 
I • 
w1ves. Mr. A. viewed this as an effort shared with his wife. The 
' 
I 1 ~ther three fathers responded to their wives' increased ability 
:~•• Willingness to express their thoughts and feelings. As a 
! 
.result of his wife's better health, Mr. c. needed to be less 
I 
~oncerned about upsetting her. Mr. E. asserted himself aore in 
! 
i 
:•attars pertaining to the children and his wife encouraged this 
! 
., 
~1 listeniag to hia. Mr. F. said that he would have talked thiaga ,, 
~ver aore with his wife in the past bad she been able to ••press 
' 
iher ideas and feelings. Mr. B. feels that he and his wife have 
.:always had good coamunication. Mr. D. avoids any discussion of 
I 
i 
iany important issue with his wife for fear it will end in an 
' 
!argument. 
;1 
Hr. c., Mr. D. and Mr. E. feel that they have become aore 
~ssertive in the aarital relationship. Mr. c. and Mr. E. see 
.I 
~his as having been an iaproveaent in the aarriage generally. 
jBoth have fouD.d that their wives will listen when they express 
~ I 
~~beaselves in a aatter. As a result there has been aore sharing 
iJ I, . 
ilof responsibility. Mr. c. feels that this has permeated the 
II 
[~~,<!~!~.1'!.!-~~~!~.sh~_P_• }~.!.'· E. ~"~mi~,~-~~thi!_~~~oveaent to aatters 
i 
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! 
! 
!I 
td~~~~l;;=;~-;;:;·:~;;;~~;co;:~'~'·h~;~;;~';~-·;;~~~;:··;~~ asserted hiaself ···~ 
laore in that he verbalizes his criticisms but does not follow 
i 
l 
ilthis up vi th any atteapt to discuss the matter. Be feels better 
,I 
·! .. 
!verbalizing his cri ticisa but he realizes that this alone is no 
'I 
ijaolution. Mr. F. state a that in soae respects he has becoae less 
l1 
1\assertive in response to aore assertion on the part of his wife. 
:I q HBe is aore likely to bow to his wife • s wishes in those areas of 
" 
:!their life that he considers to be her domain. Mr. B. notes his 
~ife's increased assertion as a aajor factor in the shift he 
.laotes in their aa ri tal relation ship. This bas resulted in aore 
'1 
trequent arguaeats between thea. Although he sees this as a 
•I 
i 
~~ealthy change ia his wife, be is uacertain as to whether he 
q 
;~iews it as a positive or a negative factor in their relationship. 
II 
'I 
Mr. A. noted specific behavior in biaself that he had 
i\ 
'i ~tteapted to control in his relationship with his wife. He tries 
:! 
!to be leas critical and a ore willing to adlli t that she is right 
i 
i 
!on occasion. Be also felt that there had been real affort on his 
i 
:~ife 1 s part to change in such a way as to iaprove her functioniac. 
,I 
I ~~ach supported the other's efforts and the recognition that the 
I 
~!other vas trying to iaproye encouraged further effort. Mr. F. 
·r 
!noted the aany ways in which his wife had iaproved. Specifically 
' 
~e felt his wife had learned to know herself, be aore decisiye 
i ' 
I land to express herself aore clearly. Mr. c. felt there had been 
liaproveaent in his wife that he attributed to her better health 
... 
and felt there had been an increase in the spontaniety in their 
elationship. Mrs. c. worried less and he needed to be less 
~~~~"~!!l.,-~or"~!.!" .. :c~-~'""'a!~~~~. c~c~~~~"t~-~-~ :o-~4J.~1~.~~· E. noted_, his wife I. j; 
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~~tteapts recently to avoid nagging hia in resard to his eaploy-
:~•nt problea. Mr. D. and Mr. B. did not feel that there had been 
I 
irny effort by either theaselves or their wives in relation to 
I, 
'!their aari tal relationship. Mr. B. indicated that the changes in 
:i 
~~he aarital relationship had occurred as a result of aany things, 
i~.e., passage of tiae, his wife's analysis, his contacts with a 
! 
;~sychiatrist, his professional difficulties and an acceptance 
H 
~~hat aany of his dreaas will never be realized. Mr. D. expressed 
r' l~n unwillingness to expose hiaself to rejection by aaking any 
II ~oncerted effort toward betteri•g the relationship between hia-
Jr•lf aad hio wife. He ia aot certaia t~at his wife would be 
~-·receptive. Any ef~ort he notes on her part has been in relation 
i o the children. 
I 
I 
l 
f! 
il q 
:I 
I 
., 
li 
d il 
., 
i 
; 
,, 
I 
,I 
il II 
li !I 
i! 
'i 
'I 
I 
:t 
:j 
'! 
li 
·; 
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TABLE 23. 
AREAS OF CHANGE IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIP AS NOTED BY FATHERS 
r i ! .. I 
Kr.A. 'Mr.B. ·Kr.C. Mr.D. rMr.E. i Mr.F. :Tot 
Positive Changes 1 ' 1 1 ' Increased under- , l j 
standing of self 1 II i I 1 
& spouse X ; X I i i 2 --,Ir::n:-:c=-=r=-'e~a=-s=-=-e":id-=a-=c-=c:-:e-=p:-::.t.:-.-t-=---+------+-----f!-..::__ij ___ -J-_____ i-____ , 
ance of spouse X I X I t1 X 11. X I 4 
. ., Increased coamun- ------+------+------+----, X X 
4 icatioa I ! X 1 
~--------------------~---4------+-----+-----4--------f------4----
:Negative or No Chang• 1 
Increased under- 1 1 11 
staadiag of self 1 
& spouse X X I X 3 
·-·-+-_..;:;..-
Increased accept-
1
1 
aace of spouse X X i 2 
Increased coaaun- 1 I, 
ication X X I I 2 Increased I 1 I 
sharing X i X I 2 
Better control or 
own behavior X X I X X 4 
Lesseniag of 
tensioa X X 2 
Total Negative or 1 
_ No Change 0 6 j 2 5 0 2 
Mr. A., Kr. c., Kr. D. and Kr. i. indicated that the effert 
to effect change ia the aarital ralationship had been· essentiallJ 
• • • 
a shared one. Mr. A. stated that this was something he and his 
.. . . .. 
wife were in together and they were both working very hard to 
aodify their behavior and to support one another. Mr. c. present• 
ed the changes as having been caused priaarily by his wife's 
iaproved health. This freed hia to be aore assertive and lessened 
~ -,- "';o:-;z.;_:;':::";':.\-,,, •- •·__;-'< ~ .. ", ··;;··-- • " '- - '" . -~k•~~~·-- _.,~~~= -- • ~4~" 
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his need to give in to his wife in order to avoid upsetting her. 
Kr. E. saw the changes in the aarital relationship as being 
shared in that he recognized the effort being made by his wife 
not to nag hia about his unemployed status and be was taking a 
:aore active part in regard to the children. Mr. D. indicated 
that the increasingly poor aarital relationship between himself 
and his wife was a shared responsibility. Neither is aaking any 
real effort toward iaproving the relationship. 
Mr. B. indicated that there were a variety of causal factors 
in the change in aarital relationship between himself and his 
wife. He did not feel that an effort by himself or his wife to 
be one of thea. 
Mr. F. acknowledges that the aajor effort toward change was 
aade by his wife. He states that he had not changed in eighteen 
years. 
TABLE 24. 
MAJOR EFFORT TOWARD CHANGE AS NOTED BY FATHERS 
Mother Father Shared External Factors 
Mr. F. Hr. A., C., D., E. Mr. B. 
Father's Perception of Changes 
In Relationships with Other Children 
Presentation of Case Material 
Case Ai Hr. A. said that ~s a result of learning to understand 
hiaaelf, he has becoae aore aware of not only his own feeling 
but those of o~bera iaportant to hia. This has been an especiallf 
iiaportant factor in the changing relationships he has established 
with other children in his faaily. He is now aore understanding 
of thea and their feelings. Instead of taJdng the children's 
reactions at face value and treating thea accordingly, he tries 
to talk with them and help thea to talk about their feelings. He 
has found that talking things out has been helpful. He tries to 
be more patient with the children's faults. 
Mr. A. feels that he ia auch closer to his children than 
he was prior 'o treatment. This has been brought about by what 
he has learned at the clinic about children and their feelings, 
the efforts he has put into trying to understand rather than 
react emotionally and the fact that. his job now allows hia to be 
at home every night whereas he vas previously away from home 
during the week. It used to be that what time he did have with 
the children h~ concentrated on the oldest boy, Bobby. Nov he 
aakes an effort to spend time with all the children and has been 
:able to find activities he and the children can enjoy together. 
Mr. A. also tries to show thea all that he loves them. He 
has aade an effort to express his feelings openly to the children 
and this is a thing that was initially very difficult for hia. 
All of the children have responded to his efforts. 
Mr. A. feels too that both he and his wife have had to 
learn about disciplining the children. In the past they tended 
ito over-control or be too peraissive. Both now try to exert 
1consistent and firm discipline and he feels that there have been 
:very good reaults to date. The children do not seem to resent 
the discipline. The children are aore sure of what they can and 
,what they c an' t do so that there is less playing of one parent 
against the other. Most important, the children seem to respect 
him aore than they did. 
Mr. A. feels that the ather children resent the time he and 
his wife devote to Donald. He and his wife have tried to coabat 
this by interpreting to tbe~children why Donald acts as he does. 
This has helped but has not completely dissipated the feeling. 
It has helped in their feelings toward Donald, however. They 
used.to think him spoiled and were em~arrassed by his behavior. 
They are now more understanding, accepting and sensitive toward 
Donald. 
Case B: Mr. B. indicated that there had been some shifts in his 
relat1onship with other children ia the family during the course 
of treatment. He noted great improvement in his relationship with 
the child in treataent and in his relationship with his nine-
year-old son, Bobby. He expressed concern about the changes that 
have occurred in his relationship with his fourteen-year-old son, 
John. His relationship with his five-year-old daughter, Aay, has 
always been good and he described no change. 
Mr. B. felt that be had aade soae real efforts to be more 
!patient and less deaanding of his children. He has aade efforts 
!to spend aore tiae with all of the children, see thea as indivi-
duals, enjoy them for what they are instead of trying to force 
thea to achieve more and to show his af!ection for thea. Lucy 
'' ~-- ·····-~ 
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and Bobby have responded to this and he feels that there is much 
•ore spontaniety in their relationship. John has vi thdravn f roa 
hia and he has been unable to get close to him. He and John used 
to have a very good relationship and he hopes that this will be 
re-established in the future. Currently whatever he tries to do 
'about the estranged relationship with John aeets with failure. 
Mr. B. described John as an exceptional youngster. He 
always had high expectations for this boy but John has been able 
to live up to these without excessive effort. He and John used 
to be able to talk together and u.sed to enjoy one another's com-
pany. He always made it a point to do things with John and still 
aakes the effort. Recently, however, when he takes John to soae 
;sports event, John will always ask to bring a friend and Mr. B. 
ends up being just the chauffeur. 
Mr. B. attributes the change in his relationship with John 
'to the boy's age and to the fact that the adul*tienhe has re-
ceived all his life has resulted in his having a "know it all 
attitude." 
Hr. B. feels that through Lucy's treatment, he has realized 
'that although she did not have the s aae natural attributes John 
'had, his expectations for her were the same. In trying to force 
dher to live up to unrealistically high expectations, he saw only 
her failures. He was not able to see and to support her good 
traits. Now that he has lowered his expectations and tried to 
:becoae closer to her, he has found that he can like her. She 
~still is a difficult and aoody child but she shares aore with hia. 
What Mr. B. has learned in relation to Lucy has contributed 
to his iaproved relationship with Bobby. He has lowered his 
expectations for this child and no longer -•~pacts him to achieve 
as John did. Be now a~~epts Bobby as he is. Bobby has responded 
readily to this. Mr. B. and Bobby spend auch tiae together talk-
ing, playing ball, planning outings both will enjoy and recently 
he went to Washington for a week end and took Bobby with him. 
Mr. B. commented that his wife and Bobby have recently 
experienced a lot of difficulty in their relationship. His wife 
has never been able to accept Bobby and Bobby has some awareness 
of his mother's rejection. Be is, therefore, aore inclined to turn 
to his father for help as he knows that his father likes hia and 
is not sure just how his mother feels. Mr. B. does feel that his 
wife has been helped to feel less guilty about her rejection of 
this child through her contacts with the clinic and this has 
lessened somewhat the tension between thea. It has not, however, 
helped her to like Bobby. 
Mr. B. has not really made up his mind about Aay as yet. He 
views he~ as being aore like John in potential than the other 
children. However, he hopes that he will be able to accept her 
:ras, -~~!. i~'"c~c~-c!. ~~-~ pJ~-~~c ~~r~~~li~t~~~-~~~c"-~ig_,~_s,tandards on her. 
To date Mr. B. has not participated too actively in Amy's care 
due to her age. He feels that she is naturally more close to her 
aother then to him. He feels, however, that he has the basis for 
a good relationship with Amy and sees no significant change. 
Case C: Mr. c. states that he and his twenty-year-old daughter 
have always had a good relationship and he feels that there have 
been no changes during the course of treatment. He said that his 
daughter recently told her mother that she hoped that she might 
marry someone who would measure up to her father. He felt very 
complimented and said that he thought that his daughter had 
always thought highly of him. 
He does not feel that Frances resented the time he and his 
wife devoted to Steven during treatment. She is eight years older 
than Steven so is not competing with him. Also she is quite sure 
of h• place in the family. 
Hr. c. does feel that there has been a change in his daugh-
ter's relationship with her mother. Frances responded to her 
mother's serious illness thr•e years ago by trying to protect her 
mother. This caused some decrease in her spontaneous sharing 
with her aother. It also meant that Frances had to give in to 
her aother more than she might have ordinarily. More recently, 
however, he feels that his wife and his daughter are regaining 
the good relationship they formerly had. 
Case D: Mr. D. stated that he and his wife have not been helped 
to understand Jimmy so ~hat there has been no new knowledge that 
they have found applicable to their other children. He did feel, 
however, that he had as a result of his better understanding of 
himself and his behavior become more aware of the problems of 
children. He has become especially awa~e of.the importance of 
parent-child relationships to the child. He has, therefore, made 
a real effort to spend more tiae with his children. He does this 
because he knows it is important to the children but confessed 
that he did not enjoy time spent with his children. 
Mr. D. described his other children as being less provoca-
tive than Jimmy. He has not, therefore, had the same difficulty 
in controlling his temper with -.:.hem as_ he has had with Jimmy. 
Mr. D. actually does not actively participate in the disciplining 
of these children. He is seldom home but finds that when he is 
with the children and has to apeak to them, they respond readily. 
He does feel that his wife is sometimes too strict with the 
chi~ren but he has done nothing about this. He feels that his 
wife is aore patient with the other children than with Jimmy 
and enjoys them. 
Mr. D. does not feel that his other children resent the time 
spent by their parents relative to Jimmy's treatment. No attempts 
have been aade to interpret the cause of Jimmy's behavior to the 
·"-~th~.r -~h~1~,~!~- ~,_!-. ~~'~ .~!1-~}ofr_~~ :04""~'!~t-nojo ~~~·d.E!rstand themselves •.. 
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.Case E: Mr. E. feels that he and his son Allan have become some• 
what closer during the past year. As Mr. E. has been unemployed, 
_he has had more time to devote to his children than he would 
ordinarily. He and Allan have come to know one another better 
and have.,~u~d activities they can enjoy together. Mr. E. is not 
physically able to engage in active play with Allan but he gen-
erally takes Allan with him when he goes out. Allan is an out-
going child so it has been easy to get to know him. Mr. E. has 
made an effort to show an interest in th• things that interest 
Allan. 
Mr. E. has also made an effort to assert himself more in 
the area of discipline. He knows it is important for a father 
to be active in disciplining the children. He believes that he 
used to leave that responsibility to his wife aore than he now 
does. He also feels that he and his wife are cooperating aore 
with one another in this than they did several years ago. 
Wjth the exception of his wife's tendency to cooperate more 
:with him in the area of discipline, Mr. E. does not feel there 
'has been any significant change in his wife's behavior toward 
the children. Her relationship with Allan has always been a 
good one. 
Case F: Mr. F. has no children other than the one in treatment. 
Mr. F. spoke in teras of changes in the rel.a:t;io~ship between 
hiaself and Joe. These he feels have been slight and more related 
to the improved relationships established by his wife than by 
any real change in his or Joe's behavior or attitude. He always 
felt that his wife was too protective of Joe and is pleased with 
her increased ability to let hia be more indepfDd~nt and assert-
ive. Mr. F. has always devoted a lot of time to Joe. 
Mr. F. feels that the biggest improvement in the parent-
child relationships in their family resulufrom the fact that he 
and his wife are aore together in their expectations for Joe. He 
and his wife talk over how they feel they should handle certain 
problems and back one another up. Joe no longer can play one 
parent against the other. Joe is much better for this as he 
knows better where he stands and what the limits are on his 
behavior. 
Mr. F. coamented that his wife's ability to coae to a 
decision and stick to it was an important factor in her handling 
Joe and in their cooperative planning in relation to Joe. Be 
respects his wife's ability to think through a problem and deter-
mine a course of action. Her ability to express her thoughts and 
feelings are now such that he can understand her side and will 
ioften go along with what she wants to try. Currently Joe is 
.having some trouble in school. His wife feels that he aggravates 
1the problea by becoaing too active in it. He has aceeded to his 
wife in this and is refraining froa actively involving himself 
":~nc~-~~~ .. ~r.-~~!~~"!c: • -·· ·· --~- -~~ -~ 
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Discussion 
Mr. F. has no children other than the one in treatment. His 
views on the changes in parent•child relationships in his faaily 
are reviewed in the case a at erial section of the chapter. Mr. F. 
will not be included in the analysis of the data as this section 
is concerned primarily with father's perce.tions of changes in 
their relationships with other children in the family. 
Mr. A., Mr. c., Mr. D., and Mr. E. all indicated that there 
had been changes in the over-all parent-child relationships in 
their families which they felt to be of an essentially positive 
nature. Although Mr. B. noted siginficant changes in the parent-
child relationships in his family, he felt them to be of both 
a positive and a negative nature. 
TABLE 25. 
FATHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES IN THE PARENT-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
----------------·---
Essentially Positive Positive & Negative Essentially Negative 
Mr. A., c., D., E. Mr. B. 
In discussing sepcifically their own relationships with 
other children in their families, Mr. A., Mr. D. and Mr. E. noted 
that there had been changes of a positive nature. Mr. B. noted 
changes of a positive nature with one of his other children, 
changes of a negative nature with another of his children and 
essentially no change in his relationship with another child in 
.the family. Mr. c. felt that there had been no significant 
change in his relationship with the other children in his family. 
TABLE 26. 
FATHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES 
IN HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CHILDREN 
Essentially positive Positive & 
Negative 
Essentially No Change 
Mr • A • , D • , E • Mr. B. Mr. c. 
Mr. A., D., and E. all felt that the changes noted were 
:brought about priaarily by changes in their behavior toward the 
!children. Mr. A. has tried to better understand his children, 
~ow aore consideration for their feelings and to devote more tiae 
.to activities with thea. Mr. D. has made an effort to spend aore 
:tiae with his children even though he has not been able to enjoy 
this. Mr. E. has made an effort to interest hiaself in his son's 
'activities and has found it easier to coaaunicate with his 
children. 
Mr. B. perceived the iaprovaaents in his relationship with 
;his younger son to have resulted froa his efforts. He has been 
able to lower his expectations for this boy and to accept hia 
as he is. This has increased the spontaniety of their relation-
ship. Mr. B•,feels that the negative changes described in his 
relationship with his older son have resulted froa~is boy's age 
and resistance. 
Mr. c. feels that there has been no change in his relation-
ship with his other child. 
In referring back to Table 22 it is interesting to note 
that there seeas tobe no correlation between father's perceptions 
of changes in the marital relationship and ia their relationship 
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with other children in the faaily. Mr. A. perceives positive 
changes in both areas. Mr. B. is unable to evaluate the changes 
in his aarital relationship and views the changes in his relation-
ships with his other children as being both positive and negative. 
Mr. C. reported positive changes in his aarital relationships 
:but saw no change in his relationship with his other child. Mr. D. 
1Viewed the changes in his aarital relationship as being essenti-
l 
' ally negative but expressed soae feeling of iaproveaent in his 
!relationahip with his other children. Hr. F. perceived positive 
;changes in his aarital relationship but as he has no other 
!children ia not included in the analysis of this section. 
Mr. A. states that hia better understanding of hiaself has 
iaid•d hia in his ability to understand his children. Mr. D. 
!Dotes an increase in his underatanding of hiaself but does not 
ifeel that this has influenced his feelings for his children in 
iany aeaningful way. This has served only to aake hia aware of 
'the iaportance of his participation in their lives and he has 
subsequently aade an effort to spend aore tiae with thea althou~h 
he has not found this to be enjoyable. 
Hr. B. expresses the belief~ that through his efforts to 
involve hiaself in his children's activities, he has coae to 
understand and enjoy thea. He further states t-at through his 
atteapts to be aore accepting of his children, be has been 
succeaaful in relieving tensions in their relationships. 
Mr. A., Mr. B. and Mr. E. cite as contributing factors in 
.their •-anging relationship with their other children the iaproved 
coaaunication they have been able to establish. Mr. A. believes 
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this has 'oae about through his increased awareness of his 
children's feelings. Hr. B. credits his effort to be aore patient 
and accepting of .his children. Hr. 1. has aade efforts to inter-
•st himself in the things that are of interest to his son. Mr. c. 
feels that coaaunication has always been good between himself 
and his daughter. Hr. D. feels that there has been no change in 
~he area of coamunications. 
Mr. A., Mr. B., Mr. D. and Hr. E. all feel they have aade 
;considerable effort to iaprove their relationships with other 
~hildren in the family. Hr. A. has been aore aware of his chil-
~ren's feelings, gained an understanding of the problems of 
~hildren, tried to aore freely express his feelings to his chil-
dren, and becoae aore capable in exerting effective discipline. 
Mr. B. has tried to be aore accepting of his children as indi-
~iduals and tried to support their positives attributes rather 
than to burden thea with excessive •eaands. Mr. D. has atteapted 
i 
to spend aore tiae with his children. Hr. 1. has becoae more 
active in the life of his son, and speat aore tiae with hia. 
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TABLE 27. 
AREAS OF CHANGE NOTED BY FATHERS 
IN THEIR RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER CHILDREN 
I i ~ I Mr.A. Mr.B. :Mr.c. 'Mr.D. iMr .E • iMr .F • Tot 
Pos1t1ve Chan1es I i I ! I Increased under- I standing of self I I I 
' 
& child X X X I 3 
! Iacreased acceptanc e I I 
I 
I 
of child X X I 2 
Iacreased aware- I 
'!less of child's I 
: feeliaa:a X X I 2 
Leaaeaiag of child • I I depeadency I 0 
Better control 
of self X X X X 4 
Lesseaing of 
tension X 
-+x-f 2 'Total Positive 
Chansr:es I 4 0 2 I 2 0 13 
:No Chan&• or 
' Aab:l.valellt Responu I 
Increased under- l 
standing of self I & child X X i 2 
I11creaaed accept- I i I anctt of child X X I X 3 Increased aware- I I I I 
' 
. ness of child's I ! ! I I 'feeiin~:a X X I X I 3 1esaea6ag pf child' I ! i ! dependency ! I I 0 Better control ' I i 
of self X 
' I 1 Lessening of ' I I 
' tension X I X X I 3 ! I 
Total No Change or 
~ l I l I Aabiyalent Response 1 I 5 3 3 0 12 
' 
: ., 
Mr. A. and Hr. c. felt that there had been essentially 
,positiye changes in the relati~nship between their wiYes and the 
other children in th~ir. fa~iiies during the course of treataent. 
Mr. D. and Mr. E. thought that there had been essentially no 
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change in the relationship between their wives and the other 
children in the family. Mr. B. noted changes of both a positive 
and a negative nature in the relationship between his wife and 
other children in the family. 
TABLE 28. 
FATHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES IN THE MOTHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS 
Essentially positive 
Mr. A., C. 
Positive 
a: Negative 
Mr. B. 
Essentially no change 
Mr. D., E. 
Hr. A. states that his wife has becoae closer to the 
children in aore appropriate ways than before treataent. The 
children have always been close to their aother but were formerly 
. 
allowed to aake excessive deaands upon her. She understands thea 
.better, has ~arned to exert aore effective discipline, becoae 
more aware of their feelings and becoae better able to control 
. . 
her iapulsive anger. Mr. c. feels the iaproveaents in the rela-
tionship between his wife and their daughter to have been a 
direct result of his wife's improved health and aore positive 
attitude toward life. 
Mr. D. and Mr. E. perceive no change in the relationship 
between their wives and the other children in the family. Nor 
do they feel that any special effort has been aade toward change. 
Mr. B. expresses the belief that there have been both posi-
tive and negative changes in the relationships between his wife 
·and their other children. His wife's relationship with their 
older son has iaproved in a ratio comparable to the deterioration 
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in the relationship between Hr. B. and this son. Mr. B. sees 
this ehange in the relationship between his wife and their older 
son as having resulted from a variety of faetors. Mr. B. stated 
that the relationship between his wife and their younger son has 
deteriorated and again in a ratio,eoaparable to the iaproveaents 
in his relationship with this son. He attributes the ehanges in 
his wife's relationship with their younger son to her feelings 
of guilt about the faet that she has never really aeeepted this 
child. 
TABLE 29. 
AREAS OF CHANGE IN MOTHER'S RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN 
AS NOTED BY FATHERS 
~r.A. Mr.B. Mr.c. Mr.D. Mr. E. Mr.F. 
Mother's inereased 
understanding 
of ehilcl X X 
Mother's iaprovecl 
ability to I 
cliseioline X 
Mother' a inereasecl 
awareness of I 
ehild 's feelin2s i X X 
Inereasecl eoaaun- I ieations I X X X 
Inereasecl an2er ; X 
Decreased anger ' X J 
-
Father's Perception of Change in Relationship With His Parents 
freaentation of Case Material 
Case A: Although Mr. A. did not feel there had been any change 
ln his relationships with his parents, he did feel that his 
attitude toward thea had ebanged. Mr. A. always treated his 
pa~epts with respect and this has reaained unchanged. Soaetiaes 
vh~n he vas young he would eoneentrate on hiaself and would as 
a result not be as considerate of his parents as he aight. He 
used to feel guilty about this as he knew that he owed his par-
~~!.8;~~''"~c"~l~~t,ac~~~c:!2,~~~ ~~-~~ -~,"~~~~~-' S()!~~~-~-·o}Y~!~ __ If:f~er his aarriage, 
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there were times when he tried to act happy to see his parents 
but vas not actually happy to see thea. 
Mr. A. said that in learning to understand himself, he 
thought that he had also learned to better understand his parents. 
He has been able to view them in a aore objective aanner and 
can see their good points and also their faults. He does not 
believe that his changed perception is reflected in the relation-
ship as he is still thoughtful and considerate of his parents but 
this is somewhat easier for him to do. His concern for and 
thoughtfulness toward his parents is based aore on how he r eally 
feels toward thea rather than the feeling that he owes thea a 
lot. He is aore sympathetic toward his parents and there is 
considerably less anger in the relationship. 
Case B: Mr. B. stated that there could be no change in his 
relationship with his ~rents as his father is deceased and his 
mother senile. He did feel, however, that his view of them had 
changed soaewhat. He has coae to be aore accepting of them as 
they were. In auch the saae way as he has lowered excessively 
high standards f~r his children, he has lowered excessively 
high standards he held for his p~ents. He is better able to 
see them as having human faults who aust be accepted as they are. 
The anger in his feelings toward his father have lessened and he 
has tried to understand why his father vas the kind of aan he 
was. Toward his aother he feels he is better able to see her 
faults as well as her good points. He used to be continually 
defending his aother in the face of his sister's hostility to-
ward his aother. Nov he can better understand why his sister 
felt the way she did. 
¢-se C: Mr. C. said that his mother is deceased and he vas able 
to express no change in his perception of her. His father has 
remarried and he has very infrequent contact with him. He aay 
talk to his father a couple of times in one week and then not 
see hia for several aonths. His father and his wife often invite 
Mr. c. and his family to visit but these visits never t~e place. 
He feels it is too auch of an imposition. The only change noted 
by Mr. c. vas a feeling that he and his father had grown apart 
soaevhat in recent years because they do not seem to see one 
another often. 
Case D: Mr. D's parents are both deceased. He expressed the 
feeling, however, that ln better understanding the relationship 
between hiaself and his parents, he had come to better under-
stand hiaself and how he behaves in his relationship with his 
children. He pointed out that he could see that there were sia-
ilarities ~. the way his parents had behaved toward him and the 
way he behaved toward his children. His parents were too in-
volved in their business to give auch time to him when he was 
;growing up. This is the stimulus that has contributed to his 
attempting to devote more time to his chil.ren. He can recall 
how neglected he felt as a child because his parents didn't show 
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•• any interest in hia or his activities. 
Mr. D. did not feel that there had been any change in his 
feelings toward his parents but there was more understanding. 
Case E: Mr. E. stated that his father was dead. His mother lives 
1n a nearby community and he feels that his relationship with her 
has always been good. He talks to her frequently during the week 
and she generally visits with his family on week ends. More 
recently she has not been spending week ends with his family as 
• often as in the past. He has not encouraged her because she 
sometimes finds the children's activities upsetting • 
. Case F: Mr. F's parents live in another state so he sees them 
only a couple of times a year. In between he will periodically 
call them to keep in touch. He feels that his relationship with 
. his parents has always been good and has undergone no particular 
change. He is fond of his parents and coa=erned about them but 
does not feel bound to them in the way his wife felt toward her 
parents during the early years of their aarriage. 
Discussion 
Mr. E. and Mr. F. stated that there had been no change in 
their relationship with their own family or in their p•rception 
of their parents. Mr. E. stated that his father was dead and his 
mother, who lives in a near-by community, is a frequent visitor 
in his hoae. He sees their relationship as being a close and 
mutually rewarding one. Mr. F. said that he and his parents have 
.always had a good relationship. 
Mr. c. explained that his aother is deceased and his father 
has remarried. He saw no change in his feelings toward his par-
ents but there has been less contact with his father recently. 
Mr. A., Mr. B. and Mr. D. all see some changes in their 
relationship with or perception of their parents. Mr. A. said 
that whereas he was formerly respectful toward and considerate 
of his parents out of a sense of duty, now he feels more sympa-
thetic toward them. His perception of thea has changed in that 
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:he can now see them aore objectively and accept their faults as 
well as their good points. Mr. B. states that he has gained a 
better understanding of his parents, their faults and their 
strengths, and as a result is more accepting of them as people. 
He feels that he used to hold excessively high standards for his 
parents. Mr. D. does not feel that his feelings toward his par-
enta have changed measurably but he does feel that he has become 
aore understanding of the part they played in his present pattern 
of behavior in relation to his own children. Recalling his feel-
ings as a child he tries to act differently toward his children. 
TABLE 30. 
FATHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGE IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OWN PARENTS 
Improved Changed Unchanged 
Mr. A., B. Mr. C., D • Mr. E., F. 
.. . 
In table 31, the areas of change noted by these fathers in 
their relationship with their own parents will be presented. 
TABLE 31. 
AREAS OF CHANGE PERCEIVED BY FATHERS 
IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS WITH OWN PARENTS 
Kr.A. Mr.B. Mr.c. Mr.D. Mr. E. Mr.F. Tot 
Increased under-
standing of self 
& _parent X X X 3 
Increased accept-
ance or parents X X 2 
:Decreased depend-
ence upon parents 0 
:,No Change X X 2 
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Although Mr. E. felt there had been essentially no change 
in the area of his relationship with his mother, he did refer to 
~ ... 
the fact that she has recently been a less frequent visitor in 
his hoae. 
By referring back to Table 22 and 26, it will be seen that 
there seems to be little correlation between father's views of 
changes in aarital relationships, father's view of changes in 
relationship with other children in the family and father's view 
of changes in rel~tionships with parents. Hr. A., Hr. c. and 
Mr. F. have noted positive changes in their aarital relationship. 
Only Hr. A. also perceived positive changes in his relationships 
with other children in the family and in his perception of his 
parents. Mr. c. felt there had been essentially no change in his 
relationship with his other children or in his relationship with 
his parents. Hr. A. noted that an increased understanding of 
himself and of others had contributed to the improved relation-
ships with his children. This increased self-understanding also 
peraeated his relationship with and feelings toward his parents. 
Mr. B. perceived changes in his relationships with his wife, 
other children and parents. He expressed aabivalence toward 
changes in his relationships with his wife and other children 
and pointed to both positive and negative components. His per-
caption of his parents was now a less exacting one and there was 
·more acceptance. 
" 
Mr. D. perceives a deterioration in his marital relationship, 
some slight improvement in his relationship with his other chil-
dren and·a change in his relationship with his parents. Mr. D. 
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!•xpresses an intel~ctual involvement in trea~ment and speaks 
of an increased understanding of hiaself but little or no change 
in his feelings. 
Mr. E. points to added tensions in his marital relationship 
due to his uneaployed status, an improvement in his relationship 
with his other son due to his more assertive role and no change 
in his relationship with his mother. The changes noted by Mr. I 
~ere more related to behavior rather than feelings and attitudes. 
'Father's Perception of Change in Other Significant Relationships 
,Presentation of Case Material 
Case A: Mr. A. stated that there had been a change in his rela-
:t1onsh1ps with his wife's family during the course of treatment. 
:He explained that his wife's decreasing dependency upon her 
mother, had relieved aucb of the tension that had developed 
betw~en him and his aother-in-law. He was very resentful of his 
mother-in-law's interference in their lives and was hurt by the 
fact that his wife would run to bar aother with her problems. 
Now he feels that his wife has become aore independent of her 
aother and shares increasingly with hia. Now when his mother-in-
law visits, be is able to feel aore positively toward her. 
Mr. A. did not feel that there had been any change in his 
general social functioning. He has always made it a point to 
keep his hoae and business life separate. Since aoving to their 
present hoae two years ago, he and his wife have not cul~ivated 
aany friends due to the fact that they are still not confident 
about Donald's behavior. Also he feels that they have both become 
very involved in learning about themselves and their children so 
.have not had the need for extensive coamunity contacts. 
Case B: Mr. B. noted no change in his relationships with other 
significant people. Although he has becoae less exacting with 
;his faaily and parents, he does not feel that he has becoae any 
'aore accepting of business associates and friends. With thea he 
:still holds a suspicious and somewhat bostile attitude. 
,Case C: Mr. c. perceived no change in his relationships with 
iother significant people. He has always liked people and related 
jwell to thea. 
I iCase D: Mr. D. feels that he has becoae somewhat more assertive 
!in his relationships in general. Always before he kept his feel-
' .. 
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ings and attitudes to himself. No one knew what he was thinking 
or what his reaction was. He i• now aore inclined to speak his 
aind and if he doesn't like something another has done, he says 
so. This has made no real difference in his relationships with 
his employees. He does think that by speaking his aind he may 
have recently antagonized a business associate. Although Mr. D. 
had no question about the fact that his comment had been a legi• 
timate complaint, he was uncertain as to whether this was a wise 
act on his part business-wise. 
Case E: Mr. E's contacts ~ith individuals outside his family 
have decreased during the ten-month period he has been unemployed. 
More and more of his time has been spent at home and with his 
faaily. 
Case F: Mr. F. said that he always reserved a time for work, a 
time for family and a time for play. There was never any over-
lapping and he never allowed one to interfere with or influence 
the other. There had, therefore, been no change in his social 
functioning as a result of improvements noted in the functioning 
of his family. 
Discussion 
Mr. A. felt that his relationship with various relatives 
and especially with his aother-in-law had changed for the better 
during the course of treatment. There had been a decrease in the 
competition between himself and his mother-in-law as a result of 
his wife's decreased dependence upon her mother. Mr. A. felt 
that there had probably been a deterioration in his social and 
coaaunity cartacts. The more positive relationships within the 
family had made the establishment of other relationships seea 
less important. Mr. A. stated that he had not been a person who 
mixed family and work, so he felt that there had been no change 
in his job functioning. 
Mr. B., Mr. c. and Mr. F. stated that there had been no 
~hanges in their relationships with other significant people in 
q 
,:their lives. 
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Mr. D. feels that he has been aore assertive in his business 
relationships and expressed soae uncertainty as to whether ~is 
,vas wise. It did aake hia feel better personally but he was un-
certain as to what effect it aight haye on his business. Mr. E. 
stated that there had been a decrease in his social contacts due 
to the fact that he is uneaployed. 
TABLE 32. 
FATHER'S EVALUATION OF CHANGES 
IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE~-------
Iaproved Deteriorated Questionable 8~ange No Change 
Hr. A. 
(relatiYes) Mr. A., E. Mr. D. Mr. B., c., F. 
The father's Yiev of what kind of changes haYe taken place 
in their relationships with other significant people will be 
presented in Table 33. 
TABLE 33. 
FATHER5S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES 
IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE 
fxr .B. IMr .c. I I Mr.A. ·Hr.D. Kr.E. I Hr .F. Tot 
Wi thdraval froa I social contacts X X 2 
-Increased 
assertion X 1 
Increased accept-
I ance of relatives X 1 
No Change X X X 3 
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Father's Perceptioa Aa To Cause of Changes Noted 
Presentation of Case Material 
Case A: Mr. A. said that through treatment he and his wife had 
'been able to re-organize their lives, understand themeelves and 
to share not only the faaily responsibilities but their feelings. 
The clinic helped thea recognize their part in the problem, 
showed thea the way out of their dileana, adtised thea and 
supported their efforts to help theaselves. 
Hr. A. also noted that until two years ago his job kept hia 
away froa hoae during the week. Now he is hoae every night and 
is aore able to share responsibility for the children and to 
help out aore with their care. 
Case B: Mr. B. attributes the changes in his aggregate relation• 
ships to a variety of factors. He feels it is difficult to deter• 
aine bow auch any one thing had affected the changes. He speaks 
of the passage of time, his efforts to evaluate aore objectively, 
his atteapts to lower his expectatioas for his child~~- and to 
accept thea as individuals. He is uncertain about whether or not 
the clinic hu contributed and, if so, how much this contribution 
aay have affected his changing attitude. He later stated that he 
felt that his aore accept\Dt attitude was caused by his wife's 
analysis fifteen years ago, his contacts with his wife's a~alyst, 
his professional difficulties, his contacts with the clinic and 
the fact that as he appr~aches aiddle age his values and expect-
ations of life have changed. · 
Case C: Hr. c. feels that thl improvem~~t~ in his aarital rela• 
tionshlp have been a direct result of hi~ .rife's improved health. 
This has been for him a return to a former good relationship. 
' Nov that he no longer has to worry about his wife's health, he 
.is able to ~·-more assertive in the relationship and no longer 
'feels the need to always give in to his wife. 
He feels that the clinic has been helpful only in relation 
to the son in treataent. The advice and suggestions aade have 
been applicable only in his relationship with this child • 
. Case D: Mr. D. feels that the deterioration in his marital 
.relat1onship is attributable to his rife's l~ck of understanding 
of his business difficulties. A year and a half ago he left a 
well-paying job to go into business for himself. This aeant his 
taking a cut in pay but his wife has aade no adjustaents in her 
standard of living in accordance with their lower income. 
Mr. D. feels that his contacts with the clinic have helped 
hia to better understand himself and why he behaves the way he 
does. He has on an intellectual level seen a direct relationship 
between the way his parents a~t4d toward hia and his behavior 
toward his children. There does not seea to be eaotional under-
- -
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standing. He has used the intel~ctual understanding to guide 
his behavior with his other children. Although he can not enjoy 
his children he does, out of a sense of duty, spend tiae with 
them. 
Hr. D. states also that his understanding of his own pattern 
of behavior has helped him to be more assertive. Here again, 
however, the understanding seems to be intellectual rather than 
emotional and he recognizes that he has not carried through on 
his freer expression of his feelings to any resolution. 
Case Et Mr. E. attributes the added tensions in his aarital 
relationship to his extended period of unemployment~ He recog-
nizes that his wife has a. great deal of feeling about this as 
does he. They try to avoid discussing this subject and there has, 
therefore, been a decrease in the spontaniety of their relation-
ship. 
• 
Kr. E. feels that the clini: baa been helpful in regard to 
the child in treatment and in helping him to see the importance 
of his becoaing more actively involved in the lives of both his 
children. 
Case F: Kr. F. feels that the clinic was most helpful in his 
wife's cqaing to know and understand herself, gaining in self· 
confidence and stiaulating her to take further steps to develop 
her self-confidence. He does not feel that he has changed for 
the past eighteen years and he did not benefit froa his contacts 
with the clinic. 
Discussion 
. . ~ 
Mr. A., Kr. B., Kr. E. and Hr. F. all aention the treataent 
received at the clinic as a factor in the changes they. note in 
their aggregate relationships. Hr. A. felt this to be the most 
significant factor. Hr. F. felt this to be the aost important 
cause of change for his ~ife but did not feel that he was affec-
ted by his treatment. Rather he responded to the changes he saw 
in his wife. Mr. E. felt that the aajor factor affecting his 
relationship with his wife and other significant people was his 
lengthy period of unemployaent. The clinic experience had been 
helpful in his relationship with other children in the family. 
~r. B. indicated manifold causation. He feels that the clinic mar 
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have been helpful in his less deaanding relationships but also 
ifeels that his changing attitude has been affected by his wife's 
analysis, his contacts with a psychiatrist, his professional 
difficulties and the fact that he is approaching middle age. 
Mr. D. attributes changes noted in his marital relationship 
to have been brought about by business difficulties. He notes 
soae intellectual understanding of the importance of parent-child 
relationships as a result of his own feelings of rejection as a 
6hild. He has, therefore, made efforts to devote aore time to 
his children. This change in his relationships with his other 
children, he feels is the result of his contacts with the clinic. 
Mr. c. feels that the improvements in his aarital relation-
ship are attributable to his wife's iaproved health and improved 
philosophy toward life. The clinic hasbeen helpful only in 
relation to advice received as to how the son in treataent should 
be handled. 
TABLE 34. 
REASONS OFFERED BY FATHERS~ FOR CHANGES NOTED IN RELATIONSHIPS 
Clinic 
Mr. A., F • 
Other Parent 
Mr. c. 
Clinic & Exter-
nal Factors 
Mr. D., E. 
Summary of Changes Noted by Fathers 
in Their Relationships With Others 
Mr. B. 
In Table 35 the changes perceived by the six fathers inter-
!~iewed are presented in a suaaarized form. It will be noted that 
' ~ ! 
!~he greatest preponderance of positive change as perceived by 
II 
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these falaers ia seen in their relationship with other children 
in the family. Three of the fathers cited positive change in 
relationship with other children in the family, one father vas 
~mbivalent noting both positive and negative changes and one 
father felt that his relationship with his other child had always 
been and continued to be a good one. One of the fathers inter-
:viewed had no children other than the one in treatment. This 
would seem to indicate that treataent focused on one child in 
. 
the family is aost likely to benefit other children in the family. 
Three fathers stated that they felt that there had been 
changes of an essentially positive nature in their aarital rela-
tionship, one father felt that there had been a basic shift in 
the aarital interaction between himself and his wife but was 
unable to evaluate this, and two fathers felt that there had 
been a deterioration in the aarital relationship. This would 
correspond with the pattern shown by the aothers interviewed in 
this study. There would seem to be evidence that treatment 
focused on one child in the family also does directly affect 
'• 
.the marital relationship. The iapact seems only slightly less in 
the group interviewed than in the area of relationship with other 
children. 
Two fathers perceived change of an essentially positive 
nature in their relationship with their own parents, one father 
felt that there had been soae change he was unable to evaluate, 
i~nd three fathers felt that there had been no change in their 
[! 
i~elationship with their own parents during the course of treat-
:, 
q q 
~en~. As was indicated by the responses of the mothers interviev!d, 
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it would seem that the concoamitant effects of treatment seem to 
diminish as one moves away froa the primary family group. 
One father felt that there had been an improvement in his 
relationship with other significant people in his life but 
liaited this to relatives. This father felt that there had been 
little or no change in his other social relationships. One 
father was unable to evaluate the changes he noted in this area 
of social functioning, th•ee fathers felt that there had been 
no change and one father felt that there had been a deterioration 
in his relationships with other significant people. In t~is 
group of fathers interviewed there was little relationship be-
tween their perception of changes in their intra-family relation-
ships and their perception of changes in their relationships 
with other significant people. Fathers would seem to keep their 
family life more separate from their work and social life than 
do the mothers interviewed in this study. 
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TABLE 35. 
AREAS IN WHICH fATHERS NOTED CHANGE IN THEIR RELATIONSHIPS 
Mr.A. Mr.B. Mr.c. Mr.D. Mr.E. Mr.F. Tot 
!Posi trve -~hanse 
Marital X X X ~---Children ------- -·~--~---- r------- -- ---
---
Other X X X 3 
-- ----·- -~---~---- -----·---~- ;------
.faPar•ats X X 2 
Others X 1 
·Total Pos1tive 
Change 4 1 1 1 1 1 9 
-
----. 
No Chanse or I I 
' Aabivaient I 
Raritai X 1 
Other Children X X 2 
Parents I X X X X 4 
Others X X X 
------~ 4 Total No Change I or Aabivalent 0 3 3 2 1 2 11 
-· 
. - -~ 
Nesative Chanse I 
Marital X X 2 
Other Children 0 
Parents 0 
Others X I 1 
Total Negative I I ._Change _______ 0 0 0 1 2 0 i 3 
The six fathers interviewed noted a variety of areas of 
change in their aggregate relationships that will be summariaed 
in Table 36. 
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TABLE 36. 
AREAS OF CHANGE NOTED BY FATHERS IN THEIR AGGREAliB RELATIONSHIPS 
! r 
Marital Other Children Parents !others Tot 
:Positive Changes I 
Increased under- i 
standing of self l 
& others --~A~.D=~·----4---~A~.B~.D~·----~~A~.B~-~·D~·-+------~~8~ 
Increased accept-
ance of others A.C.E.F. 
Increased 
communication 
Increased aware-
ness. of other's 
~- feelings 
Increased 
A.C.E.F. 
A. 
A.B. A.B. 8 
A.B.E. 7 
A.B. 3 
sharing A.C.E.F. A.B. 6 ,___--:-=:;;..;;.;;.:;;:..;;;_;~IL--.,.----F-;;_.:_.:;...=.:...;:_..;._1--~~-.:..;._:.._:_ ____ .__._. _____ ·-··--- .••....... ~---·-· ·--······-- . . - ..... ·····-
Lessening of 
__ de_p_~-~den_~---~-- 1------------ ----· ·--~- ------· ...... . Better control 
0 
_. -~ o._f __ ~-~ !.L .. _ ----------~---~---···· ____ A • B • D • h.----+------+-----+---"5"--
Lessening of 
A. 8 tension ~.c.F. A.B. A.B. 
- ·- ···--· -·------- ------~---------· ....... ::-::-C::::::= ....... :::.:::::'::' .. ~-=~ =::.:::::::::.=-.--:::;:::::::==::.:::::::-~.·::::·:. ::::.:~.:·: ........ ____ . ·····---------_:_:· ... ·-
,Nesative or 
· No l:iianse 
Understanding 
of self and 
others B.C.F. C.E.F. 
Acceptance of 
others B.D. C.E.F. 
Communication B.D. 
Sharin_g_ B.D. 
---t--Change in own 
-
behavior IB.C.D.F. --~-+-· Lessening of I 
tension ~.D. B. I 
Father's Attitude Toward Treatment 
Presentation of Case Material 
. 
_Case A: Mr. A. accepts clinic procedure without question. He 
·expressed an essentially positive attitude towar~ the clinic 
and towar..d the therapeutic changes that had taken place during 
6 
5 
2 
2 
4 
3 
. . . treatment. He had had no preconce1ved 1deas as to what the pro-
icedure would be and added that the only thing he would wish 
icould be different would be that the duration of treatment be 
:less. He knew that it would not be practical but thought that if 
!parents and children could receive more time the length of treat-
;ment aight be less. ,. 
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Case B: Mr. B. stated that he did not approach the clinic for 
an amateur analysis and the caseworker's attempts to turn treat-
ment into this irritated him. Both he and his wife had previously 
been in analysis ~~d if they had wanted further personal help 
they would have gone to a psychoanalyst. He bas occasionally 
enjoyed interviews that focus on him but feels strong~y that 
this is a waste of his time as far as the problem with Lucy is 
concerned. 
Mr. B. felt that there was not any clear explanation as to 
what treatment procedures were and why. He has tried asking but 
never receiv.~s an answ~r .• He has. been told nothing about Lucy 
and this bothers him considerably. He has confidence in the staff 
at the clinic but cannot understand why they won't answer his 
questions or at least tell him why they won't or can't answer. 
As far as he knows, Lucy goes in every week and plays Uncle 
Wriggley with the doctor and he can't see how this is going to 
help her. He realizes that there may be some method to this and 
he is willing to accede the point that the therapist knows a 
great deal more than he about child therapy. He does feel, how-
ever, that he has a right to know more about Lucy's problems. 
If they don't know and it will take five years to find out, he 
would accept this as an answer. If they feel that it would not 
help him to know what.t~~ir diagnosis is, he could also accept 
this. As it is when he asks a question he is told that it is a 
very appropriate one and then gets no answer. He feels that if he 
knew more about Lucy's problem or was helped to better under-
.stand this child, he would be mora sure of himself in his rela-
tionship with her. As it is he feels as though he is "walking on 
•ggs" in his contacts with Lucy. 
Mr. B. feels that there have been improvements in Lucy that 
he believes are above and beyond what would have occurred m~rely 
with the passage of time. He, therefore, does have confidence in 
the clinic staff but feels that things would be much better if 
he was given some answers and explanations. 
tase C: Mr. c. states that his feelings toward the clinic are 
auch better this year than they were last. He feels that he is 
receiving the specific advice and suggestions he anticipated 
receiving when treatment began. He feels that the advice given 
has been meaningful and helpful in his relationship with his 
son, Steven. He was thisyear told that he should let Steven grow 
up and do things on his own. This was hard for him as he always 
enjoyed his activities with his son. He followed the advice, 
however. He lets Steven go to clinic on his own. He refused to 
do things with Steven when asked at an inconvenient time even 
though his inclination is to accede to the request. Steven has 
~atured he feels and is seeking peer relationships and Mr. c. 
feels that this is appropriate for a teen-age boy. 
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Mr. C's attitude was essentially positive although he did 
say that he saw the clinic as having been helpful only in re1ard 
.to the child in treatment. There have been no effects on other 
areas of his life. 
Case D: Hr. D. said that as a result of his contacts with the 
clinic he had been helped to understand hiaself and to become 
more assertive in his relationships. It was not for this purpose 
that he and his wife applied to the cliniQ. It was interesting 
.and helpful to better understand himself but it had not changed 
·anything. 
He said that he and his wife were more or less pushed into 
seeking help for Jimmy by the school. They did not think of him 
as a sick child then and they have no better understanding now 
of what his probleas are or what to do about them. He said that 
during Jimmy's stay on the ward, be was placed on some medication. 
1 To this day leither he nor his wife h~ve been able to learn what 
the medication is or wby it is necessary. 
Hr. D. expressed strong feelings that the clinic did not 
give either him or his wife any direction or advice on how to 
·cope with Jimmy. They have both asked but get no answers. He 
'doesn't know whether to treat Jimmy as a normal child or a sick 
child. He is more unsure of himself in his handling of Jimmy 
than he was before they started treatm•n•. 
Mr. D. said that his wife is even more resentful about the 
burden placed upon her by treatment. She complains to him that 
she can get no answers to questions about Jimmy's condition or 
·advice on how to handle him. 
Case E: Hr. E. felt that the clinic had been helpful in relation 
to the1r son. He expressed the feeling that the treatment consumed 
a great deal of time and wondered if there weren't some way in 
-which the time involved might be less. He referred to something 
he read recently about an agency that was experimenting with new 
aethods. They were having the caseworker ~go to live with the 
family in treatment for a week or two so that she could more 
quickly learn what was going on in the family and determine more 
quickly ways in which the family might be helped. 
Case F: Mr. F. indicated that he felt the clinic had been of 
tremendous help as far as his wife was concerned. Jhe had learned 
to know hiaself and gained remarkably in self-confidence. He 
thought too that their son had definitely benefited from treat• 
ment. 
Mr. F., however, resented his involvement in the treatment 
of his son. He stated that he had not changed in eighteen years 
and indicated that he se•s no need for change. As he wanted to 
help his wife and son he agreed to regular appointments with a 
caseworker. This was aade difficult as the appointments were in 
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the middle of his work day. Possibly he would have been less 
resentful had he been able to schedule appointaents early in the 
aorning before work or late in the day after work. He referred 
to the fact that he never aixes family, business, and pleasure. 
:There is a time for each and he resented having family problems 
thrust into the period of tiae reserved for work. Mr. F. felt 
that it had never been made clear to him what the purpose of his 
involvement was. After three or four interviews he read some 
books and learned for himself what~e worker wanted hia to talk 
about. 
Discussion 
... 
Mr. A. expressed a very positive attitude toward the clinic 
and treatment as it involved him and toward the therapeutic 
changes that had occurred. Mr. B. expressed his confidence in 
the staff of the clinic and a recognition that his daughter had 
iaproved. However, he also expressed many specific coaplaints 
:relative to clinic policy and procedures. Implied in his discus-
sion was some aovement into further involvea•nt in treatment. 
Mr. C's attitude toward the clinic appeared to be essentially 
positive though he definitely viewed treataent as being related 
!solely to the child in treatment. Kr. D. stated that he had f ountl. 
1interesting the self-understanding he had received during the 
,course of treataent but expressed aany complaints about procedures 
.and policies. Hr. E. did not seem to have a very definite impres• 
aion or attitude but indicated a passive acceptance of treatment. 
:Mr. F. expressed a positive attitude toward treataent for his 
wife and aon but had aany negative feelings about his own in-
volveaent. 
Fathers' attitudes toward the clinic will be evaluated on 
I !the basis of the frequency of positive and negative comments made 
!in relation to their treatment in Table 37. 
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TABLE 37. 
ATTITUDES EXPRESSED BY FATHERS TOWA~D TREATMENT 
AND THE CLINIC EXPERIENCE 
... 
fTot Mr.A. "r .B. l!l_r. C. tfr .D. Mr.E. Mr.F. 
Positive Attitudes I Self-involvement ! 1 verY relevant X 
Acceptance of ! I 
policies and l 
orocedures X I 1 Lacked preconeived I expectations X X 2 
Abreaction ! I 
helD£ul X X I 2 
Total Positive i 
Attitudes 4 1 0 0 1 0 I 6 
I 
Nelative Attitudes ! 
I 
i 
· eaisted \elf· 
I i I involvement J X I X i 3 Insufficient clar- -r---t--- ----- I I 
ification of pro- I X I I X 
! 
cedures X 3 
Exoectations not aet i X I X I I I 2 I 
Questions not I I 
! i i I answered X X X I 3 
No advice or meanim g- I I l 
fu1 aua.veatioa.s _X_ i X I i X a 
Treataelit slow X I X I X ! 3 
Total Negative I I I I Attitudes 1 I 5 1 5 i 1 ; 4 .17 i I i 
-
. . . . - . 
It will be seen that only one father, Mr. A., was predomin· 
antly positive in his attitude toward the clinic and treatment 
•xperience. Mr. A. indicates that there have been changes of a 
positive nature in his aarital relationship, in his relationship 
with his other children and in his perception of his own parents. 
In his relationship with other significant people, he expressed 
:the feeling that there had been improvement in his attitude to-
. 
lward other relatives but little or no change in his social con-
!; 
:~acts. This would seea to be supportive of the hypothesis that 
:: 
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th~re is a correlation between a parent's ability to establish 
positive treatment relationships and his capacity for change. 
ThE;re is also support for the hypothesis that there is a positive 
association between a parent's desire to see change in himself 
as well as in the child or spouse and his treatment gains. 
Two fathers, Mr. c. and Mr. E., expressed minimal but essen• 
tially positive attitudes toward the clinic and the treac•ent 
experience. Mr. c. shows no personal involvement in treatment 
. . 
but rather views this as relating only to the problems of the 
child in treatment. He sees improvement in the child. Improve-
aents noted in his marital relationship are viewed as a return to 
a previously held good relationship brought about by his wife's 
improved health. He felt no need for iaprovements in his relation-
ships with his other child or with parents or with other signi-
ficant people in his life. Mr. E. felt that there had been im-
proveaents in the behavior of the child in treataent and in his 
relationship with the other child in the family. He saw no neces-
sity for change in his relationship with his parents and des-
cribed a decrease in social contacts. Although noting improvements 
in his marital relationship, Mr. E. felt that the added tensions 
brought to bear on the marriage by his unemployment to have more 
than off set the iaproveaents. These fathers have been minimally 
involved in treatment and slightly positive in their attitude 
toward the clinic. The treatment gains perceived by them are also 
more directly focused on the child in treatment. These fathers 
ltend to feel that other relationship areas are relatively un-
affacted by treatment. This would seem to support the existence 
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of a positive relationship between the treatment relationship and 
thetreatment gain, and the existence of a positive relationship 
between desire for self-change and treatment gains. 
Three fathers were essentially nega.ive in their attitudes 
• • toward the clin1c and the treatment experience. Mr. B. perceived 
.changes in his aarital relationship, relationships with other 
children and in his view of his parents. He expressed, however, 
a great deal of ambivalence and had difficulty in evaluatiag 
these changes. On the basis of Mr. B's comments it would seem 
that he was aoving into a more-co-operative casework relationship 
·and more self -involvement in treatment than he was yet willing to 
admit. This resistance could be a factor in his ambivalence 
relative to the changes noted in his aggregate relationships. If 
this speculation is accepted, Mr. B. presents support to the 
hypothesis that there is a correlation between a parent's ability 
to establish positive treatment relationships and the capacity 
for change. Also there is seen here support for the existence of 
a positive association between the parent's desire for self-change 
as well as change in the child or spouse and his treatment gains. 
Mr. B. is ambivalent toward the clinic, ambivalent about self-
involvement in treatment and ambivalent about treatment gains. 
Mr. D. and Mr. F. were also predominantely negative in their 
attitude toward the clinic and treatment experience. Mr. D. per-
~eived a deterioration in his aarital relationship, a lack of 
;change in the child in treatment, some limited positive changes 
I 
1in his relation ship with his other children and a change in his 
iintellectual understanding of his parents. Mr. t'. described a 
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very resistent relationship toward the clinic and a lack of moti-
vation for self-change. He perceived an improvement in his mari-
tal relationship due to changes brought about in his wife's per-
sonality. He felt that treatment had no affect on any other 
relationship areas. 
In summary it is seen that there is evidence in this group 
of fathers to support and no evidence to disprove the hypothesis 
proposed that there is a correlation between parent's ability 
to establish positive treatment relationships and their capacity 
for change. Also supported is the hypothesis that there is a 
positive association between a parent's desire to see change 
in themself as well as in other members of their family and the 
treatment gains. 
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CHAPTER VI 
COMPARISON OF MOTHER'S AND FATHER'S PERCEPTION OF CHANGES 
Introduction 
In this chapter the six mothers and the six fathers inter-
viewed will be compared with respect to the changes they percei-
ved in their aggregate relationships during the course of treat-
ment; and their application of the treatment gains into relation-
ship arias other than those specifically encompassed in the 
therapeutic goals of treatment. The areas to be explored are: 
1) Changes in the marital relationships; 2) Changes in relation-
ships with other children in the family; 3) Changes in relation-
ships with their own parents; 4) Changes in relationships with 
other significant people in their lives; 5) Perceptions as to 
the causes of the changes; and 6) Attitudes toward treatment. 
Parents Perception of Changes in Marital Relationships 
Five of the six mothers interviewed and all six fathers 
interviewed felt that there had been change in their marital 
relationships during the time they had been in treatment at the 
clinic. Only Mrs. B. saw no change witlln her marriage during 
the course of treatment. There was, therefore, in this sample no 
significant difference between the mothers and the fathers recog-
nition of change. 
The parents were encouraged to discuss and describe the 
~hanges and their feelings about them in order to determine their 
•valuation of these shifts in the relationship, and to obtain 
i~pecific examples to provide material for a more objective 
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evaluation. Four of the mothers interviewed, Mrs. A., Mrs. c., 
Mrs. E. and Mrs. F., described the changes in their marital 
relationships as having been of an essentially positive nature. 
One mother, Mrs. D., felt that there had been a deterioration in 
,the marital relationship. One mother, Mrs. B. indicated no change. 
Three fathers, Mr. A.,Mr. C. and Mr. F. described the changes in 
the aarital relationship to have been essentially positive. Two 
fathers, Mr. D. and Mr. E. felt that the changes had been essen-
tially negative. One father, Mr. B., indicated that he felt there 
had been a basic change but he was uncertain as to whether he 
felt this to be positive or negative. 
Four of the parents interviewed were in agreement as to the 
quality of the change in their marital relationships. Parents A., 
c., and F. evaluated the changes as being esseetially positive. 
Parents D. both described essentially negative changes in the 
quality of their marital interaction. Whereas Mrs. B. saw no 
change, her husband felt that there had been a very basic shift 
in the quality of the interaction but was unable to make any 
evaluation. Parents E. presented disagreements in their value 
judgments but upon examination these would not seem to be very 
great. Mrs. E. viewed the marital changes to have been essen-
·tially positive although pointing to the stress brought to bear 
on the relationship due to her husband's lo~g period of unemploy• 
ment. Mr. E. cited some changes of a positive nature but deter-
~ined that these were negated by the tensions arising from his 
1\ 
luneaployed status. 
:l 
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The evaluations made by the parents interviewed as to the 
quality of change in their marital relationship during the course 
of treatment are presented in Table 38. It will be seen that in 
this group of parents there appeared to be little difference 
between mothers and fathers in their tendency to perceive posi-
tive or negative change. 
TABLE,38. 
r/ 
EVALUATIONS OF CHANGES IN MARITAL RELATIONSHIPS 
AS PRESENTED BY PARENTS 
Positive Changed Negative No Change 
Mothers A.C.E.F. D. B. 
Fathers J:. c. F. B. D.E. 
An evaluation of identifying data indicated that there 
seemed to be a relationship between the age of the parents inter• 
viewed in this study and their perception of positive change in 
their marital relationship. The four mothers who perceived posi-
tive change in their marital relationship ranged in age from 
thirty-eight to forty-four. One mother is thirty-eight, two 
mothers are thirty-nine and one mother is forty-four. Of the other 
mothers in the sample, one perceiving no chan~e in the marital 
relationship is forty-nine and one perceiving a deterioration in 
the marital relationship is thirty-one. 
The three fathers perceiving positive change in their marital 
relationship range in age from thirty-nine to forty-seven. One 
,ather is thirty-nine, one is forty-one and one is forty-seven. 
'Of the other fathers in the sample, one who perceived unevaluated 
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-:::, -- ~-----·--
change is fifty-one, and the two who perceived a deterioration 
in their marital relationship are thirty-six and fifty-four years 
of age. 
The age range that seemed in this sample to be most condu-
cive to a perception of positive change in the marital interaction 
was slightly younger for mothers than for fathers. Mothers in 
their late thirtys and into the middle fortys were the parents 
most positive in their view of changes occurring in their mar-
riage. Those mothers older and younger perceived no change or 
negative change. For the fathers in this study, it is seen that 
positive changes in marital relationships are more likely to be 
seen by fathers who are in their late thirtys and into their late 
fortys. Those fathers who were older or younger perceived no 
change or a deterioration in this area. 
There did not seem to be in the group of parents studied any 
correlation between level of education and the evaluation of 
change in the area of marital relationships. Of the four mothers 
who perceived positive change in their marital relationships, one 
ended her education in her junior year of high school, two had 
some business training beyond high school and one had two years 
.. 
of college. Of the other mothers in the sample, one perceiving 
negative changes was a high school graduate and one perceiving 
. 
no change was a college graduate. The three fathers indicating 
positive change all had some education beyond high school. One 
:had a year of business college and two graduated from college. 
lor the other fathers in the sample, one who noted a deterioration 
1~n his marital relationship completed his education upon graduation 
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from high school; one, who noted a deterioration in his marital 
·relationship graduated from college; and one who was unable to 
evaluate changes had some professional training beyond college. 
There has in many previous studies been documentation of a 
positive correlation between socio-economic status and treatment 
gains. This sample did not, however, support this relationship. 
A limitation was the lack of material in the case records to pro-
:vide an accurate measure of the socio-economic status of these 
;families and the categorization was made solely on the basis of 
occupation. Two fathers were classified as professional, two of 
the fathers were classified as skilled and two of the fathers 
·'were classified as semi-skilled. Three fathers perceived positive 
,change in their marital relationship. One of these fathers was 
'in a profession, one of these fathers was in a skilled occupation 
and one of these fathers was in a semi-skilled occupation. Of 
the other fathers in the sample, one father perceiving unevalu-
;ated change was in a profession; one father perceiving negative 
change in his marriage was in a skilled occupation; and one 
father perceiving a deterioration in his marital relationship 
was in a semi-skilled occupation. 
There was in this sample some indication that Jewish parents 
are less likely to see positive gain in the area of marital rela-
~ionships. Two mothers perceiving positive changes were Roman 
Catholic and two mothers were Jewish. Those mothers perceiving 
·~o change and a deterioration in this area were Jewish. Three 
!! 
l~athers perceived positive change. Two of these fathers were 
li !~oman Catholic and one was Jewish. Those fathers perceiving 
ti 
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unevaluated change or negative change were Jewish. It would be 
'interesting in a 1a rge and controlled sample to determine whether 
religious affiliation is a factor in treatment gains. 
Although it was initially thought that whether a parent was 
natural or adoptive would be a factor in their treatment, there 
did not seem to be any significant relationship in this sample. 
Of the mothers perceiving positive change in th~ir marital rela-
tionships, three were natural parents and one was an adoptive 
parent. One mother perceiving negative change was a natural 
parent and one mother perceiving no change was an adoptive par-
ent. Two of the fathers perceiving positive change were natural 
parents and one was an adoptive parent. Two fathers perceiving 
negative change were natural parents and one father perceiving 
unevaluated change was an adoptive parent. 
Mothers and fathers will now be coapared in relation to the 
contributing factors and areas of change specified by them as 
factors in the changes noted. Three of the four mothers perceiv-
ing positive change emphasized a direct relationship between an 
increased self-understanding and gains in their marital relation-
ship. Of the other mothers in the sample, only one referred to 
this as a factor of treatment important to her. She added, how-
;ever, that she had no interest in applying this understanding 
toward improving her relationship with her husband. The other 
•other who noted no change, denied that there had been any gain 
., 
i~n self-understandin~ through treatment. Only one of the three !! . 
Watbers perceiving a positive change referred to the importance 
,, q 
~f his increased self-understanding. or the other fathers in the .. 
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sample only one felt that this had been a gain in treatment but 
he indicated that~is was an intellectual understanding rather 
than an emotional understanding and admitted that no attempt had 
been made on his part to apply this knowledge to his deterior-
ating marital relationship. 
Only the four mothers indicating positive change in their 
marital relationship referred to their improved acceptance of 
their husbands. The three fathers who noted positive change in 
this area mentioned a better acceptance of their wives. Of the 
other fathers in the sample, one cited a decreased acceptance 
of his wife and a deterioration of the marital relationship; one 
:felt some slight increase in acceptance of his wife and noted 
a slight negative change in the aarital relationship; one made 
no mention of this. 
All four of the mothers indicating positive change in this 
area spoke of their increasing ability to coaaunicate with their 
:husbands both intellectually and emotionally. The other two 
:mothers in the sample did not feel there had been any change in 
the quantity or quality of communication. All three fathers not-
ing positive change in this area felt that better communication 
vas an important factor. Of the other three fathers in the sample, 
:only one felt there had been any improvement in the area of 
communication. 
The kind and quality of communication vas examined to see 
~~hether there vas any difference between mothers and fathers in 
;) 
1: 
i!the ex$ent of change. The mothers citing improved c oamunica tion 
" !l ~~ore frequently described an improved ability to share ideas, 
I! " 
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!thoughts and feelings. The fathers more frequently described an 
improved ability to share ideas, thoughts and plans. This•mple 
seems to indicate that mothers are aore included to perceive 
change on a feeling level and fathers on a behavieral level when 
speaking in terms of communications. 
In further examination of parents' perceptions of meaning-
ful factors in changes, it is interesting to note that in this 
sample fathers more frequently referred to efforts made by their 
,Yives whereas aothers more frequently referred to combined efforts 
.by their spouse and theaself. 
Among those parents who perceived positive change in their 
aarital relationships~ there seemed to beone basic difference 
·between mothers and fathers interviewed in this s tudy. The 
mothers were aore perceptive of changes on a feeling and attitude 
level. Fathers were aore aware of changes in behavior. Although 
.. 
the difference between aothers and fathers was less striking 
among those parents perceiving no changes, unevaluated change 
rand negative change, the mothers did seem slightly more aware 
·'of changes on a feeling and attitude level in the relationship • 
. The fathers aore frequently mentioned changes in behavior. 
1Parents' Perception of Changes in Relationships with Other Children 
As parents F. have no children other than the child in 
treatment no attempt is made to include thea in this section. 
Five of the mothers interviewed and four of the five fathers 
.. 
interviewed felt that there had been changes in their relation-
ships with their other children during the course of treatment. 
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One father saw no change stating that his relationship with his 
.other child had always been a good one. 
Four of the five mothers interviewed, Mra. A., Mrs. c., 
Mrs. D. and Mrs. E. viewed the changes as having been of an 
essentially positive nature. One mother, Mrs. B., felt that there 
had been both positive and negative changes. Three of the fathers, 
,Mr. A., Mr. D. and Mr. E. viewed the changes as being essentially 
positive. One father, Mr. B., viewed the chanees as having been 
both positive and negative. One father, Mr. c. saw no change. 
With the exception of parents c., all mothers and fathers 
.were in agreement as to the quality of changes in the parent-
child relationships in their family. Parents A., D., and E. eval-
·~ated the changes as being improvements. Mrs. c. felt there had 
'been positive changes but Mr. c. felt there had been no change. 
Parents B. were in agreement that there had been both positive 
and negative changes. The evaluations made by the parents inter-
viewed as to the quality of these changes are presented in 
Table 39. As was true in parents perceptions of changes in the 
'marital relationship, there appeared in this sample little dif-
. . 
ference between mothers and fathers in their tendency to perceive 
either positive or negative change. 
TABLE 39. 
PARENTS' EVALUATIONS OF CHANGES IN RELATIONSHIPS 
WITH THEIR OTHER CHILDREN 
Positive 
I· 
Positive & Negative No Change 
!~others A.,c.,n.,E. B. 
~.~:F~aut~h~e~r~•------~'~·+•--~n~·~·~E~. ____________ _.Bu·~------------~----~c~·L----
:i-
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An evaluation of identifying data indicated that there 
seemed to be little correlation in this sample between the age 
of the parentand their perceptions of positive change in their 
relationships with their children. Four of the mothers indicated 
that there had been improvements in this area. One of these 
mothers is thirty-one, one is thirty-eight, one is thirty~nine 
and one is forty-four. The mother indicating both positive and 
negative changes is forty-nine. Three of the fathers saw improve-
ments in this area during the course of treatment. One of these 
fathers is thirty-six, one is forty-one and one is fifty-four. 
The father perceiving no change is forty-seven and the father 
indicating both positive and negative change is fifty-one. 
There seemed to be no correlation between level of education 
and the evaluation of change in this sample. All four of the 
mothers perceiving improvement graduated from high school; two 
had some business training beyond high school and one had two 
years of college. The mother perceiving positive and negative 
changes *raduated from college. The three fathers indicating 
improvement in this area completed high school and two of these 
graduated from college. Of the other fathers in the sample, one 
had business training following high school and one had profes-
sional training beyond college. 
This sample did not support the relationship between socio-
economic status and treatment gains. Two of the fathers perceiv-
,~ng positive vhange in this area were in skilled occupations. 
~he third father seeing positive change was in an un-skilled 
occupation. Of the other fathers in the sample, one who perceived 
li 
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no change in this area is in an unskilled occupation and one who 
perceived both positive and negative changes was in a profession. 
Whether a parent is natural or adoptive would seem to have 
. some special bearing in this area but this is purely speculative 
and beyond the scope of this study. In this sample, three of the 
mothers citing improved parent-child relationships, are natural 
parents and one mother noting improvement is an adoptive parent. 
The mother indicating both positive and negative change is an 
adoptive parent. All three of the fathers perceiving improved 
parent-child relationships are natural parents. One father indi-
•catii.ng no change in this area is an adoptive parent and one fath-
er citing both positive and negative changes is an adoptive par-
ent. In a larger and controlled sample it might be possible to 
determine what correlation does exist between whether a parent 
is adoptive or natural and the treatment gains. 
Mothers and fathers will now be compared in relation to the 
contributing factors and areas of change specified by them as 
factors in the changes noted. All four of the mothers perceiving 
positive change emphasized a direct relationship between an in-
creased self-understanding and gains in their relationship with 
their other children. The other mother who noted both positive 
and negative changes did not refer to self-understanding as a 
£actor. Two of the three fathers seeing positive change referred 
~o increased self-understanding as an important factor. The 
l~ther father perceiving improvement did not see this as a factor. 
H 
i' t: ICf the other fathers in this sample, one who saw no change also 
: 
li !~as aware of no increased self-understanding. The other father 
H 
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who indicated both positive and negative changes did not express 
any feeling that there had been any increase in his self-under-
standing but aany of his comments seemed to contradict this. 
Of the four mothers indicating positive change, two felt 
that there had been an increase in coamunication on an emotional 
level as well as on an intellectual level. Two of these mothers 
noted no change in communication. The other mother in this sample, 
Mrs. B., felt that there had been an increase in the area of 
communication. Two of the three fathers indicating positive 
change felt that there had been improved communication. The 
third father felt there had been no change. Of the other fathers 
in the sample, Mr. B. felt that there was better communication 
and Mr. c. felt there had been no change. 
Again the kind and quality of communication was examined to 
determine if there were differences between mothers and fathers. 
Again as was seen in relation to marital changes, the mothers 
more frequently described an improved ability to share on a feel• 
. 
ing level and fathers more frequently described an improved 
ability to share ideas, thoughts and plans. Therefore, it can 
be said that this sample seems to indicate that mothers are more 
inclined to perceive change on a feeling level and fathers on a 
behavioral level when speaking in terms of their marital relaion-
ship and their relationship with their other children. 
It will be recalled that in the area of marital relationships 
:fathers more frequently referred to their wives' efforts whereas 
i•otBe~l MOra often noted shared effort. In the area of parent-
~ \ 
child relationships, four of the five fathers referred specific-. 
!! 
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ally to efforts they had made to improve the relationships with 
''their other children; three of the five mothers felt that there 
had been special effort on their part to improve their relation-
ship with their other children. 
The preponderance of positive change for both fathers and 
mothers would seem to indicate that treatment gains may more 
easily be applied to their relationship with other children in 
the family than to other relationship areas. 
Parents' Perceptions of Changes in Relationship With Own Parents 
Three of the six mothers and four of the six fathers inter-
viewed felt that there had been changes in their relationships 
!;with or perceptions of their own parents. 
Three mothers, Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F. felt that their 
relationships with their own parents had improved during the 
course of treatment. Three mothers, Mra. B., Mrs. c. and Mrs. D. 
saw no change. Four fathers, Mr. A., Mr. B., Mr. c. and Mr. D., 
expressed changes in their relationships with or perceptions of 
their parents but were not all of the belief that these changes 
had been either of a positive or a negative nature. Mr. A. and 
Mr. B. indicated improvement in their feelings toward their 
.Parents. Mr. c. and Mr. D. noted change but only slight. Mr. D. 
expressed some intellectual understanding of his parents but no 
concommitant change in feeling. Mr. c. noted only less frequent 
contact. Two fathers, Mr. E. and Mr. F. stated that their rela-
:tionship with their parents was unchanged. 
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The evaluations made by the parents interviewed as to the 
~~uality of change are presented in Table 40. It is interesting 
H 
:~o note that husbands and wives do not, with one exception, agree 
.~s to whether there has been change in their perception of their 
I 
own parents during the course of treatment. 
TABLE 40. 
PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS OF CHANGES IN RELATIONSHIP WITH OWN PARENTS 
Ianroved Changed Unchanged 
Mothers A •' E., F • B.,C.,D. Fathers A.,B. C., D. E., F. 
·----
An evaluation of identifying data indicated that there seem-
i~d to be in this sample a correlation between mothers' ages and 
~heir perception of improvement in their relationship with their ,. 
!~arents. No similar correlation was seen for the fathers in this 
!i 
;i ;~ample. The three mothers who saw improvement in this area range 
·' 
iin age from thirty-eight to thirty-nine. The three mothers indi-
eating no change in this area were several year's younger or 
older than this range specified. The two fathers indicating 
·improvements in their perception of their own parents are forty-
nne and fifty-one years of age. Of the other fathers in this 
sample, their ages are thirty-six, thirty-nine, forty-seven and 
.fifty-four. 
There was not in this sample any correlation between the 
evaluation of change made by mothers and fathers and their level 
;of education~ socio-economic status or religion. 
\1 The factors emphasized by both mothers and fathers in rela-
!; 
., 
:tion to change in their perception of their own parents were 
~! 
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comparable with those seen as meaningful in bringing about change 
in marital relationships and in relationships with other children 
in the family. In this area the mothers and fathers interviewed 
,in this study did not differ significantly in regard to the 
level at which they perceived change. The three mothers and the 
two fathers perceiving improvement in this area all emphasized 
change on a feeling level rather than on a behavioral level. 
Parents' Perception of Change 
&n Relationships With Other Significant People 
All six mothers interviewed felt that there had been during 
.the course of treatment changes in their relationships with 
'·other significant people; three fathers interviewed felt that 
,,there had been change; three fathers stated that there had been 
no change in this area of their lives. 
Two mothers, Mrs. C. and Mrs. F. viewed the changes in this 
area to be positive. Mrs. ~. stated that she had regained a 
formerly held active social life; Mrs. F. had newly acquired an 
... 
ability to enjoy social contacts. Three mothers expressed con-
cern about the apparent deterioration in this area of their 
relationships. Onemother, Mrs. B., indicated that there had been 
~changes in her social functioning that she was unable to evaluate. 
Only one father interviewed felt that there had been any 
improvement in his relationships with other significant people. 
Mr. A. felt that there had been an improvement in his relation-
ships with relatives but withdrawal from social contacts and no 
.change in his b~siness relationships. One father, Mr. E., 
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indicated that his social functioning had deteriorated. One 
I 
rather, Mr. D., could not evaluate the changes he noted. Three i 
*'a thers stated that there had been no change in their relation- I' 
ships with other significant people. 
The evaluations made by the parents interviewed as to the 
~uality of change in their relationships with other significant 
people during the course of treatment is presented in Table 41. 
~t would seem to be significant that fathers appear more inclinec 
~o pereeive no change in this area than mothers. It might be 
speculated that fathers tend to separate family from business anc 
social associations more clearly than do mothers. 
TABLE 41. 
PAIENTS' PERCEPTION OF CHANGE 
IN RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER SIGNIFICANT PEOPLE 
Improved Deteriorated Questionable Chan_g_e No Chan_g_ 
!Mothers 
Fathers 
C.F. 
A. 
A. D .E. 
A. E. 
B. 
D. B.C.F. 
An examination of identifying data indicated that there seem d 
to be no correlation between parents' perception of change in the 
~ ... 
area of their relationships with other significant people and ag , 
level of education or socio-economic status. 
The main difference noted between mothers and fathers in thi 
area is that fathers seem to more clearly differentiate between 
their relationships within the family and those outside the fami y, 
than do the mothers in this sample. 
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This sample would indicate that there is a negative corre-
lation between parent~ capacity for change in intra-fa~~~y-rela-~ 
tionships and parents' capacity for change in their relationship 
with people outside the ramily. or the rour mothers perceiving I 
positive change in their marital relationships, two felt that 
there had been a concommitant deterioration in their relationshiJs 
with other significant people, and two felt there had been im-
provements in their social functioning. Of the four mothers per-
ceiving improvement in their relationships with their other 
children, three felt that their relationships with other signif-
icant people had deteriorated and only one felt that there had 
been an improvement in her social functioning. Of the three 
mothers perceiving improvement in their perception of their own 
parents, two felt that there had been a deterioration in their 
relationships with other significant people and only onw saw 
~mprovement in her social functioning. One mother perceiving a 
~eterioration in her marital relationship, also felt that there 
nad been a deterioration in her social functioning. One mother 
perceiving no change in her marital relationship, felt that there 
had been questionable change in her relationship with other sig-
nificant people. One mother perceiving both positive and negative 
change in her relationship with her other children felt that there 
~ad been questionable change in her social functioning. Of the 
~hree mothers perceiving no change in their relationship with 
~heir own parents, one felt that there had been improvement in 
ner relationships with other significant people, one felt that 
~here had been a deterioration in this area of social functionin@ 
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and one felt that there had been questionable change in her 
social functioning. 
Of the three fathers perceiving positive change in their 
. I ~arital relationships, one felt that his relationships with othe1 
~ignificant people had deteriorated and two felt that there had . 
been no change in their social functioning. Of the three fatherJ 
perceiving positive change in their relationships with other I 
children in the family, one felt there had been improvement in 
his relationship with relatives but none or negative change in 
his relationship with other significant people, one felt that 
there had been a change he was unable to evaluate in his relatior.-
ships with other significant people and one felt that there had 
been no change in this are~ of his relationships. Of the two 
rathers perceiving positive change in their view of their own 
parents, one felt that there had been improvement in his relatior.-
ships with relatives but no change in his relationship with other 
significant people, one felt that there had been no change in his 
relationships with other significan* people. One father perceiv-
ing unevaluated changes in his aarital relationship felt his 
social functioning had remain4• unchanged. Two fathers perceivin1 
a deterioration in their marital relationships, felt that their 
~elationships with otherssignificant people had deteriorated or 
~hat their relationships with these people had undergone an 
~nevaluated change. One father perceiving both positive and 
~egative changes in his relationships with his other children, 
felt that his social functioning had remained unchanged. One 
Father perceiving no change in his relationship with other 
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children felt there had been no change in his social functioning. 
,wo fathers perceiving some change in their relationship or per-
~eption of their parents, felt that there had been questionable 
~hange or no change in their relationship with other significant 
people. Two fathers perceiving no change in their view of their 
parents, felt there had been a deterioration or no change in 
~heir relationship with other significant people. 
The negative correlation between parents' capacity to percei'~ 
positive change in their intra-family relationships and their pel~ 
~eption of iaprovement in their relationship with other signifi-
~ant people is more striking for aothers than for fathers. This 
~~ probably explained by fathers' clearer differentiation betweer 
~amily and outside relationships~ 
An examination of the parents' perceptions of changes in 
~heir aggregate relationships during the course of treatm•nt wou1 ~ 
indicate that treatment gains have the greatest effect on other 
children in the family. This sample would indicate that treataen 
.ains affect the aarital relationship of the parents only slight y 
~ess than they affect other children in the family. This sample 
would also indicate that treatment gains are less likely to affect 
parents' perceptions of their own parents. In this sample there 
seemed to be a negative association between gains in intra-famil3 
~elationships and gains in relationships with other significant 
people. Those parents citing the greatest number of changes of a 
positive nature in their intra-family relationships tended to 
perceive the most negative changes in their social functioning. I 
It might be speculated that this negative association is related 
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to the introspective nature of self-analysis th~t is a part of 
involvement in therapy. If this speculation is accepted it would 
e interesting to explore parents' perceptions of their relation 
ships with other significant people a year or two after treatmen 
ad been terminated. The purpose of this would be to determine 
hether involvement in therapy and the necessary introspection i 
factor causing a temporary withdrawal froa social contacts. 
Parents' Perceptions As To Causes of Chanses 
Although all six mothers and all six fathers interviewed 
entioned treataent as contributing to the changes they perceive 
in their aggregate relationships, there was considerable varianc 
in the degree of affect they felt the clinic had had on these 
changes. 
Three aothers, Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F., felt that the 
changes noted were primarily brought about through treatment. Tw 
athers, Hr. A. and Hr. F., felt that the changes noted were 
rimarily brought about through treataent. 
One aother, Mrs. B., and three fathers, Mr. B., Mr. D. and 
r. E., felt responsibility for change was shared by the treat-
ant experience and other factors. Mrs. B. indicated that althou 
changes she saw in her husband were attributable to the clinic i 
some measure, the other changes she saw were caused by her effor 
aturity of her children and the passage of time. Mr. B. present 
a variety of factors including current treatment, past analysis, 
rofessional problems and the passage of tiae. Mr. D. indicated 
that he had received some intellectual understanding from treat-
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II 
II 
II 
ment that affected his behavior but also felt that business pro-1 
II 
blems during the past year had contributed greatly to his chang-11 
ing relationships. M~. E. felt that causation for change had bee~ 
derived from treatment and also that changes had been brought 11 
about by his poor health and unemployment. 11 
Two mothers felt that primary responsibility for changes inl 
the area of relationships were primarily affected by external I 
factors. Mrs. C. emphasized her improved health and her job. 
Mrs. D. noted her maturity, the passage of time and her husband' 
business problems as major factors contributing to the changes 
she perceived. 
One father, Mr. c., expressed the feeling that main respon-
sibility for changes he perceived was his wife's improved health 
and resulting better attitude toward life. 
Table 42 presents the parents' perceptions as to the major 
I 
cause of changes in their relationships during the course of 
treatment. There would seem to be no significant difference in 
this sample between mothers and fathers in their view of the 
cause of change. 
TABLE 42. 
PARENTS' PERCEPTIONS AS TO THE CAUSE OF CHANGE 
Clinic Spouse Clinic & Other External Facto1 
Mothers A.E.F. C.D. 
Fathers A.F. c. B.D.E. 
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An evaluation of identifying data seems to indicate that in 
his sample there is a correlation between the age of the parent 
interviewed and their view as to the major factor contributing t 
• hange. The three mothers and two fathers attributing changes to 
reataent are between thirty-eight and forty-on~ y~ars of age. 
hose parents older or younger than this age range were more 
inclined to present a multiplicity of causes for change. 
Parents• Attitudes Toward Treatment 
. . Mothers and fathers included in th1s sample have been cate-
gorized in Table 43 according to an evaluation of their involve-
... . . . 
ent in treatment based upon their coaments and expressed atti-
I' 
I 
tu•es. Three mothers, Mrs. A., Mrs. E. and Mrs. F., and one fath r, 
r. A., expressed a very positive attitude. All feel that they 
ave benefited from treataent and that a factor in this has been 
a aodification in their feelings and attitudes. 
One mother, Mrs. c., and three fathers, Mr. c., Mr. E. and 
r. F., expressed essentially positive attitudes toward the clin 
and the treatment experience but were not judged to be personal 
involved in the treatment process. They viewed treatment as bein 
helpful to the child in therapy or their wife but indicated a 
limited awareness of any need for change or modification in thei 
attitudes or feelings. 
Two mothers, Mrs. B. and Mrs. D., and two fathers, Mr. B. an 
r. D., were essentially negative in their expressed attitude 
toward the clinic. They were involved in the treatment process 
but felt that they had received no help, their expectations had 
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not been met or they indicated ambivalence toward changes. 
Mothers 
Fathers 
TABLE 43. 
PARENTS' ATTITUDES TOWARD TREATMENT 
Positive 
A.,E.,F. 
A. 
Little Involvement 
c. 
C.E.F. 
Negativ4 
B.D. 
B.D. 
An evaluation of identifying data would indicate that there 
is in this sample a correhtion between the age of the parent anc 
his positive involvement in treatment. The three mothers felt to 
be positively involved were thirty-eight, thirty-nine and thirty 
nine years of age. The one father felt to be positively involved 
in treatme~t was forty-one years of age. Other mothers in the 
sample were thirty-one, forty-four and forty-nine years of age. 
Other fathers in the sample were thirty-siz, thirty-nine, forty-
seven, fifty-one and fifty-four years of age. 
As was seen in the correlation between age and the applica-
tiQn of treatment gains to the area of marital relationships, th~ 
age range seeming to be most conducive to positive involvement 
in treatment was slightly younger for mothers thanfor fathers. 
In this sample negative involveaent was seen in the youngest 
~arents, the oldest mother and the second oldest father. No 
~attern was seen for those parents judged to be minimally involv•d 
in treatment. 
There seemed in this sample to be no correlation between par· 
~nts' level of education and their attitude toward treatment. Th4 
level of education for mothers considered to be positively invol,~d 
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ranged from three years of high school to two years of college. 
The father considered to be positively involved graduated from 
college. 
Of the two mothers considered to be negatively involved, one 
graduated from high school and one graduated from college. Of th• 
two fathers judged to be negatively involved, one graduated from 
college and one had professional training beyond college. 
One mother considered to be minimally involved completed one 
year of business college. Of the three fathers considered mini-
mally involved, one graduated from high school, one completed a 
year of business college and one graduated from college. 
It had been thought that there wojld be a correlation betwee 
socio-economic status and involvement in treatment but this was 
~ot evident in this sample. The father judged to be positively 
involved is classified as being in a skilled occupation. Of the 
two fathers considered to be negatively involved in treatment, 
one is in a profession and one is classified as being in a semi-
skilled occupation. Of the three fathers judged to be minimally 
involved, one is considered to be in a profession, one in a 
skilled occupation and one in a semi-skilled occupation. 
The three mothers and one father considered to be positively 
involved in treatment are all natural parents. Of the two mother! 
judged to be negatively involved in treatment, one is a natural 
parent and one is an adoptive parent. One mother considered to b• 
~inimally involved in treatment is an adoptive parent; of the 
three fathers considered to be mina•ally involved in treatment 01e 
is an adoptive father and two are natural parents. Although 
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whether a parent is adoptive or natural may be an important 
factor in a parents' involvement in treatment, this is b•yond 
the scope of this study. 
In this sample there was a difference between mothers and 
fathers in their attitudes toward the clinic and in their involv -
ment in treatment. Mothers seemed better able to establish a 
positive relationship with the clinic and to become positively 
involved in treatment. Three of the six mothers and only one of 
the six fathers were predominantly positive in their attitude 
toward the clinic and considered to be positively involved in 
treatment. 
There was in this sample a positive relationship between 
~arents• attitude toward the clinic and their perception of 
treataent tains. The three mothers and one father considered to 
~e essentially positive in their attutude toward the clinic per-
ceived positive changes in the area of their marital relationshi1 s, 
their relationships with other children in the family and in thei~ 
~iew of their own parents. Two mothers and two fathers were con-
~idered to be essentially negative in their attitude toward the 
~linic. Of these mothers, one perceived a deterioration in her 
~arital relationship, positive changes in her relationship with 
pther children and no change in her relationship with her parent!; 
pne mother perceived no change in her marital relationship, both 
positive and negative changes in her relationship with other 
phildren in the family and no change in her view of her parents. 
Pf the two fathers whose attitude was negative, one perceived a 
~eterioration in his marital relationship, positive changes in 
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~is relationships with other children and slight changes in his 
~iew of his parents; one father perceived unevaluated changes in 
~is marital relauonships, both positive and negative changes in 
~is relationship with his other children and improvement in his 
~iew of his parents. One mother considered to be minimally in-
~olved perceived positive change in her marital relationship, 
positive change in her relationship with her other child, no 
change in her view of her parents. It should be noted that this 
aother's negative attitude toward the clinic might be considered 
~o be excessive in view of the fact that the interview was held 
~hortly after the clinic had informed her of their decision to 
~erminate treatment at the end of this summer. Of the three 
~athers considered to be minimally involved, one perceived im-
provement in his marital relationship, no change in his relation· 
•hip with his other child and no change in his view of his par-
~nts; one father perceived negative ·changes in his marital rela-
~ionship, improvement in his relationship with other children in 
~he family and no change in his relationship with his parents; 
~ne father perceived positive changes in his relationship with 
~is wife, no change in his relationship with his parents. The 
~ast mentioned father has no children other than the one in 
~reatment. 
There was in this sample a positive relationship between par. 
~nts' ability to involve themselves in treatment and to perceive 
~ need for modification of their own attitudes and the treatment 
gains. The three mothers and one father considered to be posi-
~ively involved in treatment all emphasized an awareness of a 
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relationship between their increased understanding of themselves 
~nd their improved understanding of their spouse, other children 
~nd parents. These three mothers and one father all recognized tt~ 
~mportance of their increased awareness of their own and others' 
Feelings in their improved relationships. One mother judged to be 
~egatively involved in treataent indicated an increased under-
~tanding of self but applied this understanding selectively. One 
Father judged to be negatively involved in treatment indicated a~ 
~ncreased understanding of self but described this as an intel-
~ectual rather than emotional understanding that affected his 
~ehavior in selected areas but did not modify or change his feeli~gs. 
One mother and three fathers were judged to be minimally in-
volved in treatment. These parents complained that they had not 
received specific suggestions as to how they should handle the 
child in treatment and all expressed resentment at any change in 
~ocus of treatment from the child to themselves. These parents 
perceived no need for change or modification of their attitudes 
or feelings through treatment. Their perceptions of change were 
scattered and generally described on a behavioral basis rather 
than a feeling basis. 
Two mothers and two fathers were considered to be negatively 
involved in treatment. One mother was very negativistic in her 
attitude toward the clinic indicating that she saw no impoovemen 
even in the child in treatment. This mother indicated some in-
creased self-understanding but stated that she applied this se-
.  . - -
lectively and the only area in which she noted positi•e change 
was in her relationship with her other children. One mother 
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expressed considerable ambivalence alternating between attacks 
on the clinic and her desire to become more deeply involved in 
treatment. It was felt that this mother was much more involved 
in treatment and more positive in her attitude toward the clinic 
tha* she was yet ready to admit. It mi~ht be speculated that the 
~nergy consumed in her resistance is a factor in her perceptions 
of no change or inability to evaluate changes. 
Both fathers judged to be negatively involved in treatment 
~ere quite verbal in their complaints. One father indicated that 
~e had received some self-understanding but described this as an 
intellectual understanding that affected certain behavior but did 
pot modify his feelings. The other father negatively involved 
~as very ambivalent about the clinic, treatment and about the 
~hanges he perceived in his relationships. It was felt from his 
~omments that he was more deeply involved in treatment and more 
positive in his attitude toward the clinic than he was willing t~ 
~ecognize. This father felt that increased understanding of him-
self had affected his improved perception of his parents. This 
Father indicated that there had been a change in his marital 
~elationship that he could not evaluate and he presented a multi-
plicity of causes for the change. This father felt that there hac 
peen both positive and negative changes in his relationships witt 
pther children in the family. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study vas to describe the changes in 
the aggregate relationships of six mothers and six fathers, al 
of whoa were in casework treatment in a child guidance clinic; 
~nd to determine whether parents perceive any significant in-
corporation of treataent gains into relationship areas other 
~han those specifically encompassed in the therapeutic goals. 
~n addition attempts were made to explore the attitudes of 
~hese parents toward treatment in order to determine whether 
~hese attitudes seemed to be a factor in the nature of the par 
~nts• involvement in treatment and a determinant in their 
~herapeutic gains. 
The questions raised at the beginning of the study were: 
1. Do parents feel that treataent has, in any way, 
affected or changed their marital relationship? 
2. Do parents perceive any changes in their rela-
tionship with other children in their family as 
a result of treataent? 
3. Do parents perceive changes in their relation-
ship with or view of their own parents as a 
result of treataent? 
4. Do parents perceive any change in their rela-
tionships with other significant people as a 
result of treatment? 
5. Do mothers and fathers differ significantly in 
these perceptions and in their purposeful use 
of treatment gains? 
The parents interviewed were selected from the'active 
paseload of the Child Psychiatry Unit of the Massachusetts 
~ental Health Center. The criteria for case selection were tha1 
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treatment was being offered on the out-patient service; that 
the family had been in treatment a minimum of one year and a 
maximum of three years; that the child in treatment was living 
~ith both parents; that both the aother and the father were in 
casework treatment and that the mother and father were being 
seen by individual caseworkers. Five cases met these criteria 
and one additional case was selected to increase the size of 
~he sample. This additional case had been closed in September 
~960 but otherwise met the criteria established for the study. 
The six mothers included in this study range in age from 
~hirty-one to forty-nine years. Five of the six mothers have 
completed high school, the .sixth mother having left school at 
~he end of her third year in high school. Two mothers had some 
~pecialized training beyond high school; one mother completed 
~wo years of college and one mother graduated from college. Twc 
of the mothers are Roman Catholic and four are Jewish. Two 
aothers are adoptive parents and four are natural parents. 
The six fathers included in this study range in age from 
~hirty-six to fifty-four years. All six fathers completed high 
•chool. Five of the six fathers had additional education. One 
~ather completed one year of business college, two graduated 
rrom college and one had professional training beyond college. 
wo of the fathers are in occupations that are classified as 
~rofessions, two are employed in skilled occupations and two 
~re in semi-skilled occupations. Two of the fathers are Roman 
~atholic and four are Jewish. Two fathers are adoptive parents 
nd four are natural parents. 
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The following is a discussion of the findings as they 
related to the research questions initially raised. 
1. Do parents feel that treatment had, in any way, affected 01 
changed their aarital relationships? 
The six mothers and six fathers were categorized accordint 
~o their perception of changes in their marital relationships. 
~our of the six aothers perceived changes of a positive nature 
~n their aarital relationships during the course of treataent; 
~ne mother saw a deterioration in the marital interaction; one 
~other perceived no change in the marital interaction. Three 
pf the six fathers perceived changes of a positive nature duri1~ 
the course of treatment; two fathers viewed the changes a~ 
~aving been negative; one father was unable to evaluate the 
~hangee that had occurred.· 
Three of the four mothers perceiving positive change in 
~heir marital relationships felt that treatment was the major 
~a~se. The other aother felt external factors to have been 
~esponsible for the changes. The aother who felt that there ha' 
been a deterioration in her marital relationship during the 
course of treatment, attributed this to external factors. The 
aother who perceived no change in marital interaction viewed 
.reatment as being focused on helping her to be a better mother 
knd could not discern any relationship between treatment and 
~er marriage. 
Two of the three fathers perceiving positive change in 
~heir marital relationships during the course of treatment felt 
~hat their contacts with the clinic had been a aajor deteraina~~. 
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~he other father citing improvement in his marital ~elationshi 
indicated that the cause vas attributable to changes in his vi e 
that were brought about by external factors. The two fathers 
~ho felt that there had been a deterioration in their marital 
relationships cited external influences that were not in any 
way negated by treatment. The father who perceived changes in 
~is marital relationship but was unable to evaluate these chanfeS 
relt that there had been a variety of influences contributing 
~o these shifting relations. 
~. Do parents perceive any changes in their relationships witt 
~ther children in the faaily as a result of treatment? 
The mothers and the fathers were categorized according-to 
their perceptions of changes in their relationships with other 
~hildren. As one family had no children other than the one in 
reatment, only five parents were included in this section of 
.he study. All five aothers perceived changes in their relatio~~ 
•hips with their other children during the course of treataent. 
rour of the aothers viewed the changes as being essentially 
~ositive; one aother perceived both positive and negative changt 
n her relations with her other children. 
Four of the five fathers in this study perceived changes 
n their relationships with their other children during the 
ourse of treatment. Three of these fathers felt that the 
hangea had been essentially positive ones; one of these father 
erceived both positive and negative changes in his relationshi~s 
ith other children in the family. One father felt that there 
ad been no change in his relationships with other children in 
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the family during the course of treataent. 
Two of the four aothers perceiving positive cha'nge in 
~heir relationship with other children felt that treatment was 
~ major factor; one mother felt that her own growing maturity 
~as the major factor although she did feel that her thinking 
~ad been stimulated somewhat from clinic contacts; one mother 
~ttributed external factors for the iaproveaent in her relatior-
~hips with other children in the faaily. The mother who saw 
positive changes in her relationship with one other child in 
~he faaily and negative changes in her relationship with anoth~r 
~hild in the faaily attributed these changes to her efforts, 
Fhanges in the children as they aatured and the clinic. 
One of the three fathers perceiving improvement$ in their 
. 
rea tionship with other children in the family felt that treat· 
~ent was the major factor. Two fathers who noted improved 
relationships with other children in the family attributed thea~ 
phanges to the clinic and external factors. The father who per· 
ceived positive changes in his relationship with one child in 
pis faaily and negative chan«•• in his relationship with anothtr 
phild in the faaily presented a aultiplicity of causes, only 
~ne of which was the influence of treataent. 
~. Do parents perceive changes in their relationship with or 
~iev of their own parents as a result of treatment? 
Three of the six aothers interviewed perceived changes of 
l positive nature in their view of their parents during the 
~ourse of treataent; three of the aothera felt that there had 
~een no change in their perception of their parents during 
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~reataent. Two of the fathers interviewed felt that there had 
been positive changes in their perception of their parents; 
.vo of the fathers felt that there had been slight changes in 
their perception of their parents but felt these changes to be 
changes in behavior and intellectual understanding rather than 
~ change in attitude; tvotathers felt that there had been no 
~hange in their relationship with their parents. 
The three aothera perceiving iaproveaent in their rela· 
~ionships with their parents felt that treatment vas the major 
. ' . . . -
ause. Three mothers saw no change in this area of 'their rela-
~ionships. 
One of the two fathers perceiving positive changes in 
~heir relationship with their parents felt that the improvemen118 
• irere attributable to treataent; the other father pe'rc~i ving 
positive changes in this area presented a multiplicity of cause~ 
hat inclu.ded treatment. Of the two fathers who felt' that there 
pad been soae .chailae. in their relationship with their parents, 
~ne felt that these had been caused so~ ly by external factors 
~nd one felt that these had been brought about primarily by 
~reataent. Two fathers felt that there had been no cbange in 
l-his a rea of their lives. 
• Do parents perceive any change in their relationships with 
,ther significant people as a result of treatment? 
Two of the six aothers interviewed felt that ~here had 
·~een improvements in their relationships with other significant 
eople; three aothers felt that their relationships with people 
u.tside their family had deteriorated; one mother felt that 
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~here had been a change in the direction of less involvement 
n relationships outside her family but vas uncertain as to ho~ 
abe would evaluate this change. One of the six fathltrs inter-
deved stated that there had been iaprovements in his· relation-
~hips with relatives, no change in his business relationships 
~nd a decrease in his relationships with other people outside 
~is family during the course of treataent. One of the fathers 
nterviewed felt that his relationships with other significant 
~eople had deteriorated; one father indicated change·in this 
~rea that he could not evaluate; and three fathers felt that 
"'here had been no change in this a rea of their lives.· 
One of the mothers who felt that there was iaprovement in 
his area attributed this change to treatment; the other mother 
piting improved relationships with other people attributed the 
phange to external factors. Two of the three mothers who per-
peived a deterioration in their other relationships somewhat 
enuously connected this to treataent. One felt that treatment 
onsumed what time she had for social contacts and one felt 
"'hat there had not been sufficient improvement in her child so 
~ 
"'hat she felt free to invite people to her home or.take him out 
~ith her. One mother noted external causation for the deterior· 
~ti~n in her relationships with other significan~ people. One 
~other who could not.evaluate the changes in this area of her 
1-elationships cited the clinic and other factors in examining 
~he cause. • 
The father who felt that there was iaproveaent in his 
1-elationship with other relatives, attributed this change to 
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~he clinic. He also felt that treataent was a factor in his 
decreased contact with other people in that he was devoting 
aore of his free time to his family. The other father who felt 
~hat there had been a deterioration in his relationships in 
~his area attributed this maialy to external factors. The 
~ather who noted questionable change attributed the change to 
~reatment. 
~. Do aothers and fathers differ significantly in these per-
ceptions and in their purposeful use of treatment gains? 
The six aothers interviewed perceived a total of fourteen 
~reas of positive change in their aggregate relationships 
~uring the course of treatment. These six mothers perceived a 
~otal of five area• of negative change in their aggre1ate 
relationships during treatment. 
The six fathers interviewed perceived a total of ~elve 
~reas of positive change in their aggregate relationships dur. 
ng the course of treatment. These fathers perceived'a total 
~f six areas of negative change during this period. 
In this sample, four mothers perceived positive change in 
~heir marital relationships, five mothers perceived positive 
~hange in their relationships with other children in the famil3, 
hree mothers perceived a change of a positive nature in their 
~elationships with their parents and one mother perceived im-
provement in her relationships with other significant people. 
bne mother felt that there had been a deterioration in her 
•arital relationship durin& treatment, one mother felt that 
here had been a deterioration in her relationship with one of 
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her other children, and three mothers felt that there had been 
a deterioration in their relationships with other significant 
people. Three mothers cited no change in their relationship wi h 
their parents; one aother cited changes in her relationships 
with other significant people that she could not evaluate. One 
mother felt there had been no change in her marital relation-
ship. One aother has no other children. 
In this sample, three fathers perceived positive change 
in their marital relationships, five fathers perceived positiv4 
change in their relationship with other children in·the family 
~hree fathers perceived changes of a positive nature in their 
~elationships with their parents and two fathers perceived 
positive changes in their relationships with other significant 
people. Two fathers felt that there had been negative changes 
~n their marital relationships, one father felt that there had 
~een negative changes in his relationship with one of his otheJ 
Fhildreq, and three fathers felt that there had been a negative 
~hange in their relationships with other significant·people. 
One father was unable to evaluate the changes he felt had 
~ccurred in his marital relationship; one father was uncertain 
~a to how to evaluate changes in his relationships with other 
~ignificant people; and one father has no children other than 
he one in treatment so was not included in the section dealint 
~ith change in relationship with other children. 
As mothers seemed to perceive changes more in their aggre-
~ate relationships, an attempt was made to further clarify this 
y examining the areas of change and causes expressed by parent• 
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in this study. 
Four of the six aothers felt that increased self-understaJd-
ing had been a major factor in change noted in one or more are2s 
of their relationships. Three of the six fathers referred to 
increased self-understanding as a cause of change in one or 
•ore of their aggregate relationships. 
Four ~f the six mothers felt that their increased under-
standing of themselves had contributed to a better understand-
~ng of others in one or more of the areas of relationship dis-
~ussed in this study. Two fathers indicated a feeling that 
~heir increased self-understanding had contributed to a better 
~nderstanding of others in one or More of the relationship 
~reas discussed. 
Four mothers indicated an increased awareness of feelings 
~· contributing to changing relationships. Two fathers mentionE~ 
ln increased awareness of feelings as a factor in changing 
relationships. 
Four aothers and five fathers felt that there had been an 
ncreased acceptance in their relationships with others in the 
~reas studied. 
Four mothers and three fathers have made efforts to in-
~rease their ability to express feelings in the areas of 
relationship studied. 
Five mothers and four fathers have exerted effort toward 
hange in their relationships. Four mothers and foar fathers 
ecognize efforts in others toward improved relationships. 
~hree mothers and four fathers cite decreased efforts aimed 
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toward improved relationships in one or more of the areas 
included in this study. 
Three of the six mothers interviewed stated that they madt 
an effort to apply treatment gains in areas of lives other tha 
their relationship with the child in treatment. One of the 
~others stated that she applied treatment gains in selected 
areas of her life. Two mothers atated that there had been no 
treatment gains applicable to other areas of their life. 
One father stated that he made an effort to apply treat-
aent gains in areas of his life other than his relationship 
with his child in treatment. Three fathers stated that they 
•pplied treatment gains in selected areas of their lives. Two 
Fathers stated that there had been no treatment gains applic-
~ble to other areas of their lives. 
This sample would, therefore, indicate that mothers were 
~ore perceptive of changes in their ag~regate relationships 
~han were fathers. The changes expressed by these mothers were 
~ore related to feelings and attitudes than were the changes 
~xpressed by fathers. This sample supports the hypothesis that 
~here is a positive relationship between the client's desire 
~or change in himself and the gains acheived in treatment. 
The age of the parent seemed in this sample to be a facto1 
n change. This relationship was more evident in the area of 
•arital relationships and perceptions of their own parents than 
n the area of change in relationships with other children in 
he family. 
The mothers indicating iaproved relationships in their 
aarriage and in their perceptions of their parents were betwee 
the ages of thirty-eight and forty-four. Mothers citing negati e 
change in these areas were either several years younger or 
several years older. The fathers indicating improved relation-
ships in their marriage and.in their perceptions of their par-
~nts were between the ages of thirty-nine and fifty-one. FatheJ s 
noting negative change or no change were either somewhat young4r 
or somewhat older in age. 
Age of parent did not seem as relevant a factor in per-
~eptions of change in relationships with other children. Mothet~ 
~xpressing improved relationships were between thirty-one and 
~orty-four. The mother noting ambivalence about changes was 
plder. Fathers indicating positive change were between thirty-
six and fifty-four years of age. The father indicating ambiva-
ence •bout the changes fe1l.withia thia age range. 
Age did not appear to be a factor in regard to parents' 
perceptions of changes in their relationships with other sig-
ificant peopl~. 
The occupation of fathers did not appear to be a relevant 
actor in changes among the parents interviewd in this study. 
The parents' level of education and changes in relation-
hips did seem to be related in the sample studied. Most fre-
uent positive changes were made by those mothers whose educa-
ion level ranged between three years of high school and two 
ears of college. The mother who exhibited considerable ambiva-
ence in recard to changes was a college graduate. Most frequen 
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positive ~hangea w•re described by those fathers whose level 
of education ranged between high school graduates and college 
graduates. The father who expressed considerable ambivalence 
in regard to changes was a man who had had professional trainit~ 
~eyond college. It might be speculated that parents whose leve 
pf education range between three years of high school and four 
~ears of college would have been exposed to a culture aware of 
•motional factors in personality and are able to use this undel~ 
•tanding in treatment. 
The attitudes of these parents toward the clinic and theiJ 
~xperience in treatment was explored in order t~ determine 
~hether these attitudes seemed to be a factor in the nature of 
he parents' involvement in treatment and a determinant in 
~heir gains. 
Fathers and mothers were categorized according to an 
~valuation of their involvement based on their comments and 
~xpressed attitudes toward the clinic and treatment. Three 
~others and one father were very positive in their attitude. 
rhese four parents perceived a total of thirteen areas of posi-
~ive change and a total of three areas of negative change durin~ 
~he course of treatment. One mother in this group has no other 
hildren and was not therefore rated in the category of relatio~­
hips with other children. 
One mother and three fathers were judged to be more mini-
~ally involved in tre~tment. These parents were essentially 
ositive in their expressed attitudes toward the clinic but 
howed a limited awareness of any need for change or modificati~n 
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in themselves. These four parents perceived a total of six 
areas of positive change and a total of two areas of negative 
change. These four parents perceived no changes in a total of 
seven areas of relationship. One parent in this group has no 
children other than the child in treatment so was not included 
in the sections dealing with relationships with other children 
Two mothers and tw~ fathers were essentially negative in 
their attitudes toward the clinic and treatment. They were fel 
~o be involved in treatm~~t.~ore than those parents categorizec 
~o be minimally involved but these parents felt either that the~ 
were not receiving the help they anticipated, verbalized many 
~omplaints about the clinic, or indicated considerable ambiva-
~ence in their discussion of treatment. These four parents 
perceived a total of seven areas of positive change and a tota 
pf six area.s of negative change in their relationships. There 
~ere a total of five areas in which these parents felt either 
~hat there had been no change or they were unable to evaluate 
• he changes noted. 
In summary, it is felt that there is in this sample consid• 
~rable evidence of the dynamic interaction as a factor in trea1~ 
~ent consideration. It was stated that treatment, though formu-
ated around the child's emotional probiems can be expected to 
esult in concommitant changes affecting the total family hal-
nee. These parents who were all involved in treatment focused 
~pon the emotional problems of one child in the family, were 
sked whether they were aware of concommitant changes in the 
ajor relationship areas. These perceptions ate to be considere~ 
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in no way conclusive but do provide several hypotheses that 
could be used as a basis for larger and more controlled studie • 
~he importance of further documentation of knowledge in this 
area for a child guidance clinic ia stated quite explieitely 
~y Plotsky & Shereshifsky. 
To free a child for aaximua growth .a major shift in 
the family organization and interaction is generally 
necessary. Ideally, such a shift results not only in 
freeing the neurotic child but also in enabling mem-
bers in the family to obtain fuller satis{ections 
and greater spontaneity in relationships. 
Purposeful use of the "family ego" and development of 
techniques to stimulate a reciprocal reinforcement of individuil 
strengths by the family members can be facilitated by awarenes~ 
of which peripheral areas are aost affected by treatment. 
rhrough an understanding of the relationship between a parent'~ 
~ttitude toward and capacity for involvement in treatment and 
~he resulting quality of peripheral affects of treatment, a 
Frame of reference is provided that broadens the therapist's 
~onceptualization of his client and the reserve strengths avai 1 • 
able to him within his family. These resources might thea be 
irawh upon without disrupting the equilibrium of the family. 
The perceptions and attitudes expressed by the sample 
~nterviewed in this study would indicate that the preponderance 
~f peripheral gains occur in the area of parents' relationship! 
~ith other children in the family. The parents' attitude towarc 
~nd involvement in treatment seemed in this sample to affect 
he quality ~f change that occurs. 
19 •. Plotsky & Sh·ereshifsky, !E.• £i!.., p. 780. 
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Considerable peripheral gains were also evidenced by this 
sample in the area of the parents' aarital relationship. The 
~uality of these changes seemed to be more affected by the 
parents' attitude toward and involvement in treatment than was 
true in the area of parents' relationships with other children 
~n the family. 
Parents' perceptions of treatment gains in the area of 
their relationships with their own parents seemed in the group 
studied to be aor• closely related to the parents' attitude 
~oward and involvement in treatment. 
It is proposed that a direct and positive relationship 
exists be,tween parents' attitudes toward the treatment exper-
~ence and the treatment gains. Those parents in this sample 
~hose attitudes toward the treatment experience were essentially 
~ositive showed the greatest preponderance of treatment gains 
~n all areas of intra-family relations hips. Of those areas 
~xplored in this study, there were none that these parents did 
~ot fee 1 were affected in some way by their treatment experienc ~. 
In this study, those parents positively involved in treat• 
aent perceived a preponderance of positive changes in their 
ntra-faaily relationships but there seemed to be a negative 
~orrelation between their positive involvement in treatment and 
changes in their relationships with other significant people. 
t would be interesting to explore the possibility that a factc~ 
~n this negative relationship is the introspection necessary 
~or involvement in treatment. Is this a temporary phenomena and 
.re there later liable to be positive changes in the client's 
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social functioning? 
Parents whose involvement in treatment was essentially 
~egative perceived fewer positive changes than did those par-
ents positively involved but more positive changes than did 
those parents minimally involved in treatment. It could be 
speculated that a factor in this is that the hostility of 
~heae parents hindered treatment ••spite their involvement. 
Those parents judged to be minimally involved showed the 
~east number of positive changes, the least number of negative 
~hanges and the greatest number of areas they considered una· 
~rected by treatment. 
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INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
)) Are there ways in which you feel that your relationship 
with your own parents, if living, is different than before 
you started coming to clinic? 
a) If so, can you explain? 
b) If deceased, do you view them differently? In what 
way? 
~) Do you feel there are ways in which your relationship with 
other significant people in your life, such as relatives, 
friends, work associates, are different than before you 
started coming to clinic? 
a) Can you tell me more about these? 
b) Has your behavior or feelings toward them changed? 
c) Has their behavior or feelings toward you changed? 
d) What do you think caused these differences? 
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7) Are there ways in which you think your interviews at the 
clinic have influenced your relationships with your other 
children, your spouse, your parents and other significant 
people in your life? 
a) Can you give me examples? 
b) Do you try to apply the things you learn at the 
clinic to these other relationships? 
~) If there have been no changes in these areas we have been 
discussing, bow would you wish these relationships had 
changed? Can you tell me aore about these? 
~) In thinking generally of the relationships we have been 
discussing, has there been any especially meaningful chang• 
since you have been coaing to the clinic? 
a) Can you tell me about this? 
b) How do you feel that your interviews at the clinic 
have influenced this? 
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